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ABSTRACT

To see Again: Vision and Revelation in American Poetics: A Case Study
by
Emily Raabe

For my mother, who walked with me as long as she was able, and for my daughter,
who joined us on the path.

Advisor: Joan Richardson

With this project, I am arguing for a particularly American visual poetics that dwells in the state
of suspension implied by attention, quivering between wonder and contemplation, immobility and
unfixity as it seeks to reveal, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty writes in his 1945 The Phenomenology of
Perception, the world which is “always ‘already there’ before reflection begins — as an inalienable
presence.”1 Grounded in visual theory, the project pairs poets and artists, searching not for
similitude, but rather examining resemblance, difference, and most important, relation. Susan
Howe, one of my guides for this project, writes that, “immense perspectives of the eye occur in
unexpected word order.” I hope to enlarge her claim by placing makers from disparate disciplines
in proximity to one another and allowing the space of relation between their work to light up as a
moving, shifting, living thing, a space through which to view both poet and visual artist in a new
light. Inspired by writers such as T.J. Clark, who passes through genre to hold open a new way of

1

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin Smith (London: Routledge, 2005), Vii.
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looking, I am attempting here to enmesh ways of looking in order to see more clearly, not by
looking harder or better, but by focusing on what Susan Howe refers to as the “transitional space
between image and scripture,” and Durer calls the “distance” between the eye that sees and the
object seen. What is created in this space of relation between visual art and poetry? How do we
track it, name it, write about it? While covering the work of a broad range of visual theorists, each
chapter specifically pairs one poet and one visual artist in order to activate a relationship between
the two out of which we might find a way into the written through and with the visual. For example,
Chapter Two, “On the Verge of Seeing: Wallace Stevens, Gary Hill, and Revelation,” places the
work of Wallace Stevens in proximity to the projection installations of Gary Hill in order to follow
Steven’s command to, “show it to you unfixed,” and so to edge closer to Barthes’ concept of the
filmic, where “language and metalanguage end.” In Chapter Three, I examine the constant
notations, shifts, scale changes, blurs, and flux of Elizabeth Bishop’s poem through the lens of
Svetlana Alpers’ work on Dutch painters, which leads me to Vermeer, the mapped surface, and to
Paul Claudel’s “Acte de presence,” which describes the onrushing accuracy of a Bishop poem and
yet does not arrest its momentum with that description – allowing one to access the desired space
where meaning ghosts and hovers. In the Chapter Four, “Mind the Hidden, the Relational Space
of Mark Rothko and Susan Howe,” I pick up on the question that George Quasha and Charles Stein
ask in Chapter Two about Gary Hill’s projection work: “Is reality what is cast upon the surface,
as the word ‘project’ (to ‘throw forth’) might suggest...or is reality what is brought up—made to
disclose itself— from beneath,”2 moving this question into space itself— not under or over, as
though space is a screen upon which we live, but into space – the space between us, the space we
occupy, the space we create, the spaces between our eyes and objects, between paint and canvas,

2

George Quasha & Charles Stein, An Art of Limina: Gary Hill’s Works and Writings (Barcelona: Ediciones
Polígrafa, Barcelona, 2009), 269.
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between letters and words and readers and viewers and makers, between life and death. In this
chapter I examine Howe and Rothko’s use of abstraction as a doorway to intimacy, rather than its
more commonly understood distancing effect. How are they treating and activating abstraction in
order to create clarity? What is the result of their particular, haunted-by-voices abstraction, and
can we even call them abstract artists, once we have traced their use of history, voices, and human
communication through their work? How can this work lead, not outward, but in, to clarity and a
sense of unity and even intimacy? Pairing artists and poets in this project is more than a thoughtexperiment. It is my attempt to hover in the space of relation between the two, coming down on
neither side, allowing the motion and flux of meaning to express, as the author and critic Joan
Richardson so aptly puts it, our own particle reality. We are motion, and the motion of moving
from one medium to another allows me to inch closer to expressing this. Heeding Emerson’s claim
that attention itself is a spiritual practice, I want to follow the example of these poets and artmakers
as they pay attention in order to unveil the wild, nearly unspeakable comprehension of vision
unfolding into revelation.
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Introduction

GAZING & GLANCING

The world about us would be desolate except for the world within us.
There is the same interchange between these two worlds as there is between
one art and another, migratory passings to and fro, quickenings, Promethean liberations and
discoveries.3
First, a principle of attention, simply that. A faith that if we look and look
we will be surprised and we will be rewarded.4

I suspect that this dissertation really started when I was in my twenties, living for a year
at an artist residency, one of very few writers in a landscape of visual artists. It was a heady time,
room and board in exchange for fifteen hours of work alongside a bunch of other twentysomething artists whose student loans were still in deferment and so could happily live on the
offered stipend of $15.00 a week. Outside of the core group of us that they called “emerging
artists” (as opposed to “free labor for the residency”) there were fifty new artists arriving every
month, hopped up on time and space and an empty studio that was theirs for the period of their
residency. There were few writers. Those that did come tended to be solitary, especially the other
poets, who were always the residents with particular and neurotic housing needs, like a fear of
second floors or allergies to carpets. I spent my time mostly with the visual artists, having long

3

Wallace Stevens, “The Relations Between Poetry and Painting,” The Necessary Angel: Essays on Reality and the
Imagination (New York: Vintage Books, 1942), 169.
4
Mark Doty, Still Life with Oysters and Lemon (Boston: Beacon Press, 2001), 48.
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meandering conversations about time, space, and looking. How do you see water? How do you
then represent what you have seen? How does narrative unfold without language? Why does
language seem to reinsert itself, incessantly, in the most abstract of visual works? Unlike the
buggy, anxious, carpet-allergic poets, the painters and sculptors wanted to throw open their
studio doors, open a few bottles, and talk all night. One of the photographers at that residency in
Vermont had a notation pinned up from another photographer who had written that their work
was not actually about the image presented at all, but about the moment just before, or the
moment just after, the photograph was taken. But what does that mean, to employ the visual in
order to represent the invisible? And for a poet, what does it mean to employ language in service
to the visible, in search of the invisible? While my self-identification as a poet was cemented
during that long, luxurious year, something else was cemented as well – a need to dwell in the
spaces between my chosen medium and others, a desire to look and look, and the start of a way
of studying poetry through the lens of the visual, or up against the visual, or somehow with it. I
began to search for a way to stay somehow in between in order to see.

A Rotary Fellowship brought me next to England, where a Masters in European
Modernism sneaked its way into a thesis on the writer Angela Carter and the artist Cindy
Sherman, and from there I did an MFA in poetry at an art school in California. At art school, I
took classes toward an MA in visual criticism alongside my work in poetry, and found that, as
they had in Vermont and in England, one medium fed the other, both of them serving alternately
as fire and wood, neither more so than the other. As a direct result of these experiences, this
dissertation is not about poets who write about art, or collaborations between artists and poets,
but rather poets working toward a space of revelation implied by the visual, by paying attention.
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It is an attempt to work out these questions in an arena of what I believe is a particularly
American mode of seeing and being, one that echoes Mark Doty’s belief (which is in itself
rooted in such American visionaries as Emerson, Whitman, and Dickinson), that attention itself
is a spiritual practice, a belief that the world waits for us to see it gazing back at us. My subjects
are three American poets, Wallace Stevens, Elizabeth Bishop, and Susan Howe, who I will
argue, embody this American endeavor, creating work that takes up the world at hand while ever
reaching for relational space, attention hovering between touch and look.

I do not, in this project, attempt to resolve a place for these poets in romanticism,
modernism, or post-modernism. Nor do I sort them out among the transcendentalists or the
pragmatists (although both of these methods of thinking are central to the work of these poets, as
well as this dissertation). Perhaps most importantly, this dissertation is not an overview of
American poetry at large, but rather a case study. I am suggesting, however, that these three
poets are representative of an engagement with the visual that is particularly American, distinct
from, for example, what William Meyer describes as William Wordsworth’s insistent “inward
eye.”5 While we do have the Romantic tradition of poets such as Rilke demanding that we pay
attention, I believe that in America, the confounding, dizzying multiplicity of new land, new
vistas, and new science led American poets into a particular space of attention unfolding into
revelation. I am arguing here for a particularly American visual poetics that dwells in this state of
suspension implied by attention, quivering between wonder and contemplation, immobility and
unfixity as it seeks to reveal, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty writes in his 1945 The Phenomenology

5

“Indeed, one cannot help but draw the conclusion that Wordsworth’s “bodily eye” was so enchanted by his
“inward eye” or “intellectual eye” that he was effectively blind to the experience of an Emerson or a Dickinson or a
Whitman.” William Meyer, “Whitman vs. Wordsworth: Visual and Aural Differences Between American and
English Poetry,” The Journal of the Midwest Modern Language Association, vol. 20. no. 1, Spring, 1987, 81.
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of Perception, the world which is “always “already there” before reflection begins — as an
inalienable presence.”6 Importantly, Merleau-Ponty is careful to point out that which is invisible
is not hidden in the sense of a hidden world that we might be able to find—no “absolute
invisible, which would have nothing to do with the visible”—but instead, the “the invisible of
this world, that which inhabits this world, sustains it, and renders it visible, its own and interior
possibility, the Being of this being.” 7 This “interior possibility” is what makes the work of the
poet and the artist not so much creation as revelation, an uncovering of what is already-present.

PAY ATTENTION

“Vision is a palpation with a look,”8 Merleau-Ponty writes. When we look at the world,
according to Merleau-Ponty, we are bound up in what we see to the extent that we can never
simply perceive that which is in front of us: “He who sees cannot possess the visible unless he is
possessed by it, unless he is of it.”9 Thus our connection to the visible holds within it both the
nearness of our own being-in-the-world, and the yawning “chiasm” between our bodies and the
world, both visible and invisible, in which we dwell. So we reach out to the world with our eyes
as though with our hands, but are never able to take hold of what we see. The world is
undoubtedly there, but what is revealed to us is ever-changing, and our vision is muddled, at

6

Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, Vii.
Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 151.
8
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “The Intertwining-The Chiasm,” The Visible and the Invisible (Evanston: Northwestern
UP. 1968), 134.
9
Merleau-Ponty, “The Intertwining.” The Visible and the Invisible, 134-35.
7
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best. This muddled intertwining was certainly not always the way in which vision was
understood – in fact, distance from and thus, control over, the visible was the organized early
conception of vision. In this view, mind was separate from body, body was separate from world,
and the lines were clearly delineated. Within the artistic scope of the Cartesian worldview that
developed out of these earlier understandings/misunderstandings, lies the theory of perspective,
as laid out most famously by Leon Battista Alberti in his 1435 book, On Painting. Alberti begins
Book One of his manuscript by invoking first mathematics, secondly, art, and finally “the
principles of nature”10 in order to introduce his conception of the principles of perspective. This
triptych of ideals—mathematics, art, and nature—is crucial to Alberti’s way of thinking, as are
the hierarchical intimations suggested by the order in which he mentions the three. Alberti posits
perspective as a mathematical equation through which vision is ordered with the human being
(the artist) at the center of all that it can see (nature). For Alberti, in fact, the verb “to survey,”
with its overtones of power and control, functions more exactly than the more diffuse “to see.” In
this model, perspective creates a sense of a human being in control of a landscape through the
power of vision – surveying rather than merely looking at that which appears before him. Alberti
describes vision in terms of “visual rays”:

like the finest hairs of the head, or like a bundle, tightly bound
within the eye where the sense of sight has its seat. The rays,
gathered together within the eye, are like a stalk; the eye is like a

10

“To make my exposition in writing this brief commentary on painting, I will first take from the mathematicians
those things with which my subject is concerned. When they are understood, I will enlarge on the art of painting
from its first principles in nature as far as I am able.” Qtd. In Leon Alberti, On Painting, trans. J. Spencer (New
Haven: Yale UP, 1956), 43.
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bud, which extends its roots rapidly and in a straight line to the
plane opposite.11

These rays shoot out from the eye in a powerful stream (Alberti even classifies the rays in
three categories, extreme, median, and centric, according to where they hit the object to be
viewed) and are only stoppable by a dense object such as a body. Alberti’s rays of vision are
inviolate, deliberate, and literally adhere to the straight and narrow conception of the real. In
other words, they do not contend with what William James, writing in 1890, calls “The choice of
the visual reality,” meaning just that—we choose what we see: “We have native and fixed optical
space-sensations; but experience leads us to select certain ones from among them to be the
exclusive bearers of reality: the rest become mere signs and suggestors of these.”12 Or as Rudolf
Arnheim writes, “Visual perception is visual thinking.”13 This “eminently active performance,”14
as Arnheim refers to it means that not only is our brain creating samples of what we think we are
seeing, but once we have seen, we ourselves are thinking it away, even as we strain to see it more
clearly. And this is not simply a poetic or a philosophical way of thinking about vision. “You do
not see with the eyes but with the brain proper,”15 writes Christof Koch in his book, The Quest
for Consciousness:

Because of the uneven receptor distribution – many in the center and
few in the periphery – humans constantly move their eyes to bear on

11

Alberti, 46.
William James, The Principles of Psychology, vol. 2, 1890, 1918 (New York: Dover, 1950), 237.
13
Rudolf Arnheim, Visual Thinking (Berkeley: U of California Press, 1969), 14.
14
Arnheim, 14.
15
Christof Koch, The Quest for Consciousness: A Neurobiological Approach (Colorado Springs: Roberts & Co.,
2004), 67.
12
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those portions of the environment that are of interest…Subjectively,
the uneven distribution of photoreceptors goes largely unnoticed.
Vision appears everywhere sharp and clear – an illusion, but a
compelling one.16

Because our receptors for sight are grouped in the front of our eye, our color receptors are
negligible, and we have to overcome blurring, blindspots, and blinking in order to reach the most
basic level of perception.17 These aspects of the system require that the brain fill in the gaps by
creating samples of vision and by stitching together the visual field. Even more intriguing in our
illusionary vision is what Koch calls the trans-saccadic integration mechanism, which is related
to the human and primate method of seeing via saccades, or “rapid yet directed eye
movements.”18 During these rapid movements, one’s vision is partially shut down in order to
avoid blurring in the visual field or dizziness in the viewer. The brain fills in these “blank spots”
with movies, composites of the image being seen “just before and just after the saccade.” Thus,
even when we think we are seeing the “real” world in front of us, what we see is actually a
sampled movie of what we saw. The same process fills in the blank spots when we blink.
“Adding up all the little snippets of the running movie that constitute daily life that are lost to

16

Koch, 51-52. This phenomenon was originally observed and recorded by Herman von Helmholtz, as noted by
William James in The Principles of Psychology: “Helmholtz's work on Optics is little more than a study of those
visual sensations of which common men never become aware—blind spots, musce volitantes, after-images,
irradiation, chromatic fringes, marginal changes of color, double images, astigmatism, movements of
accommodation and convergence, retinal rivalry, and more besides. We do not even know without special training
on which of our eyes an image falls. So habitually ignorant are most men of this that one may be blind for years of a
single eye and never know the fact.” William James, The Principles of Psychology, vol. 1, 1890, 1918 (New York:
Dover, 1950), 285. Thank you, Joan Richardson, for pointing me to this connection!
17
In more specific terms: “Dramatic decrease in spatial acuity away from the fovea, the existence of a mere two
photoreceptor types at the point of sharpest seeing, the paucity of color representation in the periphery, the blind spot,
image blur during eye movements, and transient loss of visual input during blinks” Koch, 67.
18
Koch, 344.
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saccadic and blink suppression,” Koch tells us, “amounts to a staggering 60 to 90 minutes a
day!”19 “Sight/Is a museum of thing seen,” Wallace Stevens writes, and apparently it is a
museum of moving images, a stitching-together of see with seen with remembered with desired
to create a panoply of riches in which to believe.

THE BODILY EYE

The visual has long been a natural area for scholarship on American poetics. Emerson
announces the primacy of the visual at the outset of his groundbreaking essay Nature 1836 by
linking part and particle to God through the visual: “I become a transparent eyeball; I am
nothing; I see all; the currents of Universal Being circulate through me; I am part or particle of
God.”20 But as this announcement makes immediately apparent, the visual is a troubled category.
How can one be nothing and see all? How can a transparent eyeball see anything at all? For that
matter, what do we even mean when we say “vision?” The OED defines vision as “Something
which is apparently seen otherwise than by ordinary sight; esp. an appearance of a prophetic or
mystical character, or having the nature of a revelation, supernaturally presented to the mind
either in sleep or in an abnormal state.”21 Vision is also a mental concept, a scheme, a person
seen in a dream, a supernatural insight, the “act of seeing with the bodily eye,” an instance of
seeing, a visage, an object of sight. One can be vision-haunted, vision-seeing, vision-seeking,

19

Koch, 65.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Essays and Lectures, ed. Joel Porte, 1st print. ed. vol. 15 (New York: Library of America,
1983), 10.
21
Oxford English Dictionary (Online Edition) Copyright © 2011Oxford UP .
20
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vision-struck, or as Elizabeth Bishop puts it to an interviewer, “object-struck.”22 This sort of
vision, far from being the holy, extraordinary sight that the Romantic poets pursued with such
ardor, is instead something like “ordinary” seeing, but raised to another power by attention. This
work has more in common with the steady accumulation of details that characterizes the natural
historian than it does with the visionary leanings of a Blake or Wordsworth. Adrienne Baxter
Bell, in her monograph George Innes and the Visionary Landscape, makes it clear from the
outset that when she talks about “visionary” American artists and writers, she is not referencing
the explicitly religious: “I am aligning the efforts of visionary American artists with those artists
and artisans worldwide who sought, in Innes’ words, to ‘resolve’ their theology into a ‘scientific
form.’23 This concept of visionary is in line with Elisa New’s call for a “density” of American
poetry that eschews transcendence for attention. It is also echoed in Angus Fletcher’s category of
“environment-poem,” defined as a poetics as that “bridges the gap between the opaque thingness
of nature lying “out there,” and the philosophical and scientific access we gain by developing
terms, formulas, explanations, and theories of the order and meaning hidden within that opaque
nature.”24 Taking these critics as a starting place, I would invoke the middle definition of
“vision” from the OED: the “act of seeing with the bodily eye.” This type of seeing, embodied
seeing, moves us away from what New dismisses as the “romance” of the American insistence
on transcendent originality and into something that she refers to as the literature of experience:
“Perceptual rather than conceptual, tending to lyrical rather than narrative or philosophical
expression, the literature of experience achieves not an explanation of its own effects (poetics)
but a closer relation with affect itself.”25 Susan Stewart’s Poetry and the Fate of the Senses,

22

Elizabeth Bishop, Conversations with Elizabeth Bishop, ed. George Monteiro (UP of Mississippi, 1996), 100.
Adrienne Baxter Bell, George Inness and the Visionary Landscape (New York: George Braziller, 2003), 23.
24
Angus Fletcher, A New Theory for American Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2004), 12.
25
Elisa New, The Line's Eye: Poetic Experience, American Light (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1998), 9.
23
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while more concerned with the aural and tactile in poetry, establishes a beautiful sense of this
relation to affect when she writes about the place where the visual enmeshes with the aural and
tactile. In a face-to-face experience with art, she writes, the visual proximity creates a
“beholding,” which “establishes the outline or figure and so ‘ends’ the echoing diffuseness
characteristic of sound.”26 When that sound fades to nothingness, “its condition of invisibility
again makes its claim, and we are no longer able to figure the line of its form.”27 This relation, of
silence/darkness to beholding creates a vibrational space that Stewart claims as “the most
profound aspect of poetry’s relation to vision.”28 While I begin where these critics are working,
this dissertation will open a different way of looking at American poetry by looking askance29 in
an effort to hold the work itself in suspension, as it were, thus allowing it to exist in a vibratory
in-between, or in Joan Richardson’s words, inter-esse,30 that is, more closely aligned, in fact,
with our particle reality. Jonathan Crary, in his 2001 book Suspensions of Perception, reminds
us, “The roots of the word attention in fact resonate with a sense of “tension,” of being
“stretched,” and also of “waiting.” It implies the possibility of a fixation, of holding something in
wonder or contemplation, in which the attentive subject is both immobile and ungrounded.”31

“Crossing a bare common,” Emerson writes, “in snow puddles, at twilight, under a
clouded sky, without having in my thoughts any occurrence of special good fortune, I have

26

Susan Stewart, Poetry and the Fate of the Senses (Chicago: U of Chicago Press, 2002), 146.
Stewart 146.
28
Stewart,146.
29
This askance looking is a function of the glance, but of course it also brings to mind Dickinson’s “Tell all the
Truth but tell it slant—” a poem that uses language of the visual to remind us that the truth is best found by
circuitous ways, in order to keep from being “blinded” by it. Emily Dickinson, The Complete Poems (Boston: Back
Bay Books, 1976), 249.
30
“We are in a new territory, questioning, alert, interested, literally inter-esse, between being one way and another.’
Joan Richardson, A Natural History of Pragmatism. (Cambridge UP, 2007), 227.
31
Jonathan Crary, Suspensions of Perception: Attention, Spectacle, and Modern Culture (Cambridge: MIT Press,
2001), 10.
27
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enjoyed a perfect exhilaration. I am glad to the brink of fear.”32 For all the artists, critics, poets
and essayists that will be jostling for space in the following pages, this brief but famous
quotation might suffice: the “bare” common and melted snow a scene stripped of all idealized
romantic description, the mind-out-of-thought, housed in the body, the gladness that is not
gladness at all but something on the way to fear, something suspended between one descriptor
and another, something on the brink and never settling. Stevens’ attention and “and yet,”
Bishop’s eye for detail that gestures to the unknown, Howe’s striving for radical intimacy
through abstraction; all of these are mobile flickering spaces in which the visual is bent to
revealing.

GAZING & GLANCING

In 1983, the art historian Norman Bryson published a book called Vision and Painting:
The Logic of the Gaze, in which he introduces two linguistic categories, the deictic and the
aoristic. Bryson defines the deictic as “a specialized category…reserved for utterances that
contain information concerning the locus of utterance.”33 In linguistics, the deictic tenses are the
present tenses, which “create and refer to their own perspective,” while the aoristic tenses
describe an action that has come to completion, and with which the speaker has no active
involvement: “The aoristic tenses (simple, past, pluperfect) are characteristically those of the
historian, reciting the events of the past impersonally and without reference back to his own
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position.”34 Bryson uses these terms to argue that Western painting is based on the “disavowal of
the deictic reference,” which destroys the site of the producing body, as well as the traces of
production from the produced work: “stroke conceals canvas, as stroke conceals stroke.”35
Bryson then moves from the linguistic terms to a discussion of the double way that vision itself
is understood in Western culture. He names these two categories the Gaze and the Glance, and it
is here that the essay begins to vibrate for me between what is possible when we talk about visual
art, and the attendant possibilities in a discussion of poetics.

Bryson describes the Gaze and the Glance as two aspects of vision: “one vigilant,
masterful, “spiritual,” and the other subversive, random, disorderly.”36 For an understanding of
the Gaze, Bryson reaches back to what he calls “Founding Perception”:

In the Founding Perception, the gaze of the painter arrests the flux
of phenomena, contemplates the visual field from a vantage—point
outside the mobility of duration in an eternal moment of disclosed
presence; while in the moment of viewing, the viewing subject
unites his gaze with the Founding Perception, in a perfect reaction
of that first epiphany.37

Founding Perception is of course Albertian perception, set within a Cartesian
understanding of the world. For the viewing subject looking at a painting, perspective allows the
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viewer to enter into the artist’s activation of the divine and mathematical logics of perspective, an
opportunity that Bryson refers to as a “moment of perfect recreation of that first epiphany.”38 The
use of religious language (epiphany) as well as more scientific language (perfect recreation) by
Bryson is perhaps no accident. As Martin Jay points out, this Cartesian, perspectival model of
vision is one that mixes the heady new science of mathematics with the will of God,39 an obviously
attractive mixture in a society just beginning to make its way from a religiously-based society to
one in thrall to science. “The logic of the Gaze,” Bryson writes, “is therefore subject to two great
laws: the body (of the painter, of the viewer) is reduced to a single point, the macula at the retinal
surface; and the moment of the Gaze (for painter, for the viewer) is placed outside duration.”40

Bryson places the Glance against this Gaze, defining the Glance as that which is
fractured, uncontrolled, and subverted from within a Cartesian method of viewing the world. In
comparing the two, he writes that the Gaze is seen as “prolonged, contemplative, yet regarding
the field of vision with a certain aloofness and disengagement, across a tranquil interval,”41 while
the Glance is “a furtive or sideways look, whose attention is always elsewhere, which shifts to
conceal its own existence, and which is capable of carrying unofficial, sub rosa messages of
hostility, collusion, rebellion, and lust.”42 In this structure, the Gaze is the result of the artist
controlling that which they see, while the Glance might correspond with that which is being
subverted: the chaotic world that can never be held in stasis, or at a deeper level, the mysteries of
life and death that surround us and retreat from out attempts to organize or control them. One is
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all motion and blur, while the other claims to seize that instability and freeze it into a version of
world recollected in tranquility. “To dissolve the Gaze,” Bryson tells us,

We must willingly enter into the partial blindness of the Glance and
dispense with the conception of form as con-sideration, as Arrest,
and try to conceive of it instead in dynamic terms, as matter in
process, in the sense of the original, pre-Socratic word for form:
rhuthmos, rhythm, the impress on matter of the body’s internal
energy, in the mobility of and vibrancy of its somatic rhythms; the
body of labor, of material practice.43

What does this mean for a discussion of Poetry? In poetic terms, the Gaze corresponds to
a poetics that places human beings at the center of a known world. The sonnet, a traditional form
first created in Italy and later imported to England, might be seen as an example of poetics of the
Gaze. The sonnet is held tightly in bounds through the use of form, metrical beats, and rhyme
scheme, and perhaps more important, this structure is used to present, argue through, and answer
a question or problem.44 A poetics of the glance, in contrast, would reflect the chaos of the world
without attempting to organize it, much less reach a coherent conclusion about it. A true poetics
of the Glance might belong to the 1920’s Parisian surrealistic poets (such as André Breton or
Robert Desnos). These poets employed what Rolf Tiedemann terms “The optics of the dream” in
order to “bring to birth the concealed, latent thoughts slumbering in that (waking) world’s
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womb.”45 This attempt to peer into the unconscious of the world attempts to represent the chaos
of the experience of the world in the word, creating a poetics of fractured meaning, dizzying
imagery, and a total collapse of any kind of organizing Gaze. But there is more to the Glance
than chaos. If we return to Bryson’s definition, certain words leap out at us: partial blindness, in
process, impress, matter, mobility, and vibrancy, “Try to conceive (of form) instead in dynamic
terms,” Bryson writes, “as matter in process, in the sense of the original, pre-Socratic word for
form: rhuthmos, rhythm, the impress on matter of the body’s internal energy…” This definition
is not, I would argue, limited to abstraction or surrealism at all, but rather to an insistence on
mobility and fluidity, something that Stevens famously alludes to in his essay “The Noble Rider
and the Sound of Words”:

On the other hand, I am evading a definition. If it is defined, it will
be fixed and it must not be fixed. As in the case of an external thing,
nobility resolves itself into an enormous number of vibrations,
movements, changes. To fix it is to put an end to it. Let me show it
to you unfixed.46

Stevens’ language forecasts Bryson’s insistence on in process over fixity, mobility, and
vibrancy. Seen this way, poetry need not be abstracted to dwell in the mutable realm of the
Glance. When Elizabeth Bishop writes of filling stations, or Stevens of a town in Connecticut, or
Susan Howe winnows language to a point, these precise records are none the less bent on
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unfixity, vibrations, and mobility. The language is precise, sharp-edged, exact. But where does it
lead us? Not in a straight line, certainly. It spirals and loops, opening ever-outward: concrete
letters in service to a conceptual level that can only be described as abstract. Emerson himself
shows us this with his list of “inexplicable” thoughts; simple words, seen with the “bodily eye,”
unfolding into deep unknowability: “language, sleep, madness, dreams, beasts, sex.”47 In this
project, I would like to argue that these American poets, urged on by the unique combination of a
wilderness far larger than the humans who tumbled into it, of Darwin’s dizzying examples of
multiplicity and relation, and of a new philosophy that valued focused, visual attention over
historical precedent, embarked on a project of vision itself in which vision became both a
passageway and a destination, untethered from the European historical understanding of the
Gaze and leaning into the unbounded possibility of the Glance. With both multiplicity and
relation in mind, I want to examine this uniquely American project of attention while attempting
to allow these three poets to move freely amid literary and other categories, their individual
imperatives to motion and to multiplicity unbound.

VISUAL AS SCRIM

My project here is revelation, but my method is oblique: I want to find a new way to look
at these poets, a new space in which to stand in order to see their work more clearly. While paging
through my notebooks recently I came across a scribbled notation: Method: from the Greek on the
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road/in the middle of the path. What I want, I have discovered, is another method.48 Method, as
Martin Heidegger deploys it in his Sojourns, is a path, or a way:

We immediately translate (οδός) with “way” (Weg) and we think of
this as a stretch lying between the starting point and the goal. But
the “wayness” of the way must be looked for in another perspective.
A way leads through an area, it opens itself up (öffnet sich selbst)
and opens up the area (eröffnet). A way is therefore the same as the
process of passage from something to something else (Gang). It is
way as being-on-the-way (Unterwegssein).

This multi-faceted definition is the way (method) that I want to employ here: it is a path,
but it is also process. It is not resolution, but it is holding open possibility, that invisible, mutable,
motionful thing. Method asks us to be radically open; in motion and still; hovering. “The poem
goes from the poet’s gibberish to/The gibberish of the Vulgate and back again/Does it move to
and fro or is it of both//At once?”49 Throughout this dissertation, the work, for me, will be the
way. When I write in Chapter Four about Susan Howe startling herself into fresh vision by
working in a new medium (film criticism), or Stevens doing the same work with unexpected
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word order, or Bishop with images that surface other realities, I am hoping to enact this
phenomenon in my own work. By rummaging through art criticism, art history, and the voices
and works of visual artists, I want to startle my own vision into a new way of looking, reading,
and thinking. I want these poets’ work to rustle, whisper, shift, move without my tethering it. In
order to do this, to look without fixing, I need to somehow look askance, out of the corners of
my eyes, to catch a glimpse of what exists in secrecy, and dwells in invisibility. This is the work
of relation; mine and theirs.

My looking askance in this project is particular – I am using visual theory, visual art, and
visual artists as a way to glance at these three poets, to slide into a space of relation that evades
fixity. My choices for the visual artists in this work: Jan Vermeer, Gary Hill, and Mark Rothko
(Hilma af Klint sneaks into the conclusion), are random in that they don’t “match” up with their
paired poet in any traditional sense – that is, Bishop and Vermeer (of course) never met,50 and
Gary Hill was four years old when Wallace Stevens died in August of 1955. Susan Howe, while
certainly aware of Rothko’s work, has written not on Rothko, but on Ad Reinhardt, and on
Agnes Martin, whose work she reveres. I picked these artists in order to place them, one by one,
into relation with a particular poet—to place them near and see what happens. What, for
instance, can theories of perspective, reflection, mirroring, and mapping in Jan Vermeer’s
paintings activate in our understanding of Elizabeth Bishop’s poems? What do Gary Hill’s
projection works, his experiments with mutability and the liminal, reveal in the work of Wallace
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Stevens? How do Mark Rothko’s tracings of longing inform an examination of an American
poetics working in the margins of the visible? To be honest, I sometimes saw myself, during the
work of this dissertation, as trundling along an unknown path pushing a squeaking wheelbarrow
in front of me. Into that wheelbarrow went anything that caught my eye, to be carried home and
sorted through the way a rag picker might sort through collected detritus, searching for the glint
of gold. It has been a pleasurable way to work, both the picking and the finding; surprises, happy
accidents, the ever-present chance for revelation.

As we will see, Gary Hill’s projection work makes use of the multivalence of the scrim:
both a blank screen upon which to project an image and the image itself, the projection allows
vision while also holding us off: if we close the gap between seer and seen, the image will
dissolve. Yet the screen, the scrim, the divider, is that which makes the image visible in the first
place. Susan Howe writes about the interleaf, the thin tissue that was placed at the start of a book
to keep text and image from (literally) merging. Like the projection, the interleaf allows light
through while holding contact in abeyance, enacting our own struggles to be in true relation with
that which we see, even as our vision requires distance in order to function. The interleaf,
according to Howe, is a curtain, a tracing paper, a wrapping, a divider, and a method for seeing, a
scrim. In this project I want to activate the idea of the scrim through the use of artistic practice
and theory, scrim as translucent curtain, tool for filtering light, tracing paper placed over text, in
order to charge our viewing of the text with something different. Emerson’s constant call to
attention rings in my ears. By paying attention, looking askance and seeking relation, I hope, in
this work, to create a new space in which to talk about an American poetics that attends to this
rustling, mobile silence by insisting on its own grounding in “The chorals of the dogwood, cold
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and clear,”51 while at the same time remaining stubbornly, resolutely open to “The patterns of the
heavens and the high, night air.”52
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Chapter Two

ON THE VERGE OF SEEING: WALLACE STEVENS, GARY HILL, & REVELATION

The first is the eye that sees, the second is the object seen, the third is the distance between
them. 53
The material world, for all the assurances of the eye, has become immaterial.54

“The point of vision and desire are the same,” Wallace Stevens writes in the beginning of his
masterpiece, “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven.” This line teaches me Stevens, as much as
any of his beauty-strewn, dense-with-thought lines can. This terrible truth, and it is a terrible
truth, that our very interaction with the world creates a longing for relation that we may very well
strain toward our entire lives without realizing, runs under so much of what Stevens writes. How
to see clearly, for Stevens, takes on a desperate weight, as seeing and thinking, our gifts from the
world, create a gulf between that which we see and think about. Rudolf Arnheim refers to
perception as that “eminently active performance,”55 an attention-driven action in which our
vision, directed by attention, focuses on “the narrow range of sharpest vision now on this, now
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on that spot, following the flight of the distant sea gull, scanning a tree to explore its shape.”56
This performance, Arnheim infers, is riddled with blind spots. By looking, we are thinking and
by thinking, we are not pulling our beloved into ourselves, but rather, pushing it further away. In
his poem, “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction,” Stevens offers the “chorals of the dogwood, cold
and clear/Cold and coldly delineating, being real,” but he follows these lines with this one:
“Clear and, except for the eye, without intrusion.” 57The intrusion of the eye is the motion from
looking at to seeing, and this motion is both essential and helpless.

The essayist Annie Dillard famously relates her struggle to “see clearly” in her essay “On
Seeing,” lamenting that once named and codified, she could never again “unpeach the peaches,”
that is, never see them as anything but her own projected idea of “peaches.” In the essay, Dillard
describes the experience of blind children and adults who have had their vision restored. Some
are overjoyed, some are horrified; all are seeing for the first time. One child describes a tree as
having “lights in it” (her brain’s way of processing light and shadow). Dillard makes this her
journey – to find the tree with the lights in it— that is, to see the world as it really is, not as she
orders and catalogues it:
It was for this tree I searched through the peach orchards of summer,
in the forests of fall and down winter and spring for years. Then one
day I was walking along Tinker creek and thinking of nothing at all
and I saw the tree with the lights in it. I saw the backyard cedar
where the mourning doves roost charged and transfigured, each cell
buzzing with flame. I stood on the grass with the lights in it, grass
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that was wholly fire, utterly focused and utterly dreamed. It was less
like seeing than like being for the first time seen, knocked breathless
by a powerful glance.58

For Dillard, seeing clearly involves a radical reversal of the seer and the seen – as she
sees clearly for the first time, she becomes seen, that is, she is in relation with that which she
sees, no longer set apart, no longer the lonely, brain-sized observer. Stevens surely has his mind
on this kind of radical, infinite sense of relation when in poems such as “Looking Across Two
Fields,” he longs for something beyond the “masculine myths we used to make,” something
more integrated, integral, real:

…A transparency through which the swallow weaves
Without any form or sense of form…

What we know in what we see, what we feel in what
We hear, what we are, beyond mystic disputation,
In the tumult of integrations out of the sky,

And what we think, a breathing like the wind
A moving part of motion, a discovery
Part of a discovery, a change part of change
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A sharing of color and being part of it…”59

This is the realm that Charles Peirce labels “thirdness,” the relational, opaque space that
falls, not third at all, but in between firstness (qualities of phenomena), and secondness (actual
facts).60 Thirdness, Peirce writes, is a mediating space, “the medium or connecting band between
the absolute first and last. The beginning is first, the end second, the middle third.”61 This middle
lacks the ecstatic emptying out of the “pure present,” and also the solidity of the factual state of
secondness. It is a hovering, tilting, mercurial place, one that holds space between two things.
When I picture Peirce’s thirdness, I see a scene from a sci-fi movie with the protagonist
hovering, impossibly, in thin air, not safe yet not falling either – suspended but not still. How
might we, outside of sci-fi, access this space? What might it feel like to have the onrush of
experience held in abeyance, mediated? It is, I think, a sense of ongoingness and circling—not
stoppages but ellipses—and as we will see (and as Barthes tells us), it is a profoundly emotional
space. But it’s also disorienting, and (as anyone who has struggled through a thicket of
associations, particulars, and resemblances in a single Stevens line will attest) can be extremely
uncomfortable.

PALPATION WITH A LOOK
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As part of the 1993 Biannual exhibit at the Whitney Museum62 the artist Gary Hill63
presented a projective video- installation called Tall Ships.64 Entering the space of the
installation, viewers walked down a ninety-foot long dark corridor. The only light in the space
came from sixteen black-and-white images of people sitting, reclining, or standing, which were
projected directly onto the walls of the space (the projections ranged from one to two feet high).
As a viewer approached one of the projected images, his or her movement triggered the projected
person to rise (if he or she was seated), and to “approach” the viewer until the projection had
become life-sized and the human and the projected human stood face-to-face, mirror images but
not quite, of one another. Viewers were in a constructed space, face-to-face with artifacts of
people who resembled nothing more than actual people, resembled, in fact, the viewers
themselves.
Tall Ships, as with so much of Hill’s work, looks real and yet is empathetically not-real –
the viewing is full of hiccups in perception—the darkened room, the wavering figures, the
hesitations in the projection’s movements, the unworldly space of almost-meeting. We are on the
verge of meeting with the projections, but the meeting remains in the space of the possible. In
fact, if we were to close the gap between our bodies and the projected bodies, they would
disappear. The distance that frustrates our intention, in other words, is the thing that allows us the
experience in the first place. As Stevens tells us, “To fix it is to put an end to it. Let me show it to
you unfixed.”65 I have been attracted to the “unfixedness” of Gary Hill’s work for some time,
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since 1998, to be exact, when I saw his Circular Breathing at the Whitney.66 Named for the
technique that horn and reed players use to play a continuous note, seemingly without taking a
breath, Circular Breathing consists of flickering, flashing images and sounds in an unrelenting
barrage that one critic (rather laconically) described as a “compression of time and a refinement
of intention.”67 Circular Breathing is hard to describe, partially because it functions in such a
way that viewers’ senses are continually addled by a process that blocks any attempt to catch a
sensory breath in between the flickering, shifting black-and-white projection running on five
channels. As a dis-organizer of attention, the piece resists simple description. In an attempt:
Circular Breathing is 10 feet high by 35 feet long and is presented in a totally dark room with
five projected images that flash and flicker, switching from left to right across a ground of vision
in what Hill refers to as a “weave” of images:

The first scene slides out from the corner of the wall and at some
point after becoming a full image begins to flicker with the addition
of a second scene/image… consequently, two scenes slow down to
half speed; three scenes with third of the speed and so on. Once the
field of five scenes is complete, the images begin to approach
photograph stillness. The process then continues with the first scene
(on the left) disappearing, thus making the remaining scenes gather
speed. The process continues until the fifth or last scene on the far
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right appears in real time. It then slides off the wall, seeming to
disappear into the corner, and the process begins again with a new
set of scenes.68

By offering up familiar images synched with sound and controlled by a tight
mathematical structure, Circular Breathing implies a linear narrative without actually providing
it, which creates (to say the least) an extremely disorienting experience, as the mind strains to
order perception and is thwarted at every turn. When viewing Circular Breathing, one’s attention
cannot direct perception. Tricked into a cacophony of image and sound, perception is unhinged.
Hill’s “compression and refinement” denies our perspectival desire to order, choose, and make
sense of what we see. By interrupting our experience, he forces us to pay attention in a different
way, much the same as a particularly difficult line in a Stevens poem stops our forward glide and
forces us to circle back. When Stevens draws us around in an Emersonian circle with the lines,
“But that’s the difference: in the end and the way/To the end. Alpha continues to begin/Omega is
refreshed at every end,”69 we experience a similar dis-location of our senses, a shuffling of our
perception, to that which Circular Breathing evokes. Circular Breathing left me dizzy and
nauseous, and judging from the number of people slumped in the hallway outside the installation
taking deep, steadying breaths, I was not the only one thus affected. But I was affected by
Circular Breathing in other ways as well, most particularly, in the artist’s ability to show me a
possible experience of perception as evidenced by James, elaborating on Helmholtz. This
encounter is so veiled in our own ordered understanding that we can barely speak it, although
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once shown it, we cannot doubt its veracity. The projection spoke to a reality that exists
underneath my own reality, simultaneous to my own happy vision roaming the world and taking
it in in slices and bits. “Artificial as they are,” Gijs van Tuyl writes in the preface to Hill’s 2002
Catalogue Raisonné, “Hill’s images show us reality: as something inexhaustible, something in
the future, something that may come to pass.”70 Or, as George Quasha and Charles Stein, poets,
theorists, and occasional collaborators of Gary Hill ask about Tall Ships, “Is reality what is cast
upon the surface, as the word “project” (to “throw forth”) might suggest...or is reality what is
brought up—made to disclose itself— from beneath?”71 This question is central to the question
of making, whether with words or materials: when we make the world, are we creating or
uncovering? Visual perception, as Arnheim reminds us, is visual thinking. The eye, reaching out
to the world, is unable not to intrude upon that which it perceives. But is there a way in which
art-making can enact the experience of untransformed vision? What might the sun’s work look
like scored for poetry, or for an installation in a dark room in Canada? “Everything is shed,”
Stevens suggests,

…and the moon comes up as the moon
(All its images are in the dump) and you see
As a man (not like an image of a man),
You see the moon rise in the empty sky.72
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I picked Gary Hill for this dissertation because I’m a bit of a magpie, and Circular
Breathing caught my interest and held it for years, but Hill’s work, I would argue, is more of a
match for Stevens than we might at first believe. Gary Hill, while classified quite definitely as a
video artist, is an oddball in the video-art world, coming out of language and philosophy as
clearly as he comes from image.73 In a 2003 essay in a special film issue of Criticism, Brent Plate
writes that “…to place Hill’s art necessitates a perspective from which linguistic elements are
taken into account as well as those of visual art.”74 Plate depicts Hill as between, describing the
rupture (motion) that is created by the slippage of Hill’s work from medium to medium:

…an understanding of Hill’s status as a “video artist” must take into
account particular relations between language and image…what
must be accounted for are the radical disruptions that occur when a
particular sign-system is transported to another sign-system, in other
words, when a text is taken up by a visual artwork, or vice versa.75

While Hill’s use of text is his most obvious link to a written art form like poetry, that is
actually not where I want to work here, and not the reason I want to put his work in relation to
Stevens’ work. For the purposes of this project, I want to focus on Hill’s betweenness, and the
created (or revealed) relations that occur in his works when he sets images, sounds, or words into
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unexpected juxtapositions with one another. “Confronted with Hill’s art,” van Tuyl writes, “our
visual perception is at first impeded… we also realize that this is not being done out of
playfulness or mischievousness.”76 And visual, I would add, is not the sole marker of perception
here—when we enter into relation with one of Hill’s works, or one of Stevens’ poems, our
perception is impeded. And while I have a certain dislike of the self-consciousness straining of
the word playful when applied to anything but a child or a pet, I would argue both Hill’s and
Stevens’ work is pleasurable, and that some of that pleasure comes from a certain wry humor.
This humor is in service to quite serious work, however, and the stakes are as high as we can
imagine: “One sits and beats an old tin can, lard pail/One beats and beats for that which one
believes/That’s what one wants to get near.77

Video art, in general, has always been a chance to dodge the more formal demands of art
history—its link to the ubiquitous screen of the household television set ensures this
phenomenon. Plate writes that “one might speculate that in video art, as with Freud’s “uncanny,”
the familiar and the strange are contained together.”78 This comment can be cross-referenced as a
description of poetry: the place where the familiar and strange comingle. In video, the familiar is
the screen, while in poetry, it is the language: household words, common descriptors, familiar
rules of syntax and grammar, placed in relations that reveal the strange. And the exactness of the
familiar yoked with (opening into) the strange is, in particular, a fair description of the work that
Wallace Stevens is undertaking. Both Stevens and Hill deploy exactitude and a sense of structure
to create a space for what we might call the open of untransformed vision. Hill’s Circular
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Breathing works through a tight mathematical formula79 that holds the work without pinning it or
confining it. Chris Bruce describes the results of Hill’s use of an “essential organizing structure”
as “the thrill of expectant consideration and the idea that possibility, unpredictability, shift,
random meaning, or surprise can be more than mere subjects in art, but actual occurrences as
well.”80 Likewise, Stevens’ metrics and stanza shapes contain his work, all the time without
stilling it, so that we can have a poem like “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird,” with its
carefully numbered stanzas (of varying line lengths but all roughly the same shape) that contain
– barely – the enigmatic, mutable language within: “I was of three minds/Like a tree/In which
there are three blackbirds.” This three-line stanza, with its trimeter lines (two lines of loose
iambic trimeters and one of three slapped-down spondees) and its balance of “three” and “three”
has the satisfying heft of structure (not to mention the solid thump of Charles Peirce’s thirdness!)
Yet in a true thirdness motion, the stanza twists away from the gaze, evading easy
comprehension as surely as a flickering image that looks familiar and nonetheless can’t be
placed. The roiling, uneasy motion of language in Stevens is very much like the disorientation of
image in Hill, and it is easy to feel that without this structure, each man’s work could easily burst
out into chaos. The key to the structure in both Hill and Stevens is that it contains without
stilling, that is, it allows both a shape and a non-shape to co-exist, each quivering on its own
boundaries, for sure, but both there. The structure allows the glimpse of what is, not created by
the structure, but brought into visibility: the motion of creation as Heidegger defines it: “To
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create is to let something emerge as a thing that has been brought forth.”81 Stumbling back out
into the lighted hallway of the Musée d’Art after viewing Circular Breathing, gratefully lining
the things of the world back up the way I wanted to see them and hear them, I knew that I had
experienced, not something made, but something revealed – something that is always-there, but
usually hidden.

This sense of revelation is everywhere in my thoughts lately. Charles Darwin, whose On
the Origin of Species arrived twenty years before Stevens’ birth, did not create a new world – he
revealed it. His science represented a new way of seeing the world that was already-always
present. On a smaller scale but perhaps encapsulating that grand project is a notation I keep
pinned up over my desk by the writer Lewis Hyde, in which he reminds us that a butterfly
emerging is not creation—it is revelation.82 We tend to think of revelation as mystical, otherworldly, strange, but in truth is simply a revealing, which is what makes it so powerful. When
you experience Gary Hill’s Circular Breathing, the teeming, disorderly, overwhelming
perception of the world that he reveals, once revealed, cannot be forgotten. I walk down the
stairs out of my apartment and then I get on my bike, and then I hear the neighbor’s dog bark,
and then I see the chef from the bistro across the street on his mobile phone in the alley, but all
the while, this is not really the world at all – my brain is configuring my neighborhood in such a
way that I can take it in. Having seen Hill’s piece, I know better, and revelation, once enacted,
cannot be un-enacted – its demands are hard to forget. “What is your urgent charge,” Rilke
demands of the earth that he struggles in his beautiful Elegies not to create, but to reveal, “if not
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transformation?”83 Rilke defines transformation as a revelation translated to art and given back
to the world that has thus revealed itself. This revealed world, as Heidegger refers to it, is “the
great whole of all that is unbounded.”84 Circular Breathing reveals this unbounded world,
although the revelation is artifice, a “supreme fiction” in Stevens’ terms (the piece is quite
literally bound by the 10 by 35-foot space). But, as Stevens argues, this supreme fiction is the
closest we can get to seeing clearly, as a veil draped over a statue both hides it and allows us to
the see the shape (or, maybe more exactly, as in some old science fiction movie where the
invisible villain is caught out when the hero throws a blanket over him, revealing his shape).
Circular Breathing argues for fiction, for the shielding power of metaphor or the distance of a
projected video by making you feel the unmediated world, even briefly. The experience was both
profoundly unsettling, and as with any revelation, unforgettable.

VERGE

Stevens opens “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” by promising to give us the “eye’s
plain version.” However, he immediately undermines that sense of solidity with the wide-open of
the repeated “and yet— .” It is the “and yet,” and not the plain vision that leads the poet as he
struggles to disentangle sense from sight from thought:

As part of the never-ending meditation,
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Part of the question that is the giant himself:
Of what is that house composed if not of the sun,

These houses, these difficult objects, dilapidate
Appearances of what appearances,
Words, lines, not meanings, not communication…

And now we see that the eye’s plain version may not be such a simple thing to pin down
after all. In fact, it becomes clear as we move through the poem that no matter hard we try to see,
how much we strain to see “right,” we will never see the “invisible” that our very vision both
creates and hides. Stevens’ language enacts this phenomenon, even as it strains to overcome it.
“Of what is that house composed if not the sun,” brings to mind another Stevens’ line, that one
“must have a mind of winter.” Not a mind contemplating winter, or bent toward winter, or open
to winter, but of winter. But if we cannot be winter, how can we have a mind of it? And for that
matter, how can one both ask a question and be a part of that question? In “The Relations
Between Poetry and Painting,” Stevens speaks of the world without and the world within us,
writing that, “the same interchange between these two worlds that there is between one art and
another, migratory passings to and fro....” And yet…Stevens’ poetry creates more than
migrations. It also creates a third entity, something like the contrail in the sky left by a passing
airplane (if we can imagine a V of passing geese leaving behind a tail of visible clouds in their
wake), something that is created out of these migratory passings. The viewers of “Tall Ships”
nearly mix with the projections—in reality, they never do, and never can. They are on the way to
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meeting, as Stevens is on the way, on the verge of communication in his poem. This space is
charged with possibility. Liminality, hypertextuality, flickering, resemblance, projection,
metaphor: these are all terms of what I would call active possibility: not quite verbs, not quite the
solid nouns of arrival, they quiver in the spaces before, after, and in-between. “We are speaking
here, first of all, about being on the verge,” Quasha and Stein write about Tall Ships. On the
verge of meeting, on the verge of discovering, on the verge of speaking, and all mediated, first
and foremost, by looking. Our gaze goes out ahead of us, and we are never tired, as Emerson tells
us, “so long as we can see far enough.”85 Emerson also reminds us that while people may wish to
be settled, “only as far as they are unsettled is there any hope for them.”86

If we are one thing, looking, and the invisible, looked-for truth of the world is the other,
then there is always a third thing conjured (James: “And you know what a great part, in magic,
words have always played”)87 by the very act of looking. Gazing at some stills from the
filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein, Roland Barthes identifies the (first) informational level in the
images, and the (second) symbolic level, but then he pauses, and like Charles Peirce, delicately,
stubbornly feels his way into something more: “Is that all? No, for I am still held by the image. I
read, I receive (and probably even first and foremost) a third meaning — evident, erratic,
obstinate.”88 Barthes names this third level of meaning the “obtuse,”89 as the obtuse is such that
blunts meaning by rounding it, “causing my reading to slip”90 (Stevens might define it as
“Words, lines, not meanings, not communication…”) The obtuse meaning operates outside of
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language, hovering between word and vision, or, as Barthes describes it, “suspended between the
image and its description, between definition and approximation.”91 While interacting with Tall
Ships, we are in the space, perhaps, of Barthes’ “third meaning,” not informational (first
meaning), not symbolic (second meaning), though both these levels are represented in Tall Ships,
but the one that Barthes describes as “filmic”: “The filmic, then, lies precisely here, in that
region where articulated language is no longer more than approximative and where another
language begins (whose science, therefore, cannot be linguistics, soon discarded like a booster
rocket).”92 Barthes also offers the “novelistic,” which functions as the filmic does, as a passage
from language to significance (passage the crucial word here, both movement through and a way
through), but I think that poetry more rightly belongs with the filmic, with its access to image
and wordless comprehension. In Stevens, in particular, we see language stretch itself to
approximate, linguistics discarded like a booster rocket, emotion closing the widening gap
between sense and meaning and transfixing us to the scene.

In his essay “Effects of Analogy,” Stevens uses the idea of a “third” as mediating
between a first and a second when he writes about a “third” reader in relation to the first two
ways of reading analogical stories (reading for story, reading for symbols). This third reader,
hovering in a midway, does the work that Barbara Maria Stafford, in Visual Analogy:
Consciousness and the Art of Connecting, refers to as “attempting to bridge the seen and the
unseen, the known and the unknown.”93 This third reader, Stevens writes, is one for whom,
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…the story and the other meaning should come together like two
aspects that combine to produce a third or, if they do not combine,
inter-act, so that one influences the other and produces an effect
similar in kind to the prismatic formations that occur about us in
nature in the case of reflections and refractions.”94

This sense of inter-action rather than combination is an essential distinction of analogy,
as the function of analogy must allow for unfixed, open space between the two participants in
order to be activated. As Stafford writes, analogies “are not purchased at the expense of variety.
Analogues retain their individual intensity.”95 In this way the sun and the house can both retain
their individual identities, while at the same time (this instantaneousness is a central feature to
analogy), their verbal (or visual) juxtaposition allows something new to rise up in the space
created by their relationship. This eternally ongoing “and yet—,” the “delayed not-yet or the
allusive not-quite,” is the central feature of analogy: “This fleeting entity– participating both in
what one has and what one has not, like and unlike the yearned-for experience –temporarily
allows the beholder to feel near, even interpenetrated by, what is distant, unfamiliar, different.”96
In this sense, analogy is quite literally on the verge, not only hovering between but actively
mediating and making meaning without alighting or settling.
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Stafford’s work on analogy is an attempt to revitalize the function and value of analogy
in the face of an age that privileges difference, distance, an insistence on individual diversity, and
“an absence of in-betweeness.”97 This “art of connecting,” as Stafford terms it, thrived from
antiquity through the Baroque era,98 only to be displaced during the Enlightenment. Stafford
points to “analogical communication” being identified with “irrational occultism” during the
Enlightenment as a direct offshoot of vision itself becoming “equated not with artesian clarity
and national distinctness, but with Jesuitical delusion and mystical obfuscation in general.”99 The
Romantics further displaced analogy, focusing instead on the ongoing inability of humans ever to
fully understand the power and otherworldliness that is connected to the natural world via the
sublime. Finally, Stafford writes, the Poststructuralists nailed the lid on the coffin with their
insistence on difference and uneasy relations to the visible.100 But analogy, Stafford argues,
allows for a way to speak about resemblance, connection, and enigma, all powerful spaces of
potentiality and discernment. The power of analogy, in comparison to allegory, Stafford argues,
lies in its very ability to place image against invisibility, creating vision: “in contrast to the
intrinsic and non-representational abstractness of allegory… analogy is a demonstrative or
evidentiary practice– putting the visible into relationship with the invisible, manifesting the
effect of that momentary vision.”101

Much of Wallace Stevens’ work, both poetry and prose, is in service to the “momentary vision.”
In his essay on analogy, Stevens writes that the analogous image is, importantly, based in emotion. Just
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as important, the image is capable of both holding that emotion and being it: both “charged with that
emotion and (is) the medium for communicating it.”102 This is the power both to ask the question and be
it, to be the house and the sun. Barthes grounds his understanding of the third/obtuse meaning in the
emotional as well, as the carrier of emotion, “an emotion which simply designates what one loves, what
one wants to defend: an emotion-value, an evaluation.”103 He also, crucially, understands that this obtuse
meaning is bound up in multiplicity—in the ability, as in a disguise, to be both the character (designated
by the disguise) and the person underneath:

Look at Ivan's beard raised to obtuse meaning, in my opinion, in
image VII; it declares its artifice but without in so doing abandoning
the 'good faith' of its referent (the historical figure of the czar): an
actor disguised twice over (once as actor in the anecdote, once as
actor in the dramaturgy) without one disguise destroying the other;
a multi-layering of meanings which always lets the previous
meaning continue, as in a geological formation, saying the opposite
without giving up the contrary.104

This ability to hold contradictions, if not together, then near one another, rises through Peirce
into Stevens and Hill, the “solid but the movable,” the familiar, wavering figures advancing in a dark
room. Furthermore, Stevens writes, this analogous image has a sudden, apparitional, revelatory aspect to
it, the sudden moment-out-of-time quality of a revelation that unfolds instantly while conveying an
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ongoing message. Using a snippet from an Alan Tate poem, Stevens gives us an example of this sudden
outpouring: strikes like a hawk the crouching hare.105 Immediately we are awash in emotional
experience – the air moving, the diving hunger, the trembling fear of the animal crouching to the ground
and unprotected. It begins, coalesces, and settles into our bodies in an instant.

Heidegger too speaks of this flash of knowing, this revelation of the “truth of beings,”
using as his example a painting by Van Gogh of “a pair of peasant shoes, and nothing more.”106
But even as we see the plain shoes, the image connects us to the underlying life of the image, the
knowledge of the “what the shoe-tool is in truth,” as Heidegger calls it, breaks over us like a
wave:

A pair of peasant shoes, and nothing more. And yet—From the dark
opening of the worn insides of the shoes the toilsome tread of the
worker stares forth. In the stiffly rugged heaviness of the shoes there
is the accumulated tenacity of her slow trudge through the farspreading and ever-uniform furrows of the field swept by a raw
wind. On the leather lie the dampness and richness of the soil. Under
the shoes slides the loneliness of the field-path as evening falls.107

The beauty and immediacy, the urgency, of Heidegger’s writing lies not in the shoe-tool
as itself, but in the slow trudge stored in that image. Not in the ground or the object but the
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interpretant, as Peirce designates the Third or thirdness—that which mediates the space of the
falling evening—loneliness, beauty. It is clear that there is a conflation within us of vision with
thought, thought with being, being with world, and that the lines of demarcation are inaccessible,
if they exist at all. Seeing, speaking, even thinking, Merleau-Ponty writes, are blurred by
“significations in tufts, thickets of proper meanings and figurative meanings,”108 so that rather
than illuminating, they simply work as a “repeated index” of the invisible that runs under our
Being at all times, as close and familiar as our own palms, and as mysterious and far as the stars
over our heads. Our world, Merleau-Ponty reminds us, lies shrouded in secrecy:
The musical idea, the literary idea, the dialectic of love, and also the
articulations of the light, the modes of exhibition of sound and touch
speak to us, have their logic, their coherence, their points of
intersection…but it is as through the secrecy wherein they lie and
whence the literary expression draws them were their proper mode
of existence.109

Merleau-Ponty’s idea of the Intertwining/Chiasm extends to the body itself, which
Merleau-Ponty posits is not flesh or idea, but both, irreducibly intertwined: “To designate it (the
body), we should need the old term “element,” that is, in the sense of a general thing, midway
between the spatio-temporal individual and the idea…”110 This idea of the body itself inhabiting
this space-between leads us back to Stevens’ “Confused illuminations and sonorities/So much
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ourselves, we cannot tell apart/The idea and the bearer-being of the idea.”111 It also leads us back
to Gary Hill’s Tall Ships, for what is a more eloquent revealing of this “elemental” body than the
projected bodies of Tall Ships, created in the mind, but images of real bodies, wavering, slightly
indistinct, hovering between real and unreal, seen and unseen? Quasha and Stein use the term
liminal to describe both the way Tall Ships functions (on the thresholds of becoming, speaking,
meeting, existing), and as a term to apply to the effect of Hill’s work on a viewer as the work
unsettles the viewer’s expectations and places them into a liminal state. “Liminal” applies as well
to the constant shifting, seeking motion of “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven.” The poem
may open with the eye, but as we have seen, it gestures out immediately into the unpinned Open:
“A few words, and yet, and yet, and yet—“112 With these repeated words, Stevens links himself
to vision in a new way, a mutable, movable way, much like the flickerings of Emerson or the
projections of Hill. These “and yet’s” are spaces of liminality, motion moving in the borders.
They respond to the poet’s earlier plea in “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction” that “It is possible,
possible, possible. It must/Be possible.” Constantly moving, not quite see-able, a flicker in a dark
hallway, always beginning, not the end but the way to, these are the visions of reality at which
point Stevens and Hill meet. “Liminal or borderline states are anywhere that something is about
to undergo a phase transition or turn into something else,”113 Quasha and Stein write, and as we
will see, this concept is a crucial one for Gary Hill, and as it turns out, for Stevens as well.
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LIMINAL

If Circular Breathing is about perception, the unalterable link between seeing and
thinking, perceiving and ordering, then Tall Ships is about this state of the limen, threshold. It is
visual, of course, but it is complicated by its medium – a thrown projection that signifies the
mirror but interrupts that image with difference and distance. The projections in Tall Ships are
life-like, in that they remind of us life, but as projections they remain resolutely silent,
unreachable, and visible only as flickering, ghost-like figures that confront without actual
confrontation. George Quasha writes about Tall Ships that it is “annoyingly inaccessible except
through our actual engagement with it and its “afterlife,” or what is still traceable in our
awareness,” which of course brings to mind nothing so much as our own plight in the world – we
are either actively engaged and thus “out of mind” for that moment, or we are back in mind and
left with nothing but a trace of what exists outside of our own bodies.

With Stevens’ density and Hill’s elusive projections in mind, I think that the (quite
literal) inaccessibility in both Hill’s and in Stevens’ works are ways to look aslant at the stubborn
invisible of Being, a look that would be closed down if offered too directly. To explain myself:
take Heidegger’s use of the idea of technology for a moment and substitute looking for
technology. Heidegger defines technology as both a way of revealing and a dangerous settingupon which threatens to narrow a thing in the world down to its use: river as water source, for
example.114 Or as Quasha and Stein sum it up, technology is not the hardware or software or
other detritus of the modern world, rather, it is, “The underlying ontological assumption that only
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the calculable is real.”115 In this substitution then, vision is a tool of revelation, but it constantly
threatens to shut down revelation for a more ordered – and limited – acceptance of what it is we
see. If we fall for technology’s promise that that only the calculable (visible) is real, then we will
believe that seeing the real is simply a matter of seeing hard enough: “the poem of pure reality,
untouched/By trope or deviation.” But as a river is a being that is much more than a water
source, so too is the world a being that is much more that the readily visible. The trick is how to
use vision as a tool of revelation rather than a tool of closing-down meaning. We have to look
toward the liminal—toward that which flickers and moves between the visible and invisible. In
the case of Gary Hill, projection serves as the blanket over the invisible man, and in the case of
Stevens, metaphor does the same work. “The filmic,” Barthes writes, “is that in the film which
cannot be described, the representation which cannot be represented. The filmic begins only
where language and metalanguage end.116

In Tall Ships, the projections work as both markers of the familiar (the only sources of
light in the dark room, the faces of humans approaching), and reminders of difference:
approaching one of the projected images, you are reminded in the end of the difference between
you. The power is these projections lies in confusion – an almost-recognition, a slippage between
real and projected. It is charged, as Quasha and Stein point out, by resemblance: “Its momentary
confusion with the real, especially when the real does something we try to keep from doing –
confronting us face to face.” 117 Resemblance resides in the mobility of the liminal, as does
metaphor – both things both interrupt what we expect to see and force us to readjust our vision.
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In looking at one of the projected people in Tall Ships, we feel that they are real, even as we
know that they are not. People who have experienced the piece speak of reacting to the
projections as if they were real people to the point of feeling anxious about the protracted silence
involved in the interactions:
Viewing the first two people I couldn’t shake the feeling that the
piece was completely interactional, that they were actually
responding to me! Even though the characters weren’t actually
waiting for your input, you felt they were responding to your actual
presence, as though they were sizing you up.118

Whenever we enter a space and are stopped by what we find there, whether it is in an
installation or in a seemingly inexplicable metaphor in a line of poetry, we are forced to
reconsider what we thought we knew. As a projection creates a feedback loop in which in
looking we are looked at and consequently look at ourselves doing the looking, so too does a line
of poetry that stops us in our tracks forces us to look again, and in doing so, look at ourselves
looking (thinking).

“Basically,” Gary Hill explains in an interview about Tall Ships, “I wanted to create an
open experience that was deliberate and at the same time would disarm whatever particular one
might arrive with…”119 Later in the same interview Hill stresses that this process is an interactive
one, with the viewers becoming complicit in the action of the piece: “As the figures come forth
118
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they provide the light in the space. Silhouettes of other viewers begin to appear…It’s very subtle,
but the viewers begin to mix with the projections.” But while they are near to the projections, the
viewers are also far. Like vision, a projection goes out before us, beckoning us forward into a
space in which we will never actually arrive. This inability to meet, this liminality of the
projection, is its frustration and its strength, for as Simone Weil points out, a wall between two
prisoners may keep them apart, but it also allows them to communicate by tapping on that which
divides them: “The wall is the thing which separates them but it is also their means of
communication. … Every separation is a link.” 120 Projection may look like an identity, but as a
projection of something else, it is always resemblance. In this way it operates as does a
metaphor, as a resemblance, near but not-arrived. Metaphor, writes Stevens, “is the creation of
resemblance by the imagination.”121

The poet Tony Hoagland writes that a metaphor “goes out and comes back; it is the
fetching motion of the imagination.”122 This back-and-forth motion suggests two things
immediately: that metaphor must move to function, and that this movement will inevitably
involve unmanageability (as Hoagland succinctly puts it, when a ship goes to another country
and comes back, it invariably carries foreign vegetation on its hull). This combination of motion
and unruliness calls to mind Emerson’s flickering mobility, Stevens’ and yet, and yet, and yet,
and Hill’s phantom projections; all existing in a state of on the verge, which if it were pinned
down, would disappear. But perhaps the power of these tools—metaphor and projection—lies in
their incessant movement. “{Gary}Hill’s interventions,” van Tuyl writes, “demonstrate that it is
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movement, rhythm, gaps, shifts, and absences that that results in the dots of light we ultimately
read as an image.” “123 Even Arnheim, when attempting to define the essential ingredients of
perception, turns to motion: “active exploration, selection, grasping of essentials, simplification,
abstraction, analysis and synthesis, completion, correction, comparison, problem solving, as well
as combining, separating, putting in context.”124 In that this is a space of movement, it is a space
of resemblance rather than true likeness, metaphor rather than twin, projection rather than mirror.
Quasha and Stein lay out this concept with a visual image125:

projection is what makes reality
surface

I love this image, because it is so present in the midst of all of this language and theory –
projection causes reality to surface, like a dolphin breaking the surface of the water. Quasha and
Stein further add to this image by adding that projection does this by surfacing reality.126
Projection surfaces reality and in doing so, allows reality to surface (again, revelation, not
creation, motion, not stasis). We can, of course, say this same thing about metaphor:

metaphor is what makes reality
surface
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Thus, when B.J. Leggett writes about Stevens’ premise “that the apprehension of the real
requires a supreme act of the imagination,”127 we can understand this supreme fiction as the
artifice with which to both surface reality and to make reality surface: “Disillusion as the last
illusion/Reality as a thing seen by the mind.”128 “My interest,” Gary Hill says in a 1991
interview, lies in “The moment approaching meaning and the moment when meaning begins to
fade,”129 a motion-full moment that mimics the back-and-forth in Stevens’ lines: “We keep
coming back and coming back/To the real: to the hotel instead of the hymns/That fall out upon
the wind.”130 The “real” for Stevens involves a mobile fetching, passing through metaphor,
coming back and coming back. Like the images in Tall Ships, it can never be fixed, but must be
glimpsed as though through the veil of the imagination: “Not that which is but that which is
apprehended/A mirror, a lake, a reflection in a room/A glassy ocean lying at the door.”131

“An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” is eighteen projections going out and coming
back, disguised as “plain reality.” These projections depend on motion, on the liminal, in that it
inhabits thresholds and boundaries, on the hypertextual in that meanings unfold into further
meanings (Merleau-Ponty’s wonderful “significations in tufts, thickets of proper meanings and
figurative meanings”), and on metaphor as the bearer of resemblance:

Real and unreal are two in one; New Haven
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Before and after one arrives, or, say,

Bergamo on a postcard, Rome after dark,
Sweden described, Salzburg with shaded eyes
Or Paris in conversations at a café.132

New Haven unseen and New Haven seen – the two New Havens are inexorably
intertwined – we cannot help but see the New Haven after our own arrival. But in the motion of
the intertwining lies the delicate way toward balance – the two New Havens held in the mind
without canceling one another out, “The eye made clear of uncertainty, with the sight/Of simple
seeing…The solid, but the movable, the moment.”133 Stevens here knows that this balance is not
possible without motion – the solid is qualified with “but” the movable, and the “moment” hovers
at the end of the line, slowed but not stopped with a comma (I think here of Rilke’s graceful
gesture toward the infinity held in every boundary, – . ) This is dangerous, complex work, this
eye-work, as Stevens notes, “The enigmatical/Beauty of each beautiful enigma/Becomes amassed
in a total double-thing/We do not know what is real and what is not.”

And yet, this not-knowing is absolutely essential (it must not be fixed) to the project:
“We say of the moon, it is haunted by the man/Of bronze whose mind was made up and who,
therefore, died.”134Like our own bodies at the cellular level, stillness equals death. And yet, and
yet, and yet: there is something else going here, in the midst of all this fantastical whirling and
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flickering. For if we can’t reside in total stillness, neither can we simply flicker ad nauseam (as
my extreme discomfort viewing Circular Breathing would indicate!) We live in motion, but we
ever seek some sort of a balance point, something like rest but quivering with energy and the
potential of motion. Emerson writes, “This incessant movement and progression which all things
partake could never become sensible to us but by contrast to some principal of fixture or stability
in the soul.”135 This idea of a need for fixity is a recognizable one. Without motion, we would
perish, but without some sort of point of stillness, we would dissolve. So what is this point of
stillness with the chaos? It is not in vision, which must move constantly to function. It is not in
our skittering, unmanageable mind, which cannot look at New Haven without transforming it. It is
something else, something that lies close to revelation in that we discover it rather than creating it.
This “still point” rises up emphatically in another one of Gary Hill’s works, a 1993 work called
Learning Curve, which is a work of revelation in a very deep sense of the word.

STILL POINT

Hill’s 1992 Tall Ships works in the verge of possibility, on the verge of meeting, on the
verge of recognizing, on the verge of speaking and being spoken to. His 1993 piece, Learning
Curve, is involved in the idea of a different notion of verge. If we look up verge in the OED, we
see that it bears not only its common meaning of a border or a limit, but a less common
definition taken from watchmaking as a spindle or arbor of the balance.136 Learning Curve is
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concerned with this verge; the wavering needle at the still point of the turning world. 137
Learning Curve and its companion piece, Learning Curve (Still Point) each consist of what looks
like an old-fashioned school chair, the kind with the desk attached.138 These chairs, however, are
industrial–strength, built to support “desks” that stretch across the entire space of the installation.
In Learning Curve, the desk curves up and out until it meets a curved screen on the other side of
the room, on which loops a projection of a seemingly endless breaking wave. For the second
piece, the desk extending out narrows until it reaches a point, on which is balanced a five-inch
television monitor, on which plays the same loop. Two views, one widening out to the wave, one
narrowing in to it, but both suspended in the looping wave that rolls endlessly without breaking.

Gary Hill grew up surfing in southern California, and he has spoken regularly about how
that experience has affected his work, most particularly, the experience of the gathered hold just
before the surfer drops into a wave: “it’s zero time—something like the still point.”139 It is not
stillness, but it is not motion either: “When the surfer stands and looks down the face of the wave
he knows he is on the way to being there. He is lifted in the process of entering the extant
question of being.”140 Quasha and Stein compare this moment to an exercise in t’ai chi training
in which you are told that you are going to be asked to jump in the air on the command, “on your
mark, get set, go.” “OK, ready?” Quasha and Stein write. “Now: On your mark…, get set…”141
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It is here, in the get set, the moment before jumping, in which the body is totally, fully, in the
body, weighted to the ground, in a state of about-to-jump. If it is stillness, we must call it radical
stillness – a stillness that is all possibility and so not still at all. And the possibility is specific—
as the body is fully in itself in this moment, the desire that drove the motion is itself in
abeyance—the get set is all there is, for this perfect breath. As Barthes writes, “If it could be
described (a contradiction in terms), it would have exactly the nature of the Japanese haiku—
anaphoric gesture without significant content, a sort of gash rased of meaning (of desire for
meaning).”142 This is the verge yet again, the still point within motion. With Learning Curve,
Hill puts in that moment of still point, of resolution stretched to thinness. Another surfing
metaphor that explores this moment even more fully is the concept of the green room.143 When a
surfer is able to drop inside the curl of a wave that is shaped like a tube (in surf-speak, getting
barreled), the surfer is moving without any feeling of motion because they are at the speed of the
wave. Being in the green room (the wave-wrapped light is green) is the fabled moment in
surfing. Most of us who surf will never get into the green room; myself for example, as it entails
first surfing a wave that has the perfect “tube” shape—rare enough—but more importantly, is big
enough for me to stand up inside it (not likely). But even hypothetically, the “green room” serves
as a perfect metaphor for the ecstatic moment of “effortless effort” or “still motion.” Gary Hill
again: “that curving/breaking line is so steadily evolving that it appears to be still. Consequently,
the surfer is in the perfect position “indefinitely”…Paradoxically it needs disturbance of some
kind to exist so as to be what it is: the consummate tuning fork.”144 [emphasis mine] This is the
same paradoxical motion/stillness that Stevens writes about in Canto IV when he writes of the
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poem “of pure reality” that moves like an arrow, “straight to the word/Straight to the transfixing
object, to the object/At the exactest point at which it is itself/Transfixing by being purely what it
is.”145 It is paradox that gives us this sought-after moment of suspended animation, of stillness in
motion. One cannot exist without the other, just as New Haven before cannot exist without New
Haven after one arrives. The trick is to be able to experience/understand as true both things at
once. This is what the surfer is doing when she is in the curl of the wave — embracing the still
point and the furious motion without which the stillness would cease to exist. This still point, out
of logic and in the body, is what Emerson means when he writes that, “The one thing which we
seek with insatiable desire is to forget ourselves…to do something without knowing how or why;
in short, to draw a new circle...”146 To get out of our own way, “The eye made clear of
uncertainty, with the sight/Of simple seeing, without reflection.”

I’ve been excerpting from Canto IX of “An Ordinary Evening” throughout this chapter,
but it’s time now to read it again, in total, simply because it is a thing of such intense beauty in
much the same way that the rolling wave in Learning Curve and the projected figures in Tall
Ships are things of intense beauty. Canto IX is concerned with getting to the still point, the
moment of full weight and total clarity. Coming back and coming back, it seems to me to be
hammering on the door, seeking the poem of pure reality, which is of course Being itself:

We keep coming back and coming back
To the real: to the hotel instead of the hymns
That fall out upon the wind. We seek
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The poem of pure reality, untouched
By trope or deviation, straight to the word,
Straight to the transfixing object, to the object

At the exactest point at which it is itself,
Transfixing by being purely what it is,
A view of New Haven, say, through a certain eye,

The eye made clear of uncertainty, with the sight
Of simple seeing, without reflection. We seek
Nothing beyond reality. Within it,

Everything, the spirit’s alchemicana
Included, the spirit that goes roundabout
And though included, not merely the visible,

The solid, but the movable, the moment,
The coming on of feasts and the habits of saints,
The patterns of the heavens and the high, night air.

The patterns of the heaven and the high night air are not human constructions of heaven
and air. They are themselves. They are Philip Larkin’s “deep blue air, that shows/Nothing, and is
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nowhere, and is endless.”147 This is the space of being on the verge, of ecstasy leading into great
silence. Writing about this liminal space is trespassing into the mystical with the clunky tools of
language (something like using a projector to show the limitlessness of the human body), but as
with “Tall Ships,” it feels, if not fluent, then at least possible. Gary Hill and Wallace Stevens are
both working in the limen of the mystical in that they are speaking of what can barely be spoken
of, if it can be spoken of at all. Reality is not a solid, Stevens tells us at the end of “An Ordinary
Evening in New Haven.” It may be “a shade that traverses/A dust, a force that traverses a
shade.”148 The beauty of these lines moves me as strongly as seeing Gary Hill’s ghostly people
projected into darkness. It tightens my chest with a longing or a sadness that I can’t quite
identify, only to say it is a wanting, which is a thrown thing as much as a metaphor or a
projection; something that goes out ahead of us into the darkness to bring something—we know
not what—back.
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Figure 1: Gary Hill. Circular Breathing, composite. 1994.
All Gary Hill Images Curtesy of the artist.

Figure 2. Gary Hill. Circular Breathing, pan. 1994.
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Figure 3. Gary Hill. Learning Curve, Install 1-Prologue-Limina.

Figure 4. Gray Hill, Learning Curves, 1-CH12-Limina.

Figure 5: Gary Hill. Learning Curve, Stillpoint-A-Henry CC-2916 x1868.
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Figure 5. Gary Hill. Tall Ships, Detail, Anastasia.

Figure 6. Gary Hill. Tall Ships, Installation view 2.
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Chapter Three

DESCRIPTIO: THE NATURAL HISTORY OF ELIZABETH BISHOP

Vision reassumes its fundamental power of manifestation, of showing more than itself. And
since we are told that a bit of ink suffices to make us see forests and storms, light must
have its own power to generate the imaginary. 149

What is a map?
A picture of the whole, or a part, of the
Earth’s surface.
What are the directions on a map?
Toward the top, North; toward the
bottom, South; to the right, East; to the
left, West.
In what direction from the center of the
picture is the Island?
North.
In what direction is the Volcano? The
Cape? The Bay? The Lake? The Strait?
The Mountains? The Isthmus?
What is in the East? In the West? In the
South? In the North? In the Northwest?
In the Southeast? In the Northeast?
In the Southwest?150

If Leon Battista Alberti’s description of vision, outlined in the introduction, might ascribe
the verb “to survey,” to seeing, then what is the nature of the vision that Elizabeth Bishop
employs in her poetry? We know that paying attention is central to her project. “All her poems,”
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Randall Jarrell writes, “have written underneath, I have seen it.”151 And yet, this aspect of
Bishop’s work has also been turned against her by critics who have found her work cold,
distancing, or “merely” descriptive. In 1946, Edward Weeks wrote of her first book North &
South, “I cannot find much satisfaction in this verse. What confounds me is the author’s
difficulty in finishing what she begins so well…in sum, it seems to me that she is afraid to risk
pure lyricism, and is rather shy of ideas.”152 Elizabeth Bishop went on to win every major poetry
award given to American poets, including a Pulitzer Prize and a National Book Award, so we
can take this early critic’s remarks with a small sense of knowing better, yet his critique of her
poetry as “rather shy of ideas” is worth investigating, if only because when Bishop is criticized,
even today, it is for the very thing for which she is praised so abundantly: her clarity of vision
and ability to describe, in microscopic detail, a place or a setting in a poem. “I have a great
interest and respect,” Bishop said in an interview, “…for what people call ordinary things. I am
very visually minded and mooses and filling stations aren’t necessarily commonplace to me.153”
This art of description, of the commonplace, can be seen as somehow falling short of a poetry of
ideas, a poetry of autobiographical confession, or a poetry that bears a message through which
the world of the poem is filtered. In these kinds of poetry, it becomes the poet’s duty not only to
give the reader the world, but also to deliver it somehow marked, organized, perhaps even
controlled is not too strong a word, by commentary or some sort of epiphany. So what are we to
make of poetry that offers us the world through the things of the world, seemingly without
comment? While I was working on this chapter, I came upon a small book of essays about Dutch
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still life painting from the 17th Century, written by the American poet Mark Doty. At first glance,
a separate tangent, but in fact the word tangent comes to us from tangĕre, to touch, and in
geometry refers to two lines that, while not intersecting, are indeed touching. And so Mark Doty,
a contemporary American poet writing about 17th-century Dutch still life paintings, touches the
same question voiced by Edward Weeks upon reading the poems of the young Elizabeth Bishop:
“Exactitude, yes, but don’t these images offer us more than a mirroring report on the world?
What is it that such a clear-eyed vision of the particular wishes to convey?”154 Doty’s question
holds within it both a response to his own desire to see into the world more clearly through this
art work, and at the same time, a hint of the suspicion that description just might not be enough.
Since my sneaky use of tangent has freed up the conversation, let’s follow the art of the
Netherlanders from Doty to Michelangelo, writing (as Doty does) about the art of the
Netherlanders:

They paint stuffs and masonry, the green grass of the fields, the
shadows of trees, and rivers and bridges, which they call landscapes,
with many figures on this side and many figures on that. And all
this, though it pleases some persons, is done without reason or art,
without symmetry or proportion, without skillful choice or boldness
and, finally, without substance or vigor.155

Here is the critique that we read of Elizabeth Bishop’s work (“lacking lyricism and shy of
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ideas”) in much harsher language, but with basically the same complaint – something about this
way of describing the world without an accompanying gesture of what Michelangelo calls
“vigor” and Weeks calls “lyricism” is troubling to these two critics. Michelangelo, in particular,
sets this work against paintings or sculptures that represents the human body, a subject that he
sees as difficult and somehow more suitable. Importantly, Michelangelo uses the terms
“symmetry” and “proportion,” indicating that while representation of the human body vastly
preferable, it is a particular type of representation, one that it is controlled and/or idealized
according to the ideals of the maker. Weeks does not mention the human body in his writing, but
his criticism is not dissimilar – he suspects Bishop of not placing the human at the center of her
work (at least this is what I believe he means when he writes of “ideas”). What seems to be at
issue in both of these traditions of art is the willingness of the artist to let his or her work exist in
a descriptive space, a space that survives independent of human interests or even a human
presence.156 In this sense, it is the descriptive aspect of these works, unhooked from narrative or
message, that troubles their critics.

UNGROUNDED EXACTITUDE

In order to understand this critique, we have to ask, what is the alternative to descriptive
works of art? In her 1983 book The Dutch Art of Describing, the art historian Svetlana Alpers
addresses this question by placing the Italian “narrative” tradition of art-making against the
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Northerners’ “descriptive” art. The Italian tradition, with its treatises on the human body,
chronicles of biblical stories, and allegorical meanings driven into the canvas with paint, work in
the realm of what Alpers calls the Narrative. Descriptive art, according to Alpers, belonged to the
Northern artists, who painted what was in front of them.157 “Although it might appear,” she
writes, “that painting by its very nature is descriptive—an art of space, not of time, with still life
as its basic theme—it was essential to the Renaissance aesthetic that imitative skills were bound
to narrative ends.”158 This expectation led to a “long tradition of disparaging descriptive
works,”159 as we have seen with Michelangelo’s scorn for the art of the Netherlanders.
“Narration has had its defenders and its explicators,” Alpers writes, “but the problem remains
how to defend and define description.”160 Dutch painters, rather than creating art that constructs
stories of human actions told from singular viewpoints (the narrative art of the dominant Italian
tradition),161 depict a world that is always-already-there, described rather than created. The
Dutch painters also represent the world around them “exactly and unselectively,” choosing not to
make the human form the focal point of their vision. This “descriptive” art is distinguished,
according to Alpers, by several factors: an absence of a positioned viewer (“as if the world came
first” is Alpers’ elegant way of putting this), contrasts in scale within the same painting, an
absence of a prior frame, the focus on representation as a craft, and finally, the “formidable sense
of the picture as a surface.”162 Using Alpers’ conception of descriptive art as a starting place,
how shall we define and defend description in the work of a poet like Elizabeth Bishop? What do
we mean when we say she is a descriptive poet, and as Mark Doty asks, exactitude, yes, but what
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else?

One useful entry point into Elizabeth Bishop’s project is the now-famous (undated) letter
in which Bishop references Charles Darwin. Bishop admires Darwin’s science, his attention to
detail, and unrelenting concentration, and yet there is something else that leaks in through the
cracks of his focus, something the poet sees as infinitely desirable:

Reading Darwin one admires the beautiful solid case being built up
out of his endless, heroic observations, almost unconscious or
automatic – and then comes a sudden realization, a forgetful phrase,
and one feels that strangeness of his undertaking, sees the lonely
young man, his eyes fixed on facts and minute details, sinking or
sliding giddily off into the unknown.163

This is a fascinating letter because the poet, in describing Darwin’s process, is describing
her own as well—the accumulation of detail that holds within itself a strange, sliding, moving
property that cannot be accurately represented. The final line, “his eyes fixed on facts and minute
details, sinking or sliding giddily off into the unknown,” is the most interesting to me because of
the juxtaposition of stillness and motion that the poet creates. This tension between the endless,
onrushing flux of the world and the stillpoint of representation is at the heart of artmaking. The
poet and critic Dan Chiasson writes about Bishop’s poem “The Monument,” that “seeing the
monument is not particularly the point; the point is rather to create a kind of attention, a state of
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watching, of being enthralled and expectant.”164 This state of paying attention, expectant, is both
still and active, the moment and the moment-just-before, quivering with potential, unfixed.
Wonder and contemplation lead us to another important part of this letter: Bishop’s admiration
for Darwin’s endless, heroic observations. This is not ordinary looking – it is a kind of sustained,
deliberate attention that lets every last thing in – this is the world truly seen that Alpers so
admires in the Dutch painters. Zachariah Pickard’s essay “Natural History and Epiphany:
Elizabeth Bishop’s Darwin Letter,” points out that Darwin’s method is not the narrowing down
of a scientist who creates meaning by winnowing down accumulated information. Instead,
Darwin practices Natural History, which involves an accumulation of information.165 In
Darwin’s own words: “it occurred to me, in 1837, that something could perhaps be made out of
this question (of species) by patiently accumulating and reflecting on all sorts of facts which
could possibly have any bearing on it.”166 By allowing everything in, Darwin deliberately enacts
the vast and endless mobility of evolution in his own use of the language to describe that
phenomenon. Darwin, Pickard points out, makes the leap “from the concrete seen to the abstract
imagined,”167 in other words, using form and language not to close down meaning to a single
point (what the visual theorist Norman Bryson describes as a “conception of form as consideration, as Arrest…”)168 but instead to allow the multitude into the form, creating a sense of
dynamism and motion that better represents that of which it speaks.
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In her 1983 Book, Darwin’s Plots, Gillian Beers writes about what she labels the
“multivocality” of Darwin’s language in Origin. This multivocality does two-fold work: it both
describes and embodies Darwin’s project. In other words, in creating a work of Natural History
that is concerned with the endless multiplicity that exists in the natural world, Darwin deploys
the very thing that he examines, using his language both to collect and to embody his process of
collection:
His language is expressive rather than rigorous. He accepts the
variability within words, their tendency to dilate and contract across
related senses, or to oscillate between significations. He is less
interested in singleness than in mobility. In his use of words he is
more preoccupied with relations and transformations than with
limits.169

Even in this short passage, it is possible to find multiple (multivocal) descriptors that can
be applied to the “descriptive” work of Elizabeth Bishop: variability, dilate, related, oscillate,
significations, mobility, relations, transformations. These words hover in a swarm over the head
of Darwin, but they flock to Bishop as well. It is motion and the spaces between the details of the
world that Darwin, and Bishop, must reach for if they are to pursue true accuracy in their
respective bodies of work. Elizabeth Bishop offers us the world in patient, minute detail, but we
must be clear that this involves, not static observation, but rather the same wild mobility that
Darwin employs in his own writing. The poet herself refers to this accumulative style in a letter
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to Robert Lowell: “My passion for accuracy might strike you as old-maidish—” she writes, “but
since we do float on an unknown sea, I think we should examine the other floating things that
come our way carefully; who knows what might depend on it?”170 The motion implied in this
short note is as essential, I believe, as is the poet’s argument for observation. The things of this
world are in motion, multivalent, mutable, and so our observation must float and move and
gather as well. In Bishop’s work, accordingly, nothing is ever truly still, just as in the natural
world, which depends on motion to maintain life, down to the molecular level. Here is an
example from her small but quite beautiful poem about sleepwalking (itself a state of motion-instillness):
Extraordinary geraniums
crowded the front windows,
the floors glittered with
assorted linoleums.

Every night we listened
for a horned owl.
In the horned lamp flame,
the wallpaper glistened.171

Flowers crowding, floors glittering, wallpaper glistening, the horned lamp, echoing the
owl, flaming, these careful observations, set in motion by the poet’s attention, carry a whiff,
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although they rest on bedrock, of mystery, of the poet “sinking or sliding giddily off into the
unknown.” Something is rising in this poem, up through the tranquil plane of the surface.
Reading this sliding, pulsing text, what comes to mind are Beers’ words on Darwin’s words and
their “tendency to dilate and contract across related senses, or to oscillate between
significations.” In Bishop’s poem, geraniums dilate in the windows, crowding the translucent
glass, while floors and walls slide into one another, linked by “glittering” and “glistening,” and
the lamp flame and the owl, both “horned,” transform and combine in a way that can only be
described as giddy, motion-full, detailed, and abstract. In Peggy Samuels’ 2010 book, Deep Skin:
Elizabeth Bishop and Visual Art, the author investigates the surface of a Bishop poem as a
membrane, rather than a boundary, “that allows layers of human experience—physical sensation,
visual image, memory, word, emotion, thought— to meet, cross, absorb, and alter.”172 This
membrane is mobile, able to reflect as well as to hide, and enables the poet to “combine precise
and realistic renderings with the wavery and unstable” by “reflecting and serving as a plane
between landscape and self, natural and supernatural, the real and art.”173 The instability of the
surface allows the poet to throw off the perspectival viewpoint (Samuels calls it the “imperial
overview”) for a less controlled “groping from point to point, in situ.”174 Samuels compares this
poem surface to water, with its ability to register but also to refract an image (or a spectating
face). Samuels argues that the use of water in Bishop’s poems opens a way for the poet to
“deepen” her verse, as for the poet, the surface of poetry and the surface of the sea both work as
thresholds that allow hidden depths and fluctuations in scale and urgency. “Bishop,” Samuels
writes, “associated verse with water, especially water’s fluctuation between two and three
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dimensions so that the verse becomes felt as a deep surface.”175 Verse, and painting, for that
matter, work in the same way: “Like the surface of the painting, verse is a surface that faces both
ways: toward an exterior nature, which it retracts and records, and toward an interior subjectivity
which it also refracts and records.”176 Surface, water, reflection and refraction — these words,
with their inferences of relation and constant, shifting mobility, bring us again to Beers’
description of Darwin’s process: “He is less interested in singleness than in mobility. In his use
of words he is more preoccupied with relations and transformations than with limits.177
Interestingly, Samuels goes on to write about none other than the Dutch painters of the 17th
Century, arguing that Bishop was undoubtedly influenced in her linking of surfaces, water, and
verse by her reading of Paul Claudel’s writing on Vermeer.178

THE MIRROR THAT PAINTS

Paul Claudel’s book, The Eye Listens, published in 1946, is concerned with water, with
fog, and with reflection. “Dutch art has its beginning in water,” he tells us, “and, to state it more
exactly, in that water which, when purified, hardened, and well-defined, becomes a mirror or
glass over silver.”179 In comparison, Claudel writes, Italian art has for its point of departure the
wall, and the Flemish take for theirs “greasy wool” (Claudel writes off the Flemish with one
seemingly offhand comment, referring to their “rather fatiguing enthusiasm” to the “the good
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earth that gives them beer and bacon”).180 But Dutch art “has its beginning in water.”181
Claudel’s writing is often poetic (he was a poet) and can drift into metaphor, but I think he
means this quite literally. If we look at Vermeer’s 1660-61 A View of Delft we can begin to get a
sense of this starting point. Just past a thin strip of dun-colored beach, ours eyes fill with the
silvered water upon which the city of Delft, itself relegated to background, is reflected. Thus we
meet the city in water before we see it on land. The people in this painting, two in the foreground
standing at the edge of the water, are tiny splashes of paint without features or any sense of
individuality, here, it seems, to provide scale against the canal at their feet. The seen, that is, the
sky, water, tiny, featureless people, and far-off city, have replaced any sort of narrative as the
shaping elements of this painting. “The landscape,” Claudel writes, “and what I shall call the lay
figure no longer provide a setting or a sort of human furniture in the background of a religious,
decorative, allegorical, or dramatic scene; they alone have become the picture.”182 The city of
Delft, with its low skyline and church steeples, is compressed between heavy clouds, running
grey to white as they lower themselves to the rooftops of the city, and the silver canal. The
overall feeling is of motion stilled, or rather of motion elsewhere, as if, just beyond the edges of
this canvas, the water flows, clouds scud across the patches of blue, and people move at the edge
of the canal. The city is held twice, once in the reflection of itself upon the still water of the
canal, and once again on the surface of the canvas. Claudel reminds us that the water that Dutch
painters employ is most often water that has been made reflective, so that it operates both as an
object (itself), and a subject (the viewer’s own reflection, peering in and back at him or herself).
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Claudel calls the Dutch painter “a mirror that paints.”183 What is this action of a mirror
that paints? A landscape, and the artist as mirror, receiving the landscape and then returning it to
itself on the canvas having been absorbed and reflected. But how is this more than exacting
description? The answer, for Claudel, lies in the sense of co-mingling, belonging, oneness of the
landscape, people, towns, and animals depicted in Dutch art. “Holland is a body that
breathes,”184 he writes, and I believe that the personifying noun here is deliberate. If Holland is a
breathing body, then its inhabitants are not arranged somehow on top of that body, but rather are
a part of its living self. As the landscape in Dutch paintings runs off the canvas, unbounded by a
sense of perspectival control, so too do the lives of the people who populate these landscapes, as
well as the viewers, who see themselves in the silvered waters depicted by the Dutch painters.
“In Holland, the eye does not discern around it one of those ready-made frames within which
everyone can assemble his memories and dreams;”185 in other words, there is no artificial
boundary here that keeps the viewer back from the scene, and that gives one a (false) sense that
they exist within a personal boundary, unique and separate. The artist as mirror reflects back a
breathing body of which the viewer is a part. The ready-made frame is destroyed, and what flows
back and forth is an unbounded sense of interconnectivity. It is the world lived, viewed, and
reflected back; the body of the world passing through the body of the painter. Importantly, there
is no controlling perspective in the art of the Netherlanders. When we look at A View of Delft—
the long, low, watery geography of Holland—our eye roves, undirected by a view that cannot
possibly be taken in from a single viewpoint. It is the canal, the city, the sky, the tiny people by
the water’s edge, but no focal point by which to enter. “Delft is hardly grasped, or taken in—”
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Svetlana Alpers writes, “it is just there for the looking…in this wide vista, which presumes an
aggregate of views made possible by a mobile eye, the retinol or optical has been added to the
perspectival.”186 A View of Delft, while ostensibly a classically “realistic” picture, stymies our
efforts to get into proper perspectival position in order to activate the image. Rather than one
ruling view, we have what Alpers refers to as an “aggregate of views.” Whose view is this? Who
is in control here? Or is it possible that the world depicted exists beyond the boundaries of the
canvas, without our viewing eye, out of control? Alpers writes that “The aim of Dutch painters
was to capture on a surface a great range of knowledge and information about the world…theirs
was not a window on the Italian model of art but rather, like a map [emphasis mine], a surface on
which is laid out an assemblage of the world.”187 Alpers links the Dutch painters with
mapmakers, a comparison that I will return to in more detail later in this chapter. For now, I want
to use the word/idea “map” as a springboard, sending us back to Elizabeth Bishop.

The first poem of Elizabeth Bishop’s first book, North & South (1946) is titled “The
Map.”188 “The Map” logically enough, begins in description, giving us a view of the map spread
before the poet: “Land lies in water; it is shadowed green.” Immediately, however, this logical
poem disorients us, as we struggle to see: are we looking at land, or the reflection of land in
water? What does it mean to lie in water? It is as if Vermeer had written (rather than painting),
Delft lies in water. It is shadowed grey. Looking at Delft, reading this poem, we lose our footing
and become the mobile eye referred to by Alpers, the one with no set position from which to take
in what lies before us. Where do we belong as viewers in Vermeer’s canvas? How do we find
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our perspectival feet in Bishop’s map? This is Alper’s first criterion for “descriptive art”: the
absence of a positioned viewer. The poem continues: “Shadows, or are they shallows, at its
edges/showing the line of long sea-weeded ledges/where weeds hang to the simple blue from
green.” The poet then asks a question that troubles the entire image previously presented, that of
land lying in the water:

Or does the land lean down to lift the sea from under,
drawing it unperturbed around itself?
Along the fine tan sandy shelf
is the land tugging at the sea from under?189

Just as when the poet links the wallpaper and floors, dizzying first our linguistic sense
(glittering/glistening), and then our spatial sense of up and down, this poem dwells in mobility,
in relations, in transformations rather than the carefully drawn line. And just as with Vermeer’s
View of Delft, the description of the world in this poem imitates reality. This sharp sense of
imitation, or creation, continues to be both present and disturbed as the poet offers us a view, not
of Newfoundland, but of the mapped representation of Newfoundland:

The shadow of Newfoundland lies flat and still.
Labrador’s yellow, where the moony Eskimo
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has oiled it. We can stroke these lovely bays,
under a glass as if they expected to blossom,
or as if to provide a clean cage for invisible fish.190

The poet continually reminds us (the moony Eskimo, the invisible fish) that this poem is
not a perfect window onto the world, made exact by mathematics, but rather is a representation
that is both a created thing in the world and a representation of the world itself. The poem calls
attention to itself, in these places, as a made thing, disrupting any sort of perspectival comfort
that the reader may be seeking. In this we see Alpers’ remaining criteria for descriptive art:
contrasts in scale, the absence of a prior frame, the sense of representation, and finally, the sense
“of a picture as surface,” that is, a made representation, a map. And as in “A Summer’s Dream,”
things are in constant motion in this poem: “The names of seashores towns run out to sea,” and
“These peninsulas take the water between thumb and finger/like women feeling for the
smoothness of yard-goods.”191

The final stanza of “The Map” begins with a declaration of its making, “Mapped waters
are more quiet than land is,” and then ends with two more declarative statements, “Topography
displays no favorites; North’s as near as West./More delicate than the historians’ are the mapmakers’ colors.” With the end of this, her first poem in her first book, Elizabeth Bishop is clearly
aligning herself not with the historians but with the mapmakers. But the mapmaker itself is an
odd category. If the aoristic belongs to the historian, what can the mapmaker claim? A map is
narrative and description, capable of both representing the world and announcing itself as
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representation at the same breath. We have no perspectival space to occupy when viewing a map
– one can eschew spatial restraints and see an entire world or the mapped dirt roads of a town in
Maine. But the map does not fit the category of the deictic exactly either. Unlike the photograph,
which is made in the same time and place as that which it is recording and thus bears the marks
of its own making, the map is a made thing like a painting, created in a separate time to represent
in stillness something that is in constant flux.

It is useful, I think, to return here to the world of visual theory, in particular, to Norman
Bryson’s concept of Gaze and Glance, touched on in the introduction, in order to go deeper into
Bishop’s project. Bryson compares the Western tradition of painting, in which “stroke conceals
canvas, as stroke conceals stroke,”192 to the Far-Eastern tradition, particularly in China, of
painting as a tradition that shows marks, not only of its own making (brushstrokes), but also of
the time of production (Bryson refers to this as Durée): “The work of production is constantly
displayed in the wake of its traces; in this tradition the body of labour is on continual display,
just as it is judged in terms which, in the West, would apply only to a performing art.”193
Painting of the Glance, Bryson writes, “addresses vision in the durational temporality of the
viewing subject; it does not seek to bracket out the process of viewing, nor in its own techniques
does it exclude traces of the body of labour.”194 This model does not freeze viewing into an outof-time experience in which the viewer, standing in the space of the Founding Perception,
“contemplates the visual field from a vantage-point outside the mobility of duration…”195 The
key word here is mobility. In the western tradition of the Gaze, mobility is frozen in space and
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time into a narrowed-down and stilled representation of the “real,” that which Bryson tags as the
“monocular perspective.”196 The Glance, in sharp contrast, does not attempt to still the
experience, instead allowing the “flux of phenomenon”197 to surge over and around the viewer,
and allowing vision to operate the way it does before we impose regulations on our viewing
(rules of perspective, ways or ordering the restless, roving, “disjointed rhythm of the retinal
field.”)198 This is vision awash in sensation, temporality, confusion, and what Bryson refers to as
the “partial blindness” of a vision that, rather than cohering to a Founding Perception, admits
dazzle: the world as collage, lights, and most of all, mobility.

It is tempting to divide poetry and poets neatly into schools of Gaze or Glance, sonnet or
dream state. However, this would be not only too simplistic, but actually misguided – this kind
of cataloguing represents a vast oversimplification of the Gaze/Glace dichotomy. Elizabeth
Bishop’s poems are tightly controlled, metric, rhythmic, often even working with rhyme, and yet
they breathe abstraction that argues against the Gaze with every moony Eskimo or land in water.
Her words are specific, exacting, and when combined, combust. As Beer reminds us, Darwin’s
radicalism came not through the abstraction of language, but rather through the accumulation of
concrete detail in what amounts to a shimmering, ever variable assemblage of the world
observed, characterized by mobility and accumulation, as opposed to singularity and arrest.
Thus, when Bishop gives us her carefully crafted and assembled observations, we must bear in
mind that this is a poet of Natural History, accumulating details in order to move from the
concrete seen to the abstract imagined. “The goldfinches are back,” she tells us, in the poem
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“North Haven,” written in memoriam to her life-long friend Robert Lowell, “or others like
them,”
And the white-throated sparrow’s five-note song,
Pleading and pleading, brings tears to the eyes.
Nature repeats itself, or almost does:
Repeat, repeat, repeat; revise, revise, revise.199

This near-repeat, near-copy, on the brink of pinning something untouchable down,
characterizes all of this poet’s work, and while it may appear at first touch to follow the order of
the Gaze, the result of the accumulation of details move it out of that realm and into something
much more mobile. However, I am not arguing that Elizabeth Bishop is poet of the Glance,
either. It would indeed be a mistake to pin down Bishop as either a poet of the Gaze or of the
Glance, in much the same way that one cannot pin down Darwin’s work as cool science or
restless poetic accumulation. They are mapmakers, in that they are attempting to deploy
multivocality (change in scale, multiplicity of meaning, representation that gestures rather than
fixes) in order to undertake the true work of description. In this, they occupy a third space,200 a
space that has to do with describing a world that is almost but not quite under the control of the
narrator, one that almost-hides something beneath its quite real surface. In this space, Bishop
(and I would argue, every poet in this book), speaks in a third poetic voice, a voice of abstract
intimacy, restless, relentless observation, and a bodily feel for the ever-moving infinite that
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underpins the visual world. This third voice is descriptio, the mapmaker. It is Darwin, the natural
historian. It can also be found in visual theory, gestured toward in Bryson, and developed further
in the work of Svetlana Alpers.

DESCRIPTIO

Bryson introduces a potentially different Gaze from that of the Albertian perspectival
one, and he situates this third option in the work of Vermeer. Using Vermeer’s The Artist in His
Studio (1665-66),201 Bryson notes that while the painting appears to operate in the realm of the
Gaze, it in fact subverts that trope, much in the same way that a Bishop poem offers us concrete
language and construction in service to mobility and quite radical mystery. In The Artist in His
Studio, the viewer, far from being told where to stand in order to create the proper illusion of
reality, is in fact kept out of the scene by the inclusion in the painting of the artist, standing with
his back to the viewer (by turning his back to the viewer, the painter subverts the traditional
invitation into a painting, either through the gaze of a subject in the painting, or the implied gaze
of the painter who once stood in the space now occupied by the viewer). Without the proper
perspectival space in which to stand, the viewer is at a loss for instruction as to how to enter into
the painting. Instead of the illusion of “perfect epiphany” with the artist, this painting produces
an “asymmetry between the original perception, recorded in the image, and the act of
viewing.”202 This asymmetry creates a space in which the painting announces itself as a
representation, much in the same way that “The Map” does by creating the startlingly surreal
201
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image of the land leaning down to lift the sea. This admission of representation is a radical one,
for it not only breaks the power of the Gaze, but it also demolishes the implicit agreement of the
Gaze, that of an empirical truth housed in the work of art and based on a system of shared
perspective:
At no single distance from the painting will the spectator discover
its global intelligibility, for the painting was not conceived in the
model of a physical transaction, but nonempirically, as a plurality of
local transcriptions which nowhere melt into in the fusion of
simultaneous disclosure.”203
This broken Gaze introduces doubt into the scenario, or at the very least, an awareness of
the picture as existing on a flat surface as a mere representation of real life, in the way that, for
instance, a map functions in comparison to a history painting. Bryson, in fact, focuses his
attention on the large map that is hanging in the background of the painting, noting the “theme of
the adorned surface.” He also points out that while some places on the map are depicted in sharp
focus, others, inexplicably, are not. He refers to this blurring as “notation” (as opposed to focus),
with the word notation carrying within it (once again) an inference of the mapmaker noting the
world down on a flat map without one single point around which to organize perspective: “…in
Vermeer, what seems at first to be uncertainty of focus gradually reveals notation, rather than
focus or perception, as the main organizing principle in the image.”204 This distinction is a major
one. If notation, rather than focus or perspective, is the organizing principle of a work of art,
what is the effect of that decision? If a poet gives us a poem about a map in which the focus is
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notation and not perspective, what does that do to the poem? This “notational” map is about the
world, and is of the world, but is never presented as the world. The map, Bryson notes, works on
two levels: “the ideal structure of the map is represented, but in addition the image also presents,
as something almost separate or separable, the accidental history of the map as a physical surface
striated by light.”205 Bryson does not linger much longer on Vermeer’s painting, yet even this
brief look is enough to show us that the painting, and the tradition from which it arrives, has
something in common with the descriptive voice that Elizabeth Bishop begins to employ in her
first book. “The Artist in His Studio,” certainly does not represent the Glance, and yet is also not
a painting of the Gaze in the way that we are used to understanding the Gaze within the Cartesian
worldview so prominent during Vermeer’s lifetime. Rather, it is something that lies in the middle
ground between Gaze and Glance, something that is perhaps best expressed by the image of the
map that holds such a prominent position in Vermeer’s painting.

Svetlana Alpers also focuses in on the figure of the map when describing Dutch painters,
pointing out that like the descriptive paintings that she is examining, maps have no positioned
viewer, and can and do hold many scales at once on their surface (remember The View of Delft,
and Alper’s discussion of the optical overtaking the perspectival). In her chapter “The Mapping
Impulse in Dutch Art,” Alpers shows how geographical illustration underwent a surge in the late
16th century. According to Alpers, many Northern painters dabbled in mapping as well
painting.206 In the Netherlands, mapping was linked to art through what Alpers refers to as the
“notion of what it was to draw.”207 Vermeer, Alpers writes, lays claim to this identity by
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inscribing the word Descriptio along the top edge of his pictured map in The Artist in His Studio.
Descriptio was the common word used to describe the business of mapmaking: “Mapmakers or
publishers were referred to as “world describers,” and their maps or atlases as the world
described.”208 It is not hard to see why Elizabeth Bishop would find common ground with these
17th century Dutch painters living in a culture fascinated with both the science of optics and the
art and commerce of mapmaking. To follow this trajectory back to Bishop, I want now to look at
her long, lyric masterpiece, “At the Fishhouses.”

Elizabeth Bishop’s second book, A Cold Spring, was published in 1955 and contains “At
the Fishhouses,”209 which has been described by David Kalstone as “Wordsworthian in its
evasions and circlings.”210 For the first forty lines of this poem, Bishop maps out a particular
place for us, using precise and exact description, as in the opening six lines of the poem:

Although it is a cold evening,
down by one of the fishhouses
an old man sits netting,
his net, in the gloaming almost invisible,
a dark purple-brown,
and his shuttle worn and polished.211
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As the poem continues, the poet’s gaze widens, expanding perspective to encompass this
entire landscape. Just as a painter might begin blocking out a single color before moving to the
next, the poet brushes on silver in “the heavy surface of the sea/swelling slowly as if considering
spilling over/is opaque, the silver of the benches/ the lobster pot, and masts scattered/among the
wild jagged rocks.” This silvering spreads from the sea, to the herring scales lining the tubs on
shore, to the “small iridescent flies” crawling on the sides of the tubs. As with Vermeer, it is
notation, not perspective, that is the organizing principle in this poem. Thus there is no
positioned viewer either writing or reading this poem. Instead, there is the world described, with
perspective becoming a wheeling, moving thing, able to take in large and small in an instant
because it is not bound to any one point from which to view the scene. This mutable scale is,
again, that of a map, in which the viewer can scan whole continents or a small back road, and
subjectivity might dictate the size of and scale of any given geographical element.

Dan Chiasson describes the notational process in Bishop’s poems as an “imaginary
geography…redrawn to the scale of a single soul making its way across the planet,”212 and this
description brings to mind Paul Claudel’s attribution to Vermeer of a “compositional geometry”
where “all lives and surfaces are convoked in a sort of geometric concert.”213 The reader entering
this poem is somewhere-but-nowhere-fixed, unable to get a secure footing on a surface in which
all scales and distances are represented and images arrive and drop away, as distances retreat and
move forward. Although this sense of bending scale and roving visual space reminds one
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somewhat of reading a surrealist poem, at the image level, there is NOTHING surreal in this
poem. “Nothing” in all caps because this is so central to Elizabeth Bishop’s work – the sense of
giddiness comes, not from an abstraction of image, but from the same sense of slipping that she
attributes to Darwin, when the accumulated objects of this world begin to coalesce into an
abstract whole. Bishop is doing the work of Natural History in this poem, the work that Pickard
describes as the moment when the writer turns “individual moments of perception into an
abstract picture of reality,” a process he likens to the art of cartography.214 “At The Fishhouses”
is a map, as Origin is a map, and as such both works present a certain geography for us to study.
But as a map is always representing not only that which is seen but also that which is not seen,
the mysteries and places not represented within the frame of the map, so to does this poem have
more to show us.

Forty lines into “At The Fishhouses,” the poet moves us “Down to the water’s edge,” and
then in a wheeling confusion of direction, to the place “where they haul up the boats/up the long
ramp/descending into water…” Directly after this disorientation of direction, the poet describes
silver tree trunks laid across the gray stones under the water, “down and down/at intervals of four
of five feet.” The language here is no less specifically descriptive than that of the first stanza, yet
the world it describes is no longer stable. We are pulled, “down and down,” into the poem, along
with the voice in the poem. This “embedded lyric speaker”215 is the opposite of the perspectival,
organizing speaker that we might find in a poem that employs traditional, Albertian perspective.
This speaker has entered her own poem, the surface of the verse allowing her to sink in as though
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through water, moving from depth to surface and back again. At this point in the poem, the poet
pulls back (pulls us back?) from the water’s edge, and the final, long stanza begins from a
distance, observing the sea: “cold dark deep and absolutely clear,/element bearable to no mortal.”
These lines announce themselves as artifice in the same way that the inexplicably blurred bits in
Vermeer’s map announce the map as artifice, as notation rather than perspective. The word
mortal can refer specifically to human beings who must die, but its primary meaning
encompasses any creature for whom death will come, and in this case, the water is full of
mortals, in particular, a seal, who, “evening after evening,” emerges to watch the poet watching
him. The tense in this final stanza shifts as well, from the present tense of the first two stanzas to
something else, something signaled by the appearance of the seal that the poet says, “I have seen
here evening after evening.” Up until this point we have been discovering this landscape with the
poet. But with this inference of repetition we realize that the poet has been here many times
before. The poem goes on to show us, not what the poet sees, but what might be, from perception
to abstraction, from hand, to bone, to fire:

If you should dip your hand in,
your wrist would ache immediately,
your bones would begin to ache and your hand would burn
as if the water were a transmutation of fire
that feeds on stones and burns with a dark gray flame.
If you tasted it, it would first taste bitter,
then briny, then surely burn your tongue.
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At first, this sudden and repetitive use of the imperfect seems merely to indicate
possibility: if you should dip your hand in, your wrist would begin to ache. But the poet does not
actually need the imperfect tense for this—“If you dip your hand in, your wrist will begin to
ache,” expresses the if/then relationship and does it in keeping with the syntax of the poem thus
far. The insistent repetition of the imperfect brings us back to the seal, who watches the poet
evening after evening. “Then he would disappear, then suddenly emerge/almost in the same spot,
with a sort of shrug…” and then to the icy water that also carries with it a continuing state. “I
have seen it over and over,” the poet writes about the water, the “same sea, the same/slightly,
indifferently swinging above the stones/icily free above the stones/above the stones and then the
world.” As with the previously discussed “North Haven,” the poet repeats herself, repeating,
revising, repeating, even as she observes the natural world, in its infinite capacity (and hunger)
for change, undergoing the same process, that endless process that so enraptured Darwin. This
“multivocality” of language constantly, insistently undermines the power of the Gaze to freeze
time into a picture. The poem (and the poet) is caught in the tension between attempting to pin
down this world through description and the heroic effort to express the ongoingness of the
world with some sort of accuracy. “They make what we call in French Acte de presence,”
Claudel writes about the Dutch painters. “I mean they are not merely present; they act….”216
This Acte de presence infuses “At the Fishhouses”; the poem, employing notation, shifts, and
blurring, zooms in and out and ever onward in an effort to capture that which the poet truly sees
and understands. The world wheels around us and resists our attempts to fix it:

It is like what we imagine knowledge to be:
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dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free,
drawn from the cold hard mouth
of the world, derived from the rocky breasts
forever, flowing and drawn, and since
our knowledge is historical, flowing, and flown.

“At The Fishhouses” is the work of the Descriptio, offering a landscape that works both
logically, as a portrait of geography, and ambiguously, as a portrait of a portrait of geography,
that is, as a portrait of the way in which we understand the world by looking at it, always
employing our own imaginations to create a representation that we want to persuade ourselves is
“real.” Bishop herself noted that, “the three qualities I admire in the poetry I like best
are: Accuracy, Spontaneity, Mystery.”217 Accuracy in describing that which the poet sees,
spontaneity in the open accumulation of details as they arrive, and mystery in the revelation that
unfolds out of this accumulation—what the poet Adam Zagajewski calls “Metaxu,”218 “In
between our earth, or (so we suppose) comprehensible, concrete, material surroundings, and
transcendence, mystery.”219 “At the Fishhouses” hovers in this space, a thing in motion, an
articulation of mysteries that are, by definition, beyond articulation.

I still want to consider Mark Doty’s question: “Don’t these images (or her poems) offer
us more than a mirroring on the world?” In other words, how do these works of art or Elizabeth
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Bishop’s poems speak to the human experience, beyond description or mapping and into what
lies at the secret heart of a poem that purports to “merely” describe? For our answer, we need to
return one last time to Svetlana Alpers and Vermeer’s “The Artist in His Studio,” because
although there is a map and a curtain and a painter with his back to us in this painting, there is
also a young woman standing in the middle ground of the painting between the painter and the
map. The woman is dressed as Clio, the Muse of History, but we are reminded immediately by
both the presence of the artist in the painting and the heavy curtain that is drawn back in order to
let us see the painter seeing the woman that this is merely a representation. The woman is not
history, but merely an artist’s model, much as the painting is not the world, or even a full
depiction of it, but rather is an adornment on a flat surface that both shows what it represents and
shows itself, in all its humanly created artifice. And there is another thing that Alpers wants to
show us about this painting: the juxtaposition of the woman and the map behind her:

Vermeer juxtaposes the face of the woman with the map. Her eyes,
nose, mouth, her curls are placed beside the bridges, tower, and
buildings of one of the small-town views, while behind her head lies
the Netherlands. The mapping of town and country are compared to
the delineation of a human visage.220

This extraordinary passage leads us back to Doty’s question, and to the various critics of
both the Dutch painters and of Elizabeth Bishop. The answer is found, perhaps, in this moment
of juxtaposition between the mapping of a country and the lines of a “human visage.” This is the
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point at which the painting dives down below description, to an unnamed place that can only be
gestured toward: the place of relation between ourselves and the world, the space occupied by
the natural historian’s relentless, roving curiosity. Like the map itself, human beings function as
both a representation of the world and the world itself: that which we see, we are. That which we
represent, we also are. The world is not outside of us, no matter how strenuously our sense of
looking out onto the world might insist that it is separate from our bodies. Elizabeth Bishop tells
us this in an interview conducted shortly before her death: “Writing poetry is a way of life,” she
says, “a matter not of testifying but of experiencing. It is not the way in which one goes about
interpreting the world, but the very process of sensing it.”221 This sensing is not a controlling, but
rather is an act of recognition, an astonishing acknowledgement of the in relation part of being.

REGARD

And so, finally, back to the original question at the outset of this chapter – what, if not to
survey, to we ascribe to the vision of Elizabeth Bishop? I think the answer lies in another verb,
regard.222 What a beautiful word, “regard!” It is a simple, Anglo-Saxon word that holds within
so many iterations of attention that it practically vibrates with them:
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to look at (c1100 in Old French), to look behind, to direct all one's
attention (on something), to take full account (of something), to
visit, to provide, to think (of someone), to inspect, examine (a person
or thing), to take into consideration, to look kindly on, to take care
of, to protect (someone), to concern, to affect, (reflexive) to notice
(something), to realize (something) (all 12th cent.), to turn one's
attention on (someone), to recompense, reward (c1200), to catch
sight of, to recognize, to find (early 13th cent.), to look for (a person)
(13th cent.), to observe (second half of the 13th cent.), to consider,
view, to enquire (both second half of the 13th cent. or earlier in
Anglo-Norman), to consult (c1300), (with infinitive) to make sure
to do something (first half of the 14th cent.), (especially in legal use)
to examine, to determine (mid 14th cent.), to reflect, consider
(second half of the 14th cent.), (of a thing) to be facing (something)
(second half of the 14th cent.), to expect (late 14th cent. or earlier in
Anglo-Norman).223

And even more—the first OED entry for “Regard” is this: “Sense relating to attention,
consideration, or relation.” Attention, consideration, relation. This is a multi-dimensional
definition, a sense that moves outward (attention), inward (consideration), and with others
(relation). Darwin, Vermeer, and Bishop meet here, in this mutable word—Darwin’s multiverse
of creatures, Bishop’s seals and dogs and sparrows and fishermen, and of course, the woman in
“The Artist in the Studio”— for what is she doing but regarding us, her viewers, even as we
regard her? The artist regards her as well, and he regards the map upon which he has
superimposed her image. So much attention spilling out of this frame! And all of it in relation –
the artist to his subject, the subject to the map, the painting to the viewer, the viewer to the
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human beings depicted in the painting. This is what Emerson refers to when he writes, “I feel the
centipede in me. Cayman, carp, eagle, and fox. I am moved by strange sympathies.”224 This
“strange sympathy” is the empathy of regard – the feeling of entering into another being’s
experience and in doing so, stepping out of your own onrushing misperceptions, if only for a
moment. And of the many creatures that regard and are regarded in Bishop’s poems, my favorite
is the moose.

Bishop’s poem “The Moose,” from her final, 1976 collection of poems Geography III,
begins in a landscape of “narrow provinces of bread and tea.” The first four stanzas of this poem
oscillate around the reader, unfixed, all motion, “long tides/where the bay leaves the sea/twice a
day and takes/the herrings long rides,” a river that enters or retreats depending on “if it meets/the
bay coming in/the bay not at home,” a setting sun, and “burning rivulets” of mud. As with
“Fishhouses,” the poet lays her palette down, color by color:

on red, gravelly roads,
down rows of sugar maples,
past clapboard farmhouses
and neat, clapboard churches,
bleached, ridged as clamshells,
past twin silver birches…225
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The silver birches lead us to a bus in the fifth stanza, heading west, its “windshield
flashing pink,” echoing the wild colors of the natural landscape in which it finds itself. The poem
moves, as the bus moves, in present tense, the tense that Nolan Pliny Jacobson describes as the
“fleeing momentary now where we encounter reality face to face,”226 but where it is almost
impossible to reside. Bryson writes of Vermeer’s The Artist in His Studio that the painting “states
and restates” the theme of the adorned surface,227 and “The Moose” does similar work, from the
vivid colors of the opening stanzas to the eighth and ninth stanzas, in which the poet washes the
landscape in whites as the fog, “shifting, salty, thin/comes closing in”:

Its cold, round crystals
form and slide and settle
in the white hens' feathers,
in gray glazed cabbages,
on the cabbage roses
and lupins like apostles;

the sweet peas cling
to their wet white string
on the whitewashed fences…228
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The poem shifts into night with a “pale flickering,” as “evening commences” (even the
night in this poem is a moving, ongoing thing, commencing rather than arriving as the bus slides
through the darkening landscape). Within this shift is a shift that echoes the moment in “The
Map” when the land leans down “to lift the sea from under/drawing it unperturbed around itself”
and the poem allows unreliability to enter into its description. In “The Moose” the poet gives us
word combinations such as “dreamy divination,” and “slow hallucination” to signal this same
blurring of its own notation:

The passengers lie back.
Snores. Some long sighs.
A dreamy divination
begins in the night,
a gentle, auditory,
slow hallucination.229

This drifting, unhooked attention brings us through seven stanzas, the mind wandering,
the poet seemingly half-asleep as she describes the other passengers murmuring softly to one
another as they drift off to sleep on the moving bus, and then, “—Suddenly the bus driver/stops
with a jolt/turns off his lights” as an enormous moose steps out of the “impenetrable” woods and
“stands there, looms, rather/in the middle of the road.” The passengers on the bus, bumped
awake, regard the moose: “Sure are big creatures/It’s awful plain/Look! It’s a she!” and then,
“taking her time,” the moose regards the passengers, and the moment is set alight:
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Taking her time,
she looks the bus over,
grand, otherworldly.
Why, why do we feel
(we all feel) this sweet
sensation of joy?230

This joy, Bishop knows, is the joy of regarding: “attention, consideration, or relation.” It
is a motion and a recognition, and like Emerson’s moment in the Jardin Des Plantes, it is a rare
and a fleeting thing.231 The bus pulls away and only by “craning backward” can the poet keep the
moose in her sight. Then there is only the fading scent of moose, and finally gasoline from the
onrushing bus. But Bishop has succeeded to stilling the motion for just a moment, the moment of
regard between the moose and the passengers, and the poet and the reader. And if you look back
in the poem, you will see that there is another, less dramatic moment of relation in this poem, in
the 13th stanza, when a woman climbs on the bus and “regards us amicably.” This amicable
regard brings us back to “At the Fishhouses,” to not one, but two places in that poem. First, the
old man who sits netting near the opening of the poem. In the beginning of the poem the man is
part of the landscape, observed by a roving, depersonalized eye. But later in the poem, the poet
speaks with the man, and we learn that she knows him:
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He was a friend of my grandfather.
We talk of the decline in the population
and of codfish and herring
while he waits for a herring boat to come in.232

Suddenly the poet and the old man are in relation with one another in a way that simple
description had not achieved. And then, later again in the poem, the seal, the one that the poet
believes she has been seeing every evening:

He was curious about me. He was interested in music;
like me a believer in total immersion,
so I used to sing him Baptist hymns.
I also sang "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God."
He stood up in the water and regarded me
steadily, moving his head a little.233

As in “The Moose,” we are allowed to enter the space in which the poet and the seal
regard one another. The seal, like the moose, is curious, and his curiosity overcomes his better
judgment in the act of connection with the human poet. It’s a brief moment, but it makes the
whole poem reverberate in a way that the most luminous of description fails to do. This moment
of relation, of mutual regard, reminds us that we are of the world as much as that which we
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regard is of the world. The topography of the world, despite all of our efforts to place ourselves
outside, above, away from its rough hills and ever-present scent of death, is, inescapably, our
own topography and geography. “A man is a bundle of relations,” Emerson tells us, “a knot of
roots, whose flower and fruitage is the world…He cannot live without a world.”234 And Mark
Doty, when he finally answers his own question about the Dutch painters offering us more than a
“mirroring report on the world,” answers his question in a similar way, recognizing that the
world is not outside our bodies, after all. “All those painters,” Doty writes, “all their lives
looking at reality with such scrupulous attention, attention pouring out and out, and what does it
give back but ourselves?”235 This is wonder: the mystery earned by attention, the relation
discovered through consideration, the joy, finally, of recognition.
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Figure 7. Vermeer, Johannes (1632-1675). View of Delft, Netherlands, After the Fire. Around 1658.
Mauritshuis
Photo Credit: Erich Lessing/ Art Resource, NY

Figure 8. David Teniers the Younger (Flemish, Antwerp 1610-1690 Brussels). Shepherds and Sheep.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art; Marquand Collection, Gift of Henry G. Marquand
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Figure 9. Jan Vermeer. The Art of Painting (The Allegory of Painting, The Painter in his Studio) 1665-1668.
Kunsthistorisches Museum,Vienna.
Artstor, library-artstor-org. Catalogued by: Digital Library Federation Academic Image Cooperative

Figure 10. Jan Vermeer, The Art of Painting, Details
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Chapter Four
MIND THE HIDDEN: THE RELATIONAL SPACE OF MARK ROTHKO AND SUSAN HOWE

The picture must be, for him, as for anyone experiencing it later, a revelation, an unexpected and
unprecedented resolution of an eternally familiar need.236
Towards whom am I floating? I’ll tie a rope around your waist if you say who you are.
Remember we are traveling as relations.237

In February of 2017, in the midst of working on this chapter, I was sitting in a meditation
hall listening to man in saffron robes talk about unity. “We see a rope on the ground,” he
explained, “and our brain tells us that we see a snake. It is not a snake. That is an illusion.” As he
spoke I felt something stir in my mind, something connected to all of the reading I had been
doing. “We see a wave,” he continued, “and we say wave and think it is a unique, separate thing.
But in fact, wave is ocean, and not distinct at all. It is an illusion of perception.” I had been
reading and writing and reading and writing about perception, perspective, and illusion, but still,
it was a shock to feel what the man was saying and to know it was true. As Susan Howe writes,
“As if from some unfathomable source, knowledge derived from perspective fails, and the
unreality of what seems most real floods over us.238 I heard the man’s words, but it was as if the
information entered my body not through the front door but by some side passage. Maybe it was
allowed entry because of the sound of chanting, or the light of the just-rising sun, or the stillness
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of a hundred people sitting together? It was something relational that allowed me to feel that
information. It was something about the space of relation – of the dislocation of perspective
giving way to something more difficult to envision but more accurate to existence. Susan Howe
again, writing again on Stevens:

On my way home I see a small stream rushing along under ice.
Maybe the nature of a particular can be understood only in relation
to sound inside the sense it quickens. Setting sun. A morning dove
compounds invisible declensions.239

For just a minute or two in that meditation hall, I fell open to the unreality of what seems
most real, which I think enabled me to experience the unified intimacy in the abstracted beauty
of Rothko’s later paintings, and the collective catching of breath in Susan Howe’s poems
fragments, and essays. Finally, I felt the sense of ocean, for once, instead of wave. If I couldn't
quite hang on to it, I could write about it, and then think about it, and then perhaps hold it open
as a doorway through which to step fully into this chapter. I returned to my desk with a dawning
sense of what I want to think about in the work of these two artists: Perspective, and the
knowledge that arrives when perspective fails, the clarity that abstraction has to offer, the
relational space as a place from which to speak, to write, to paint, and the sense of unity that
might arise from such work. In Chapter II, George Quasha and Charles Stein ask in looking at
the work of the projection artist Gary Hill: “Is reality what is cast upon the surface, as the word
“project” (to “throw forth”) might suggest...or is reality what is brought up—made to disclose
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itself— from beneath?”240 I want to move this question into space itself—not under or over, as
though space is a screen upon which we gaze, but into space—the space between us, the space
we occupy, the space we create, the spaces between our eyes and objects, between paint and
canvas, between letters and words and readers and viewers and makers, between life and death.
As Merleau-Ponty writes, we live in space, not outside looking in, and “the key is how to make
space and light, which are there, speak to us.”241 When we reach, when we long, when words fail
us, what are we reaching for? “Words are only nets,” Howe reminds us. “We go on hauling in
what traces of affirmation we can catch.”242

Of course, there is also the question to address of why Rothko and Howe? Why not, for
instance, Howe and Ad Reinhardt, an artist on whom she has written extensively?243 Or Agnes
Martin, about whom Howe says, “I can’t express how important Agnes Martin was to me at the
point where I was shifting from painting to poetry. The combination in Martin’s work of being
spare and infinitely suggestive at the same time, characterizes the art I respond to.”244 The
answer, for me, comes from Howe herself; her project of placing unexpected things together,
variously referred to by critics as montage, collage, experimental, or (my favorite) Howe’s
description: magpieing. “Immense perspectives of the eye occur in unexpected word order,”245
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she writes in an essay about Jonathon Edwards and Wallace Stevens. Resemblance, difference,
analogy, relation. Analogy: “The relationship between two things, or in the relationship between
two things and their respective attributes; parallelism, equivalence, or an instance of this –
chiefly with between, to, when.”246 Howe is enacting these prepositions when she reminds us of
William James’ “We ought to say a feeling of and, a feeling of if, a feeling of but, and a feeling
of by, quite as readily as we say a feeling of blue or a feeling of cold.”247 Rothko, standing for
days in front of Henri Matisse’s Red Studio, Matisse, who claimed not to paint things: “I only
paint the differences between things.”248

So rather than write about Howe’s stated affinity and admiration for Ad Reinhardt or
Agnes Martin, I want to create an unexpected word order by putting Howe into relation with a
painter whom she seems never to have admired,249 or at least written about. What might be
activated by looking at Rothko’s use of light, abstraction, intimacy, and emanation as a model for
an art form that allows a feeling of poignancy to rise up through structure? And there is more
than just the jolt of a surprise in the pairing of these two artists. Howe admires Reinhardt for his
simplification toward clarity, something that she has written extensively about in her own work
as well. “Simplicity was their mystery,” she writes about Reinhardt’s black paintings. But this
silence is not the silence of a Howe poem, or a Rothko painting. Reinhardt writes about stripping
down his paintings to their elements, while Rothko, importantly, uses the word essence. The
former indicates technical silence, while the latter is a much fuller silence, more mystery,
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perhaps, then silence. In her essay “The End of Art,” Howe quotes Reinhardt describing his
black paintings as, “… pure, abstract, non-objective, timeless, spaceless, changeless, relationless,
disinterested…”250 Here is Rothko on his work: “I am not interested in relationships of color or
form or anything else…I am only interested in expressing the basic human emotions—tragedy,
ecstasy, doom and so on…”251 Rothko has abstracted, simplified, his vision as severely as
Reinhardt, and yet has created a very different experience. While Reinhardt’s silence may be
experienced as monolithic, relationless, Rothko’s silence is full of relations, exhaling an aura of
emotional charge that is crackling with a sense of motion and which includes the viewer in its
very existence.252 This place of relation is where Susan Howe’s work is situated. While she may
admire Reinhardt for his simplicity, I find Howe’s apparitional reaching, her hordes of ghosts,
her teeming, multivalent longings to be much closer to Rothko’s abounding emotions than to
Reinhardt’s or even Martin’s graceful calm.

Mark Rothko was born Marcus Rothkovitch in Dvinsk, Russia on Sept. 25, 1903, and
died Feb. 25, 1970, New York City, by his own hand. By 1943 he was writing and talking about
seeking an “essence” rather than narration in his paintings, as well as themes such as
simplification, subject matter (“there is no such thing as a good painting about nothing”) and
relation. In a letter co-written with his contemporary, Adolph Gotlieb, the artists refuse to
“explain” their paintings, citing the relationship between work of art and onlooker that should
make such an explanation extraneous:
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No possible set of notes can explain our paintings. Their explanation
must come out of a consummated experience between picture and
onlooker. The appreciation of art is a true marriage of minds. And
in art, as in marriage, lack of consummation is ground for
annulment.253

Rothko and Gotlieb became part of a group that Rothko referred to as “the small band of
Myth Makers who have emerged here during the war,254 who would become known more widely
as the New York Abstract Expressionists, and included Barnett Newman, Jackson Pollock,
Clyfford Still, and Helen Frankenthaler, among others. James Breslin, Rothko’s biographer,
observes that Rothko, Gottlieb, and Newman, as secular Jewish intellectuals who did not quite fit
into either the religious community or the WASPY New York City scene, formed their own
subgroup, one which was marked by seeking, through mythical and religious origins, art that was
“tragic and timeless.”255 From the 1940’s until his death, Rothko deployed attention as a means
to access that which lies beyond the visible. Here, a quick reminder from the introduction to this
dissertation—Jonathan Crary’s pinpointing of attention as being something in motion, hovering,
holding open, breathing: “holding something in wonder or contemplation, in which the attentive
subject is both immobile and ungrounded.”256 The critic Sheldon Nodelman, writing about one of
the last projects of Rothko’s life, the Houston chapel paintings257 concludes that “the outcome
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for the fortunate viewer may be transcendence to a new and expanded mode of attention.”258 This
observation can also be applied to Susan Howe’s work, and so the same question may be asked
of both: what might it feel like to be (to be made by a work of art) both immobile and
ungrounded? What might an expanded mode of attention look like, feel like to the
viewer/reader? And, crucially, how does a maker create the space in which to allow attention to
expand to a new frequency?

Glorious—what do we
surprisingly Beautiful—and
made manifest and the
over the surface would
erase the letters259

I want to examine Susan Howe’s and Mark Rothko’s use of abstraction as a doorway to
intimacy, rather than its more commonly understood distancing effect. How are they treating and
activating abstraction in order to create clarity? What are the structures that they have created to
house their vision? What is the result of their particular, haunted-by-voices abstraction, and can
we even call them abstract artists, once we have traced their use of history, voices, intimacy, and
communication through their work? How can this work lead, not outward, but in, to clarity and a
sense of unity and even intimacy? Clarity, relation, passing-beyond—the felt world, for lack of a
better sign to hang. I want this dizzying understanding that surpasses knowledge. Susan Howe
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and Mark Rothko trade in it. I’m going to try to put this into words, which is ridiculous, when the
only way to feel the experience of reading Susan Howe’s poetry or viewing Mark Rothko’s work
is to get entangled with it. “The work of poetry,” according to Joan Richardson, “is to
accommodate human beings to their creaturely actuality, stretching the perceptual vocabulary to
provide space and form for the animal, for the feeling, the aleatory, accidental, irrational
element.”260And Susan Howe writes,

Hook intelligence quick dactyl

Bats glance through a wood
bond between mad and made

anonymous communities bond and free

Perception crumbles under character
Present past of imminent future.261

I want to just say, see? But I will try to stretch my own perceptual vocabulary in this
chapter and forge ahead toward, I hope, clarity.
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HAUNTED & POSSESSED

If language imposes on the understanding names which familiarity has deadened, how does a
minister preach a sermon when words and images have become predictable?262

“The progression of a painter’s work,” Rothko famously wrote in 1943, “will be toward
clarity: toward the elimination of all obstacles between the painter and the idea, between the idea
and the observer.”263 Although this seems like a simple statement, clarity is a bit of a
multifarious concept. The critic and writer T.J. Clark, in his wonderful study of the painter
Poussin,264 writes about clarity as traditionally understood to be a process of strict simplification:
“Significant form is a matter, after all, of reduction,” he writes,

of saying complex things in the fewest syllables, with nuance and
implication doing most of the work. Economy is the guarantee not
simply of aesthetic force—the lapidary, the aphoristic—but of truth.
Striking through to the minimum form of a likeness is getting the
likeness once and for all.” 265
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Clark is actually questioning this insistence in painting (why can’t more be more, he asks
at one point),266 but he does seem interested in the paradoxical ability of simplification to hold
something complex and multiple in abeyance: while reduction denotes closing down, closing in,
nuance and implication seem to connote opening outward, perhaps endlessly. Quoting Denis
Mahon (writing, as is Clark, on Poussin’s Landscape with a Man Killed by a Snake) he singles
out the qualities of clarity:

or at least simplification (his favorite word for this ‘limitation’); an
‘almost mathematical precision in organization’; and a kind of
theatricality – a pictoral language meant above all to generate and
hold (like a sustained note in music) a specific ‘effect of pathos.’267

It is a very interesting sentence to me that begins in simplification and ends in pathos.
The power of clarity is that by simplifying the form and invoking nuance and implication, the
work pares down, not to its structural elements, but to its essence. Clarity, in the OED, means
clear, but it also means brightness, lustre, brilliancy, splendor. It bears with it the sense of
obstacles having been removed, but it also shines with light. Mark Rothko’s paintings, and Susan
Howe’s writings, do not invent, or create illusion – they conduct what is heretofore unseen
through a sustained note that is held and that holds something open, the way light conducts
meaning without closing in on that meaning.
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On March 28, 1949, Rothko had a show at the Betty Parsons Gallery on 57th street. The
show consisted of eleven paintings, all new, all abstract. Unlike his earlier works, none of these
paintings bore titles—only a number and a year of completion. With these paintings, Rothko
divested himself of the figurative image and was painting the canvases that he would create for
the rest of his life: large (post-1949, Rothko’s canvases were stretched to roughly the size of a
human being standing with arms outstretched) vertically-oriented canvases upon which floated
rectangular shapes that seemed to hover, recede, move forward, and even pulse, based on the
color, light, and underpainting Rothko employed for each canvas. When you approach one of
these canvases, you might find it perplexing. What is the painter saying? Where should one rest
one’s eyes? How should one begin to pay attention, to find a footing, to get one’s bearings?
Where is the figure, and what is the narrative? I think returning to Rothko’s use of the word
clarity is a useful start: “the elimination of all obstacles between the painter and the idea,
between the idea and the observer.” Rothko’s clarity is not strictly reduction, although it does
traffic in inference and implication. And it is certainly not the kind of clarity that figurative
painting and classical perspective offer, that is, the clarity of vision controlled and maintained as
though through a window created by the painter onto the “real” world. “In his new paintings,”
James Breslin writes, “Rothko will construct a space which, permitting such elementary human
activities as breathing, aspiring, will provide a public stage in which the human and the
transcendent can be rejoined.”268 Two observations: one, if human and transcendent are to be
rejoined, then the inference is that we were, at some point prior to human knowledge, joined, and
second, if this space is the art of simplification, it is yet very, very full of something. It is
certainly not minimalism. In Rothko’s new works there was no figure, one or two colors only,
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and the repetition from canvas to canvas of the same structure – the rectangle, or occasionally
rectangles, floating on a wash of color that in turn gestured to a color behind it through leaks and
cracks. Like the work of Susan Howe, Rothko’s paintings have been stripped of familiar
markers, but not to emptiness. This space is full of something; whispers, voices, souls? At any
rate, with both artists, the viewer/reader is compelled to step into the space, into relation with the
work of art where, breathing, we can breathe along with the souls that fill the space. So what is
this space? Who is breathing and how? How and why are the human and transcendent rejoined?
And for the purposes of this chapter, how can Rothko’s use of perspective and light to access the
“secret, wild, double, and various in the near at hand”269 be activated in relation with Susan
Howe’s various, near, and inward-travelling poetry?

To follow Rothko’s progress toward this space is first, to look at perspective, in particular
the role that it plays in Rothko’s process. Bernice Rose, in her introduction to the
PaceWildenstein Gallery’s 2004 Catalogue, Rothko: A Painters Progress; The Year 1949, offers
a (fairly) concise timeline for Rothko’s investigation into perspective and light. Rothko, she
writes, arrived at the “loss of his subject” by traveling through the “contradiction in the nature of
perspective and by hard-won transformation of that contradiction into a personal perspective of
light.”270 This contradiction that Rose references lies in the push-pull of perspective: in one
direction, to science, in the other, to subjectivity. Perspective offers us a sense of controlling
distance from the world (T.J. Clark refers to it as “The eye’s most consoling fiction”)271 and yet
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exists as well in psychological space, whose nature of subjectivity troubles the fiction of
scientific/theological control. According to the art theorist Erwin Panofsky:

Perspective subjects the artistic phenomenon to stable and even
mathematically exact rule, but on the other hand, makes that
phenomenon contingent upon human beings…for these rules refer
to the psychological and visual conditions of the visual impressions,
and the way in which they take effect is determined by the freely
chosen position of a ‘subjective point of view.272

This dual nature of perspective sparked a dispute, Rose writes, between colere and
disegno as to which “was the true control of pictoral space.”273 In 19th Century France the
previous ascendency of disegno (roughly, design seen as transmitted through God and the
academy) was challenged by Delacroix and the Impressionists, who broke through the “reality”
illusion of design with color: “By distributing the little flecks of colored matter equally over the
surface of the canvas, the early Impressionists declared the surface as the site of representation,
leaving no illusion of depth in which figures could live.”274 James Elkins, in his 1994 book, The
Poetics of Perspective, writes that after Panofsky, perspective could no longer be understood as a
symbolically neutral tool for mathematical description, but rather must be seen as a metaphor
itself, a way not of representing the world, but “of envisioning it.”275 Once we understand that an
image is envisioning a world, the illusion of the real is broken and what is left is a metaphor for
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the world, a space of gesture, analogy and relation, but no longer the world itself. Panofsky’s
explication of perspective as metaphor uncovers the stakes in the debate. If a painting of
perspective is seen as a window allowing us to see the divine design, then painting is a tool for
divine order. If, however, perspective is a culturally-created metaphor, then what it gestures to is
a wordless, unconfined mystery. As Véronique Fóti, writing on Merleau-Ponty, reminds us,
vision is a veil that reveals and “in the dimension that this opens up, one is not so much the
possessor of knowledge or of privilege as one is, ambiguously, the haunted and the
possessed.”276

Dore Ashton draws a direct line from what she refers to as the “peopled silences”
invoked by French post-WWII critics, poets, and thinkers277 who worked through Symbolism
and into Existentialism to Rothko’s efforts to invoke a space into which a viewer could step and
be both haunted and possessed. For Rothko, as for the French writers, this process involves
simplification. “My ambition,” Nietzsche wrote, “is to say in ten phrases what another says in a
book—does not say in a book.”278 Ashton links this commitment to winnowing to the essence to
such writers and thinkers as Beckett, Mallarmé, Camus, Blanchot, Merleau-Ponty, and Sartre,
who described the group’s founding concept of “Passing-beyond,” or Outrepasser—the
continual in-process nature of existence:

Man is constantly outside himself; in projecting himself, in losing
himself outside to himself, he makes for man’s existing; and, on the
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other hand, it is by pursuing transcendent goals that he is able to
exist; man, being this state of passing-beyond, and seizing upon
things only as they bear upon this passing beyond.279

Outrepasser can be applied to both Rothko and Howe for its ever-motion, and for its keen
sense of the single (our own solitary existence) and multiple (inter-subjectivity) entwined
together into one conceptual leaning. Quoting Paul Valéry, Merleau-Ponty writes that,

The painter ‘takes his body with him…’ Indeed we cannot imagine
how a mind could paint. It is by lending his body to the world that
the artist changes the world into paintings. To understand these
transubstantiations we must go back to the working, actual body-not
the body as a chunk of space or a bundle of functions but that body
which is an intertwining of vision and movement.280

But how to represent this body that looks as it experiences, speaks as it is enveloped,
veils with metaphor in order to see? The poets, led by Mallarmé, sought what Ashton refers to as
an “authentic language of absence,” (the “flower that is absent from all bouquets”).281 This
authentic language lives alongside, or underneath, or just behind, practical language (“the worn
coin placed silently in my hand”). It is the other, the language that reaches; the essence of which
was perhaps best described by Merleau-Ponty:
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True speech, on the contrary—speech which signifies, which finally
renders l’absent de tous les bouquets present and frees the meaning
captive in the thing—is only silence in respect to empirical usage,
for it does not go so far as to become a common name.282

For the painters, this distillation required a step away from the imprisonment of
perspective as a visual representative of language, a tool that creates and fosters the illusion that
there is an accessible reality that we can apprehend. As the “illusion of depth in which the figure
could live” is dismantled, so too is the figure itself, the “worn coin” in the world of visual
representation. “Art exits not to represent the world as it is lived day by day,” Matisse writes,
“but to create a parallel world—a “condensation of sensations.”283 Rothko looked to Matisse,
who gestured to this “true speech” by signifying the “thingness” of the things in his paintings,
figures included. By flattening his canvas and outlining objects and people with a dark line, or,
conversely, with white space, Matisse enacted his claim that, “I don’t paint things. I only paint
the differences between things.”284 The objects in Matisse’s canvases are not “real,” but are
instead the visual representation of the various in Stevens’ near at hand. “Things exist,”
Mallarme writes, “we don’t have to create them, we simply have to see their relationships …our
eternal and only problem is to seize relationship and intervals, however few or multiple.”285 For
Matisse, this work involved deconstructing perspective, that shaping engine of illusion. While
Rose follows Rothko’s progress through Impressionism to Seurat, into (and out of) Cubism, to
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the “vast leap” that was Jackson Pollock’s use of the line,286 I want to pause here at the postImpressionists, namely, Henri Matisse.

According to Rose, it was likely from Bonnard that Rothko gained the license to expand
his color blotches into what became floating rectangular shapes,287 but she does agree with Dore
Ashton (and with Rothko himself, who both spoke and wrote about the influence of Matisse on
his work) that it was Matisse who showed Rothko the possibilities for creating, with paint, a
“condensation of sensations,”288 that could offer a way into a felt world that was previously only
spoken of or gestured to through the long-demolished vehicles of gods and myths. Writing about
Rothko’s 1949 “multiform” paintings, Dore Ashton says that “the experiences Rothko has
known in the act of painting and in his moving from point to point…are given their equivalents
in their reduction to essences.”289 Reduction here can be understood, not as a taking away, but as
an act of distillation, or as Matisse would say, a condensation, a word that means reduction, but
also compression and strengthening. I have written already about the specificity of the word
essence as opposed to elements. Condensing to elements sets up a splendid tension of distilling,
compressing, strengthening, something in order to allow it to emanate, even respire, outwards in
all directions.
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Of particular import to Rothko was Matisse’s 1911 painting, The Red Studio, a tour de
force of non-perspective and emotive, immersive color. The Red Studio went on permanent
display at the MOMA in 1949, and Rothko both spoke in interviews and wrote about its
centrality to his own vision.290 To say that The Red Studio flattens perspective is to understate the
case – in truth it unmasks it, stripping away all “practical” language to uncover the other,
relational language, the one that gestures, signifies, and falls silent. The red of the floor in the
Matisse painting is delineated (through perspective) as “floor,” and then slips the optics and
flows upward and around without any direction – the objects that we first assume are hanging the
walls of the studio are in actuality floating on, or in, a super-saturated red that flattens the space
between floor and ceiling and around corners. What we first read as white paint in and around
some of these objects is in fact canvas showing through, further interrupting our illusion of depth
and even of “interior” in the painting. Many of the objects in the painting, while recognizable as
the near at hand of everyday, are actually, upon closer examination, just outlines inscribed by red
paint – sections of canvas that Matisse left blank so that the canvas itself becomes a form to our
eyes. Like silhouettes, they indicate without fixing. They are both real and gesturing – the near at
hand made open to the various. John Elderfield describes The Red Studio as “perhaps the flattest
easel painting done anywhere up to that time,”291 but, importantly, points out that the flatness of
the painting is ambiguous and in motion, sometimes pushing, sometimes pulling, in a way that
can’t help but make us think of the pulsing and shifting of a Rothko canvas:
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Such is the ambiguity that although the paint is soaked into the
surface, we cannot always read it as one with the surface…the
surface is spatially very unstable, at times yielding to the eye to
provide a sense of muffled interior space, at times flat and rigid, at
times pushing forward optically to create a space much larger than
the physical size of the painting.292

As Rothko worked out his pictoral space, saturated color began to stand in for the figure,
even more than in The Red Studio, where objects are still recognizable for their work-lives in the
tangible world. In his own work, Rothko turned to a repeated motif of stacked rectangles,
similar, but never identical from canvas to canvas, a format that Brittney Fer describes with a
series of word pairings that above all, stress difference: repetitive and elastic, endlessly
differentiated and endlessly nuanced, stringent and flexible293 (again we are reminded of Gillian
Beer’s descriptive of multivocality for Darwin’s straining to reflect the actual). The ability of
these canvases to be both lies in their motion – pulsing, they hover in the between without
closing it down. Some rectangles appear to float forward on a darker field, some recede, some
appear to leak light around their edges. The repetition of the rectangles, Fer points out, shifts the
attention of the viewer to the differences that open up between the blocks of color. Rothko
himself commented on this between, which John Elderfield refers to as the performative zone of
Rothko’s paintings:
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Maybe you have noticed two characteristics exist in my paintings;
either their surfaces are expansive and push outward in all
directions, or their surfaces contract and rush inward in all
directions. Between these two poles you can find everything I want
to say.294

The process of looking at a Rothko painting involves entanglement, a statement which
requires some untangling.295 I’ll start by trying to describe one, No. 10, painted in 1950, that
hangs at the MoMA. Like almost all of the color field paintings, No. 10 is vertical, divided into
three planes, like, as multiple critics have noted, the human body – head, torso, legs in this case,
blue, yellow, and gray on the bottom. I love this painting. The blue over the central yellow
rectangle is compelling to me – it pulls me in with a sense of satisfaction bordering on joy. The
grey rectangle under the yellow one seems to anchor the color and make the yellow supersaturated. The painting feels graceful, and balanced—or is it? As Jim Breslin points out, No. 10,
like all of Rothko’s paintings, is in motion, and its certainties (the shapes, weight, colors) are
actually ambiguities: the grey rectangle that anchors the bottom third of the painting for example,
is one rectangle that peeks through at the mid-top and again at the very top of the painting, or it
is three, partially covered, discrete rectangles, or it is two? The large yellow rectangle in the
upper center of the painting pushes outward, or does it pull us in? The blue rectangle at the top
leaks gray, and fuzzes into black or is that plum, at its bottom edge. The edges of each rectangle
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are diffuse, the borders unclear. The painting draws us in, our vision dazzled by what John
Elderfield calls the “pulsation of the picture plane,” and then complicates our looking by
extending the plane, shifting it, entangling our vision with that which we see. This entanglement
is an emotional experience, although it is not clear why. How can colored rectangles generate
emotion? Elderfield suggests that it is, at least in part, because the colors, rising up off of the
canvas, or receding back into it, invite us in, while at the same time frustrating our entrance. He
refers to this as the “visual reach”:

The viewer’s vision does not reach within-the-picture for objects
and memory and desire; rather the picture promises to deliver these
objects—stepping forward into the light, it composes that promise.
But again, there is a qualification: the promise requires that the
viewer must reach for these objects.296

This undeniable feeling of reaching is quite shocking in its bodily power. How can
blotches of paint create sensation? And what is the sensation that is created? At least part of it is
a feeling of intimacy. As Elderfield points out, the vertical nature of a Rothko lends itself most
readily to a single viewer (unlike, say, a large Monet or a Pollock, which can handle a huddled
crowd). When I look at a Rothko, I feel alone with it, and it feels awkward if someone shoulders
in next to me, into my experience. Rothko was aware of, and very much tried to create, this
feeling of intimacy in his viewers:
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I realize that historically the function of painting large pictures is
something very grandiose and pompous. The reason I paint them,
however… is precisely because I want to be very intimate and
human. To paint a small picture is to place yourself outside your
experience, to look upon an experience as a stereopticon view or
with a reducing glass. However you paint the larger picture, you are
in it.297

To many people, intimacy is the furthest word they would reach for to describe Rothko’s
work, or for that matter, Susan Howe’s. Looming, dark, mute canvases, broken syntax and
frustratingly illegible text. Difficult, abstract, and remote. For me, the pleasure alive in the work
is the foothold—it brings me closer and asks me not just to look, but to see– the visual field is
left open, the duck-rabbit is not coaxed into one persona or the other but is allowed to be both.
Rothko’s paintings are intimate because they envelop the viewer, but also because they seem to
be whispering, or gesturing, just out of our range of perception. We listen to a Rothko painting;
we lean in and look. Dore Ashton describes the first time she saw Rothko’s large canvases,
stripped of subject or figure, hanging together in a gallery: “It was much as if I had entered a
remote forest on a still day with nothing stirring, and heard, or imagined I heard, a single faint
rustle somewhere.”298 Rothko both wrote and spoke about communicating “poignancy” through
his work – the unsayable that arose, for him, from music. Poignant bears the wonderful
doubleness of coming from the Latin verb Pungere, “to prick or sting,” but also carrying the
words pervasive, piercing, and touching—in other words, both precise and ever-moving—
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emanating, a musical note played with precision but then held. Gauguin writes about his painting
in terms of music when he writes that he arranges lines and colors that “do not express a
particular idea, but that provoke thought, the way that music does, without the aid of ideas or
images, simply by the mysterious affinities that exist between our brain and such arrangements
of colors and lines.”299 The ability of music to be both spare (no images, no ideas), and infinite,
through “mysterious affinities,” is in keeping with an art that strains to silence in order to speak
fully. We find in Rothko a sense of the poignant in the sense that what you are seeing is both
extremely precise and yet —. The space after precision is where the beauty lies, and
unsurprisingly, Howe, too cites music’s ability to create affinities without language as an
influence. Howe takes Rilke’s beautiful inheld —. and extends it, often leaving off the full stop
of punctuation completely in order to let affinities unfold infinitely: form gulping after
formlessness, to turn her admiration of Stevens back on her.

Susan Howe’s poems also whisper, rustle, and shift. She is a resurrectionist, summoning
specific voices out of history. Having raised ghosts, she then abstracts their voices through
cutting, pasting, and eliding bits of text. Through this process, she increases our sense of
intimacy rather than diffusing it, both by universalizing the voices, and by drawing us into
relation with the snippets, calls, cries, text, diary entries, and whispers as we sift them with her,
listening. Howe speaks of these ghosts in an 2012 interview in the Paris Review: “I honestly
don’t think Hannah telepathically spoke to me, but something is odd there. I mean, the
material—the fragment, the piece of paper—is all we have to connect with the dead…There’s a
level at which words are spirit and paper is skin.”300 Rothko: “For art to me is an anecdote of the
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spirit, and the only means of making concrete the purpose of its valued quickness and
stillness.”301

Rothko and Howe invite intimacy through voices and ghosts, but also, paradoxically,
through the sheer difficulty of abstraction. The work required by one of Howe’s texts, the very
thing that made me reluctant to approach her in the first place, is the thing that pulls me in – by
working with her text, I am in relation with it — I am brought into the text, rather than being
pushed out. As Tzaria Back points out, “…what is defined as elliptical and obscure in Howe’s
poetry actually serves to pull the reader into this intimate relationship with the text, not allowing
her distance and implicating her in the text that is made, in part, by her.”302 Intimacy, it turns out,
can live with abstraction. Christopher Rothko points out that in his father’s work, “abstraction
does not mean void of content; it means that the relationship between the content and its
rendering is not in any strict way representational. In essence, the connection between the idea
and the work is itself an idea.”303 Christopher Rothko offers, what, for me, is a very useful
analogy: that while 6 +8 = 14 is direct and factual, X + Y = Z, by abstracting form, carries more,
not less information. [It] “tells us how things work with one another, and how they may relate on
a broad scale.”304 It is important to note that just as Rothko’s abstraction embodies an emotional
charge, Howe’s winnowing of language never strips language of its ineffable emotional power –
her search is, as it is for Rothko, for essence, rather than elements, particulate matter, yes, but in
service to what makes that matter come together and form longing, and through longing, speech.
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Is one mind put into another
in us unknown to ourselves
by going out among trees
and fields in moonlight or in
a garden to ease the distance to
fetch home spiritual things305

So much restless motion in this poem: fetching and going and easing the distance. The
poem embodies the mind moving, seeking, perceiving. As in a Rothko painting, there is no frame
around this experience – no punctuation to set us off or tell us when to stop. The poem floats in
white space, expanding in all directions, and as we step forward to meet it, it rises up toward us.
We meet this poem as we meet a Rothko painting, with the same sense of visual reach, of not
quite stepping through the offered portal, which engenders longing in us. The power is in the
between: between the words, the lines, the white space and text, our bodies and the poem.
Geoffrey O’Brien alludes to the between in Howe’s work: “The interior spaces I’d glimpsed
were not in the words but in their unstated connections: in decisiveness and freedom with which
the words were laid side by side, and the abysses which were permitted to open up between
them.”306 When Howe abstracts her poems further, eliding lines, fragmenting sentences, the
spaces open wider, and the emotional entanglement increases, rather than being thwarted. I want
to repeat here Brittany Fer’s list of words applied to Rothko’s canvasses: repetitive and elastic,
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endlessly differentiated and endlessly nuanced, stringent and flexible.307 Holding the space
between open is crucial to allowing these elements to co-exist in a painting or a poem.

“What is a self, as distinct from a person,” Dan Chiasson asks about Susan Howe’s work,
and he answers: “You might say a self is a person minus a narrative.”308 Both Howe and Rothko
are removing the narrative from their work by removing the guideposts – perspective, the figure,
the linear story. But while the figure is gone, the self, the human, is ever-present. This, for me, is
what makes Howe so distinctly not a language poet. Her investigation is as dialectical and
syntactically-centered as that of any language poet. But her occupation of this relational space, so
full of selves, to me is a very different project. Howe herself has been a bit elusive on this topic,
saying in an interview only that she is a bit older, and that she lacks the educational background
of the “true” language poets.309 To me, Howe embodies not language poetry, but Pragmatism, if
we understand Pragmatism in the way that Kristen Case, in American Pragmatism and Poetic
Practice, defines it, as a system in which mind and world are inseparable. Importantly, this
inseparability exists in the constantly moving space of relation, a space to which American poets
have responded by “performing, in language, continually shifting relations between mind and
world.”310 Rothko and Howe take that space of relations, and, by demolishing perspective,
situate us in it, so that rather than looking out, or over at something, we are inside the of
relations: distance is replaced with intimacy, and control with mystery. When Howe speaks of
the feeling of perspective being revealed as false and other knowledge rushing in (in regards to
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Stevens) she is also describing her own work (and, for me, Rothko’s). For the
viewer/reader/participant, this is a collusion without the comforting distance of classical
perspective. We are dropped right in. And straining to make the work be the thing rather than
talk about the thing creates a paradox – if we are in the midst of a work of art or of a poem, how
can we see it? “Light illuminates,” Blanchot reminds us, “that is to say, light hides itself, that is
its sly characteristic.”311 This paradox of being in the midst is far deeper, and more difficult, than
gesturing at that which we cannot speak of—this is attempting to embody that which we cannot
speak of, and in embodying it, to somehow see it and describe it.

MIND THE HIDDEN

What our eyes behold may well be the text of one’s life, but one’s meditations on the text and the
disclosures of the meditations are no less a part of the structure of reality.312
Needing to translate words into THINGS THOUGHT OF could be the mark of a
North American poet” 313

My little girl’s favorite game right now is called (privately, by me), “Dat.” To play, she
sits in her highchair, or balanced on the couch, and points to objects, saying, “Mommy, dat?”
while I name them. So, a light fixture, a painting, a television set. Usually the game speeds up as
we go, she delighting in my scurrying back and forth, naming and naming, verbally placing
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things in her outstretched hand. Often it’s hard to tell exactly what she is gesturing towards.
“That?” I ask her, touching the fridge.” “No, dat!” she commands. “The magnet? The
photograph? The freezer? The dog?” “Dat!” she insists. “Dat!” Then, as we go, her finger begins
to inscribe the space between things, pointing neither exactly here nor there, but even so, it is my
job to identify, to zero in on that which she is gesturing at and name it. After a long time (a
relentless toddler amount of time), I give up. She’s pointing at dust motes, or particles—things
too small to see. I always quit first, and she’s always disgruntled. She wants me to bring her
everything through language. She wants to close every gap between herself and the world at
hand. I suspect she may be seeing things that I cannot, or maybe I’ve been reading too much, but
I perceive her outstretched hand as describing relational space, the place where we go out and
mingle with that which (I) can’t quite see. She’s annoyed with me that I can’t see it too.

In his essay “Picture Theory,” W.J.T. Mitchell writes about Foucault, “Foucault’s
strategy of holding open the gap between language and image allows the representation to be
seen as a dialectical field of forces, rather than a determinate “message” or referential sign.”314
What shall we call that which is created by holding open this gap, when Rothko creates a “space”
with a painting, or Howe creates work that insists on hovering between perception and the
rustling of almost-heard voices? “If poems are the impossibility of plainness rendered in plainest
form, so in memory, the character of “either.””315 And for the viewer, or the reader, the
experience of this is the same: we approach a work and lose our way, stumble in/are taken in,
and find ourselves enmeshed in the experience around us. We are in relation with the work,
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entangled, in the way that our bodies, according to Merleau-Ponty, entangle with the world. Case
writes that Susan Howe’s work:

in its many iterations, gives us one picture of what writing might
look like if we were to absorb fully the implications of James’s
insight that ‘the relations between things, conjunctive as well as
disjunctive, are just as much matters of direct particular experience,
neither more so nor less, then the things themselves.’316

“Relation itself,” she concludes, “not a writer, or a poem, or even a particular patch of
historical terrain, is the subject of Howe’s writing.”317 Howe tells a story in her 1996 volume,
Frame Structures, that I think functions as a statement of her practice. In it, she describes, as a
child, seeing the polar bears at the zoo. She remembers three polar bears, but: “I could be wrong
because I was a deep and nervous child with the North wind of the fairy story ringing in my ears
as well as direct perception.”318 The poet perceives the things of this world, but she also has the
North wind in her ears; this sense of something else, story, sound, the rustling of ghosts. Like the
painter who applies paint to a canvas to open the door, Howe is working to keep the space
between direct perception and the North wind open. Case sees this relational space, as do I, as
occupying the pragmatist space of mind and world as inseparable. Howe adds motion, reminding
us that “The relational space is something that’s alive with something from somewhere else.”319
Like metaphor, relation involves fetching. Importantly, though, relation is not the two-way street
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of metaphor – it is a multivalent, motion-ful space that hovers, open, the vibrato that Rothko
seeks to create, hovering without closing down. Rothko said repeatedly that he wanted to
“communicate through his art—immediately, directly, and without support of language.”320 In
the relational space, this immediacy is possible: “In poetry all things seem to touch so they
are.”321 One enters into relation with Howe when she startles the perspective into falling away
and an openness, a sense of “form gulping after formlessness”322 arrives. Key to this space is that
it is never one thing. Voices, ghosts, souls, our own perception: unlike time, relation is
everywhere, always.
Susan Howe’s 2010 THAT THIS has a title that hovers, pushing outward and pulling
inward without any grammatical pause between the two gestures. The book as a whole
encompasses the ways in which Howe’s writing moves: made up of three sections, it is essay,
then visual/verbal collage, then poetry. All three sections circle around the unspeakable loss of
Howe’s husband, and all three gather/magpie facts and words and then deploy them as Rothko
deploys color and light – setting them free to function as metaphor. The book begins with an
essay, “The Disappearance Approach,” which at first seems like another paradoxical title (how
can disappearance approach?) but is, in fact, precisely factual – the essay describes the approach
and arrival of the disappearance of the poet’s husband, the philosopher Peter Hare, and it enacts
the poet’s halting, heartbroken, searching approach to this disappearance. The text opens in
familiar, perspectival space: “It was too quiet on the morning of January 3rd when I got up at
eight after a good night’s sleep.”323 Later in the passage we move from control to the chaos of
320
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loss, as the poet discovers that her husband has died in the night. Grammar and sense give way in
the face of loss to the fact of feeling: “Starting from nothing with nothing when everything else
has been said {.}”

“The Disappearance Approach,” is written in stanza form and moves in a rhythm: flat,
concentrated attention broken by short, anguished lines that hover without the steadying hand of
grammar, then white space, like a deep breath, and back to scrupulous attention.

Land of darkness or darkness, itself you shadow mouth

A cold clear day.

By adding and dropping punctuation, Howe oscillates between formless endlessness and
tightly managed, gripped-hard control. This duality continues Howe’s working habit of sifting
through the detritus of the “real” world (letters, pictures, biographies, voices) to reveal what is
unsayable beyond. “Disappearance Approach” is a search: for Howe’s lost husband, for MerleauPonty’s moment before speech, for the thing that light, revealing, conceals. The poet wonders
near the end of the essay, “how things are, in relation to how they appear.”324 This is the locus of
the work, and where it crosses paths with Rothko. “Painting a picture is not a form of selfexpression,” Rothko writes. “Painting, like any other art, is a language by which you
communicate something about the world.”325 While that may sound mundane, once we
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understand what Rothko means by “world,” we know better. Painting, for Rothko, is the relation
between how things are, and how things appear. And for Howe, poetry lives also in that place:
“This sixth sense of another reality, even in simplest objects is what poets set out to show but
cannot once and for all.”326 This reality is available, Howe surmises, in death: “If there is an
afterlife, then we might: if not, not.” For the moment, Howe is left with hands outstretched,
gathering what meagre facts are available to her to attempt to sketch in the mystery that now
surrounds her partner: “It could have been the instant of balance between silence, seeing, and
saying; the moment before speech. Peirce would call this moment, secondness. Peter was
returning to the common course of things – our world of signs”327

“Frolic Architecture,” the second section of THAT THIS, speaks in the ghostly voice of
Hannah Edwards through her letters and diary, a voice that Howe cuts up, covers over, and
repositions. The result is abstract, yes, but with real blood circulating through it – the beauty that
each piece evokes is human beauty, hushed speech, a whisper of a real voice. This is not the
relationless abstraction of Ad Reinhardt, but in fact the very opposite – there is always a real
person standing inside these poems, and always more than one real person: the poet, Hannah
Edwards, other characters, and having been beckoned closer, closer, closer to the whispering
voice, the reader herself. This text does not oppose our reading, or attempt to block our
understanding. If only we could hear/see everything, it seems to say, we would understand
perfectly.
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When we read the above poem, a particular motion occurs. We enter into relation with
the text, attempting to fill in the gaps in the lines. We become aware that this is Elizabeth
Edwards speaking. We become aware that this is Susan Howe speaking. We become aware, as
we hold these elements in our understanding, that we too are speaking—filling in the white
space, holding all of the voices at once in our heads in order to understand something that waits
in the text for us—it is suddenly possible to understand what T.J. Clark means when he says
about Poussin’s painting, with its careful reductions and its hiding/revealing: “We haven’t got
our understanding of grass or horror or light in place—or not this grass or horror or light. We
enter into the identity in a new way: that’s the hope.”328 The poem works through affinities and
inferences: longing for flight, wandering alone in a wilderness, bewildered and grief-stricken.
The words move on the page, brought to motion by strangeness, distilled to emotion and made
intimate through our own interaction with the text. We are startled into looking. We feel our way
in.
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Writing on Wallace Stevens and Jonathan Edwards, Howe says that “Their writing
locates, rescues, and delivers what is secret, wild, double, and various in the near at hand.”329
The paradox of the wild and secret being found in the near-at-hand is a contradiction rooted in
the real, real paint, real canvas, real words on a real page opening into mystery. It is worth
reproducing Dore Ashton’s words here, as they may make more visible the band that connects
Rothko to Howe:

The movement Rothko created was always hovering, respiring,
firing, pulsing, but never fully described. He teased his viewer into
a state of receptivity and inquiry unaccustomed juxtapositions of
huge areas of color (or sometimes merely tone) challenged not only
the eyes of the beholder but his entire psychological and motor
being. Rothko’s uncanny command of these often baffling
juxtapositions and subtle movements transformed his viewer into
more than a collaborator.330
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Rothko’s painting and Howe’s writing is a finding, a revelation (rescue) and a giving –
we as the readers/viewers are the recipients and also the co-founders as we enter into the work of
art and find our way through. The delivering is a communication – the relational space where we
meet these works. They are always simplifying, clarifying, stripping away, but always also
attempting to hold in suspension a sense of profound beauty and emotion, a mysterious sense that
may very well be best described in terms of sound, of nearly, very nearly, overhearing something
just out of earshot.

While the partially disintegrated and elided poems-squares in THAT THIS don’t
immediately call to Wallace Stevens, they do the same work that Howe claims for Stevens – an
effort of form to gulp formlessness, a visual representation of the difficulty of that task, and,
most important, a beautiful, mysterious sense that breathes off the page of something just out of
view or earshot that drives the form forward. I want to be clear, so clear, here that I believe that
Rothko and Howe’s relational space is emotional. I don’t mean emotional to the exclusion of all
else. I mean emotion-full.
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When we read this poem, we feel certain facts—the fact of loss, of longing to speak and
being unable to, the terrifying thinness of our existence, despair, and with the image, underlined,
of Lot’s wife, an entire story unfurls in our heads. The woman, unable to leave, looking back in
terrible longing, lost. And Lot’s wife brings us Orpheus, the other one who looked back, and for
his looking, lost everything. Hannah Edwards is here, repeated from an earlier excerpted diary
fragment (“My dear children, what shall I leave to or what shall I say to you…our lives are all
exceeding brittle and uncertain…”) her voice intimate and sorrowful. The emotion in the
fragment/poem emanates off of the page. “I think of my pictures as dramas,” Rothko writes, “the
shapes in the pictures are the performers. They have been created from the need for a group of
actors what are able to move dramatically without embarrassment and execute gestures without
shame.”331

In the final section of THAT THIS (also titled “THAT THIS”), voices are stripped away,
leaving white space and short lines of text (like a musical score) out of which rise the facts of
feelings. This section, while embodying music, also comments on this ability of music to hang
poised between here and there:
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The way music is formed of
Cloud and fire once actually

Concrete now accidental as
Half truth or as whole truth

This voice speaking (or singing) is the “solitary person” on the Ark, alone among pairs.
“Yesterday is not a milestone that has been passed,” Samuel Beckett writes in his study of
Proust, “but a daystone on the beaten track of the years and irremediably part of us, within us,
heavy and dangerous,” and the grieving voice of this poem answers him:

Not spirit not space finite
Not infinite to those fixed—

That this millstone as such
Quiet which side on which —

THAT THIS ends with another fragmentary poem, set at the end of the THAT THIS
section after a blank page. The fragment offers us a notation to chase down, “Je n’ai rien
négligé” (I have neglected nothing). The words come from Poussin, who is earlier embedded in
this text when a friend gives the widow a gift of Poussin and Nature: Arcadian Visions.332 In
“The Disappearance Approach” section, Howe writes about Poussin’s entwining of paint and
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myth in order to get light to signify: “The actors I encounter in Poussin’s world have names
ingrafted from myth and scripture.”333 Howe is alert to the paradox in Poussin’s work of a lake
“as smooth as glass” (painted, she notes, by an ill man whose hands tremored continually) that
yet allows pathos to rise up out of the picture. Paraphrasing T.J. Clark, she writes that everything
“ominous” in Snake— “Size, scale of the figures in relation to the whole, use of light, intensity of
dumb show, framing and shaping– runs over the edge into chaos.”334 The full passage from
which Howe draws shows Poussin as a collector, a “magpie,” to use Howe’s term, along the
banks of the Tiber, amid ancient ruins, sketching, and out in the woods filling his handkerchief
with stones, moss, and flowers to sketch in his studio. This image must have pleased Howe the
way that recognition in another pleases us: the magpie collector who neglects nothing to create
art that employs precision and “simplification” in order to allow chaos to run over its edges. This
balancing edge of precision and chaos, form and silence, is right where Howe and Rothko live.
“More and more I have the sense of being present at a point of absence,” Howe writes, but in the
same section she talks of form (syllables) breaking the “hallowedness” of a moment captured.

Returning to the final poem in THAT THIS, we can see that it does more work still, based
on where it is situated in the volume, following a blank white page.335 The blank page
masquerades as the end of the book, perhaps as an endpaper, but the following page of text sends
us back to that white page, asking us to read it instead as a part of the text of the book.
Examining that page sends us back again, to the previous page:
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That a solitary person bears
witness to law in the ark to

an altar of snow and every
age or century for day is

This poem, with its hushed echo of a late, bleak, beautiful, Stevens’ poem, leads us back
into the silence of the blank page, a silence reactivated by the magpie artist, out gathering the
materials of the near at hand in order in invoke the chaos tucked into myth. This reactivation
could be seen as hopeful, as the work that goes on. Or it might signal the frustrated efforts of the
poet to remain in the silence, to sustain the silence, of the blank page – the other world where her
husband has gone. Although the book ends in language, the ultimate gesture is not of the painter
gathering, but of the poet reaching, into a white page: “That night or was it early morning,” she
writes in “Disappearance Approach,” “Peter took eternal wordlessness into himself.”336 The
straining is the response, which is the work, which is the longing. “We all reach and reach, but
never touch.”337

THIS BROKEN MIRROR
It makes no difference if he does not paint from “nature”; he paints, in any case, because he has
seen, because the world has at least once emblazoned in him the cipher of the visible.338
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If a line is quick and strong it pierces our glassy earth. It bursts out
of reflection on all sides because the heart refuses to be imprisoned;
in its first and narrowest pulses already tends outward with a vast
force. Come in. Sit distantly close to me. Snow image. Let’s form
crosses in the air while reading and sleeping according to
reciprocal reflection. This broken mirror is the world, magnified.339

Robert Motherwell wrote about Rothko that his real genius “was that out of color he
created a language of feeling.”340 In Matisse’s painting, Rothko saw a way forward to making
that signifies rather than describes; that which Merleau-Ponty describes as speech “before it is
spoken, the background of silence without which it would say nothing.”341 But while Matisse led
Rothko to color, what he was really after was light. Dore Ashton, in tracing Rothko’s progression
directly through the “disembodied light” of Matisse, replaces, I think rightly, “color” with light:
“…what he meant was to create light, generate light by overpainting, mastering thinning, and
thickening, and working for the musical effect, the vibrato to which he responded in the most
poignant of Mozart’s last works.”342 Ashton brilliantly reworks the design/colore argument
through a debate over light itself. Alberti is here again, with his insistence that ““invisible things
cannot be said to come within the painter’s compass and he seeks only to depict what he sees.”343
Ashton sets this scientific/humanist view of light against that of Fra Angelico, whose calling as a
Dominican monk caused him to “depict what he saw in nature in the light of the unseen source,
God.”344 In 1950, Rothko traveled to Italy, where he saw the frescoes of Fra Angelico in the
convent of San Marco (he returned to the frescoes in 1966). The frescos at San Marco are unlike
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Fra Angelico’s alterpieces and predellas “in which Fra Angelica lavished heavy pigments,
literally jewel-like…”345 The frescos at San Marco, by comparison, are thinned washes of color
in service to meditation and transcendence. Angelico, Ashton points out, differs quite sharply
from Alberti in what Ashton calls the “purely theoretical values he attached to light.”346 For
Angelico, the source of light is the unseen God, and is suffused, always, with beauty: “God
would be the source of all visual pleasure, and the light that would grace the world of nature
would always flow from him…”347 This light bears with it meaning, and in fact is the bearer of
meaning – that is, rather than illuminating the things of the world, it carries its own meaning with
it –it is that which he describes. This light comes from mystery, and so perspective is rendered
unnecessary – meaning here is not that which our eye can see/control, but that which we can
never see, and that which is beautiful. The frescos that Rothko visited are suffused what Ashton
describes as an “evenly flowing, unnaturally placed light that emanates from no solid source and
illuminates no solid body.”348 Rothko, following Matisse’s lead, left the figure and turned to
color. Now Fra Angelico was showing him how to work in pure light. The frescoes’ “sober
transparencies,” with their lack of perspective, nature, or even a delineated space to create
meaning, allow the viewer access by creating a space in which the viewer might stand, in the
work, rather than at a distance taking the work in. Perhaps most importantly for Rothko, who
was about to embark on his “mural cycles” (Seagram’s murals in 1958, the Harvard murals in
1962, and the Rothko Chapel murals in 1965) the frescos exist in relation to one another, so that
as the viewer moves from cell to cell, the sense of emanation from each fresco is continued into
the next cell – the kind of sustained vibrato that Rothko seeks in his color fields, held longer, and
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more fully, from cell to cell to cell. This is not a new space of relation, but a more fully realized
one than Rothko had previously attained—his paintings, up until the mural projects, existed as
singular entities. Fra Angelico, I believe, helped Rothko to enlarge his sense of relation from the
intimate one:one that he sought in his color field paintings to something more akin to what
Kristen Case describes as pragmatism: mind and world are understood as inseparable. As
Rothko’s vision progressed toward the mural cycles and the idea of surrounding the viewer, the
relational space expanded. “We are carried away, lifted up, absorbed in and transported to the
light behind the darkness in Rothko’s final works,” writes Joost Zwagerman.349 Rothko learned
to use light to make a meditative space for revelation, a space that reaches into infinity in order
to open a door, in much the same way that Susan Howe describes Wallace Stevens’ poems:

I don’t often think of Stevens’ poems separately except for the early
ones but they all run together the way Emerson’s essays do into a
long meditation moving like waves and suddenly there is one perfect
portal. The quick perfection. ‘Night’s hymn of the rock, as in vivid
sleep’.350

Like Rothko, Howe moves through various iterations in her work as she attempts to
purify her communication. I don't mean to suggest that the brilliance of Howe’s early poems
were in any way “starter works” on the way to greater things, but I do appreciate the idea that
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Marjorie Perloff introduces351 that Howe first applies her “fierce empathy” to specific historical
figures, finding her footing in moments and bodies, while in her later work, she seems to be able
to locate that empathy nowhere specific, and so everywhere, in the same way that Rothko moves
away from the figure into color, and finally, into light that comes from nowhere and so is
everywhere. It is possible to apply Ashton’s description of the frescos at San Marco (evenly
flowing, unnaturally placed light that emanates from no solid source and illuminates no solid
body) to both Rothko’s canvases and Howe’s writing. As Rothko creates an intimate relationship
to viewers, so too does Howe, even as her work spreads itself more and more thinly across
voices and history, moving from placing figures to staining the canvas with light. In Howe’s
1990 Europe of Trusts, she writes that, “I wish I could tenderly lift from the dark side of history,
voices that are anonymous, slighted—inarticulate.”352 By 2003, she seems to have shifted from
the duality of the poet and the voices she tenderly lifts to a trilateral model of the poet, the
voices, and the relational space between that is alive with, as we have seen in the poetry of
Elizabeth Bishop, regard. “Thinking,” Howe writes in 2003’s The Midnight, “is willing you are
wild/to the weave and not to material itself.”353

If the polar bear story in Frame Structures can serve as an artist statement for Susan
Howe, The Midnight instructs us how to read her, and for this project, how to read Rothko. In the
epigraph to The Midnight, which also functions as operating instructions, Howe introduces the
concept of the interleaf. I alluded briefly to the interleaf in the introduction to this book (in
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relation to the function of the scrim), but now I want to look more closely at this idea. As a reintroduction, Howe refers here to the tissue that bookbinders used to place “between the
frontpiece and title page” to prevent one from rubbing off on the other (one being text, one
image):

Although a sign is understood to be consubstantial with the thing or
being it represents, word and picture are essentially rivals. The
transitional space between image and scripture is often a zone of
contention.354

The interleaf, a thin tissue, is placed as a divider, but as Howe reminds us, “Tissue paper
for wrapping or folding can also be used for tracing.” Like Blanchot’s light, the interleaf wraps
(hides) but also reveals (allowing one to trace what is underneath the tissue paper without
altering or even touching what lies beneath). The interleaf activates, or perhaps I should say
reveals, by holding open the between. It acts, “as a whisper and a stage direction.”355 This is the
relational space that James refers to, as well as the revealing/veiling nature of light that Blanchot
and Merleau-Ponty write about. Everywhere in The Midnight are images of covers, curtains,
veils, lace, intermediaries between the poet’s language and the poet’s longing:

O light and dark vowels with your transconsistent hissing and
hushing I know you curtain I sense delusion. Fortunately we can
capture for our word some soft object, a fuzzy conditional, a cot
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cover, an ode, a couplet, a line, a lucky stone – to carry around when
camping. 356

“The interleaf,” Howe says in an interview, “Is a relic, fragile but tough. It’s blank and
semitransparent at once, like a scrim—always between. A bridge between intuition and the law.
The paper rustles when turned. It could almost be a wing.”357 The Midnight explores the
multivalent existence of the interleaf – hovering in a zone of contention between word and
image: “In one position (Howe refers to the position of fingers, holding the page), the filmy
fabric takes on the properties of the title page, in another the properties of the frontpiece.”
Further complicating this is the sense of touch: “What I can see has the sense of touch. The
tissue’s impalpable nature is uncannily perverse. It’s in a position of house arrest—arrest by
throwing the curtains open to a certain wild license.”358

The Midnight is brimming, but never full. The light in it comes from nowhere – there is
not direct story line or perspective – and so it is everywhere and gestures outward, with space for
more. It is an elegy, a book of poems, a book of prose, a book of images, a book of scraps,
detritus, voices, and memories. A partial roll call, “Wagons, rusty buckets, tires, tables, shovels,
broken bottles, broken glass, cash boxes, plastic cups, old clothes, torn magazines, newspapers,
memos, business records…”359 and “Calvinists, Congregationalists, Anabaptists, Ranters,
Quakers, Shakers, Sandemans, Rosicrucians, Pietists, reformers, pilgrims, traveling preachers,
strolling players, peddlers, pirates, captives, mystics, embroiderers, upholsterers, itinerant
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singers, penmen, imposters,” 360 all held in quivering abeyance by the concept of the interleaf,
that which holds together by keeping apart, and reveals that which it veils. “I cling to you with
all my divided attention,”361 Howe says. “He said he wanted to hold things in suspension,”362
Ashton writes of Rothko. By spreading light evenly across the canvas, or across the page,
releasing perspective and “throwing the curtains open to a certain wild license,” the clatter of
souls and objects are held, casting no shadow, gesturing to absence with solid, material presence.

The Midnight moves in all directions in space, forward and backward in time, on the
page, for our eyes, like a room (or a red studio!) in which perspective has disappeared and it is
impossible to read up from down. As in the frescos of Fra Angelico, “Everything in these works
is reduced to its purest essence, and often there are whitenesses that bespeak a totally unearthly
experience. There is no given space here, no space that can be likened to perspectival
perception.”363 This space is similar to what Merleau-Ponty defines as depth: “(a) global locality
in which everything is in the same place at the same time, a locality from which height, width,
and depth are abstracted, a voluminosity we express in a word when we say that a thing is
there.”364 This description of depth describes the physicality of this space, but of course, there is
more – the human element that emanates as something else:

I am still moving one wave
twicewashed these are pas-
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times voice of one evening half
local gold half peregrine red
Where the escaped and their
frolic nobody knows aslant
Style in one stray sitting I
approach sometimes in plain
handmade rag wove costume
awry what I long for array 365

“How can the same volume contain so many different incompatible relations?”366 Howe
asks. We have seen, in this chapter, abstraction, intimacy, the relational space, and light, all used
in service to accessing, through the zone of contention that is the human condition, that which we
might call ekstasis. One wave, twicewashed, that is, seen through the objects of the world and
understood at the same time to be immanence. Miriam Marty Clark, in arguing for a Pragmatic
reading of Howe, refers to the “constitutive of infinite inquiry and infinite community.” 367 Howe
describes it thus: “Poetry is an incessant amorous search under the sign of love for a remembered
time at the pitch-dark fringes of evening when we gathered together to bless and believe.”368

BECAUSE
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“Adieu, Adieu. Just to reach across.”369

“Art is not construction, artifice, the meticulous relationship to a space and a world
existing outside,” Merleau-Ponty writes. “It is truly the “inarticulate cry,” as Hermes Trimegistus
said, “which seemed to be the voice of the light.”370 In 2013, Susan Howe published a pamphlet
with New Directions on the work of the experimental filmmaker Chris Marker, entitled “Sorting
Facts.” She chose to accept the commission, she writes, first because of the deep affinity between
her work and documentary film, with its sorting and combining of “facts” to reveal a different
real. “I work in the poetic documentary form…” she writes, and she goes on to draw a line
between the fact/apparition quality of her work and that of the documentary filmmaker: “Surely
nonfiction filmmakers sometimes work intuitively by factual telepathy. I call poetry factual
telepathy.”371 But there is another reason for writing the essay on Marker: “the fact of my
husband’s death and my wish to find a way to document his life and work”372 (referring to her
second husband, David von Schlegell).373 The stakes are always high for Howe—here they are
desperately so: “In the name of reason I need to record something because I am a survivor in this
ocean.”374 “A documentary work,” she writes, “is an attempt to recapture someone something
somewhere looking back.”375
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Howe is always interested in tenderly lifting voices out of history, and she has written
elsewhere of other losses (in particular, the loss of her mother in The Midnight). But in “Sorting
Facts,” as in the “Disappearance Approach,” (also collected also in The Quarry), she is faced
with the nearly-unthinkable disappearance of her beloved second partner – to where, she knows
not; familiar present sliding abruptly into mystery. She describes how communication failed
them at the end of David’s life – “His hand squeezed mine. What did he mean?”376 Here is
Foucault’s gap between language and image, brought to excruciating life between Susan Howe
and her dying husband. Later in “Sorting Facts” Howe describes a woman in a Marker film who
gazes at the camera with an expression that is “Wary tender innocent dangerous. She may be
remembering beckoning staring apprehending responding reflecting or deflecting his look.” How
can we ever know, Howe seems to be asking? The silence of David’s deathbed, the chasm
between his mind and hers, exists always between us. In the aftermath of his death, Howe is left
sorting the facts, seeking the threshold that Brian Reed refers to when he writes that she “situates
us on the threshold where meaning abuts the incomprehensibility of the other than human.”377 In
“Sorting Facts,” this threshold is almost too painful to observe, and as Reed’s observation infers,
we are not only observing – the poet has situated us on the threshold, rather than a safe distance
back looking in.
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Howe writes in the essay about the Soviet filmmaker and theorist Dziga Vertov, who
worked by snippeting bits of reality (“facts”) together in the hopes that the “Kino-Eye” of the
film camera would reveal another, more real reality that could not be seen with the human eye:

Vertov hoped to show that while the ordinary human eye can’t ever
see what a person is really thinking or feeling during the immediate
chaos of violent motion, the camera’s technical eye, oscillating
between presence and absence, can frame and arrest that person with
thoughts in place. Accelerated motion, recalled from a distance of
constructed stillness, can recuperate the hiddeness and mystery of
this ‘visible’ world.”378

Just as much of Howe’s writing on Stevens’ poetry reveals her own work, this
observation speaks directly to the process of Howe’s creations: the camera’s technical eye,
oscillating between presence and absence, can frame or arrest the person with thoughts in place.
“Accelerated motion,” she writes, recalled from a distance of constructed stillness, can
recuperate the hiddenness and mystery of this “visible” world”379 As “Sorting Facts” unfolds, it
becomes evident that film in this essay occupies the place that historical records, snips, and
voices have in other works – the structure that allows Howe to stand aside her subject and work
toward it, or perhaps with Merleau-Ponty in mind, the veil that can be placed over the “fact” of
her husband’s disappearance into pre-silence, pre-language, in order to attempt to reveal it. Howe
dazzles her vision by writing blindly in a discipline about which she knows little – an attempt, I
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think to do what she does with language – to open the door by startling the mind. Sorting
facts/sixth sense; this dual conception encompasses the work that Howe does of sifting, sorting,
humming, with one ear open for the quick rustle of immateriality. Her description of editing a
film could describe her own working process: “Sequences get magpied together from optical
surprises, invisible but omnipresent verbal flashes, flashes of facts.”380 The ability of film cutting
to press together disparate times, to stop time, speed up time, place times alongside one another,
“frame light,” all describe the efforts of Howe’s own work, and more than that, her work is this
process. As she writes in 1991’s Incloser, “The whole problem of writing this piece for me is to
write it in a way that is the thing I am talking about at the same time I’m anchoring it down with
certain facts.”381 Howe has always employed “facts” (in quotes because by “facts” I mean diary
entries, letters, historical facts, detritus of the living world) to both close the gap between the
seen and unseen in her work, and to bring the reader into relation with the work. In “Sorting
Facts,” Howe is enacting the work of the documentary filmmaker as she is writing about the
documentary filmmaker—once again, her work is that which it describes:

Yesterday words could come between the distance. Frame light, for
example. All living draws near. Knowing no data no some-thing
then something. No never and no opposite occident orient. Film with
jumps and quick cuts. Dissolve and slide effects. Real chalk. Burntout ruins. Without weariness. Without our working conditions.
When our forces hadn’t been thrown.382
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My documentary filmmaker husband claims that the job title is vastly inaccurate. By
editing and cutting, he claims, the filmmaker is creating a fiction of his or her own making –
sorting facts to come up with a new whole that is not only a perceived thing, but a made thing as
well. “Is it sense perception or depiction I see ‘thinking?’”383 Howe asks. There are the facts, and
there is the thing that one makes with them, and often that thing is a surprise. Howe, I think, is
making an even larger claim – that by sorting and sorting and sorting, the writer/filmmaker might
be able to reveal that which cannot be seen. Like Rothko’s use of light to reveal the human
condition in feeling, Howe sorts facts to find the feeling of being, and in this particular case, she
is sorting facts to recuperate the feeling of being of her lost husband, David. Neither Rothko nor
Howe are manipulating and creating – rather they are sorting, sifting, channeling, in order to
reveal. Howe’s essay revolves (oscillates) between two poles represented by two isolated lines of
text. The first line is, “Facts are perceptions of surfaces,”384 and the second, surrounded by white
space and un-harnessed by punctuation, reads, “you float back to me everything is
inexpressible”385 Here is a précis of Howe’s work, and of Rothko’s as well. Each pole needs the
other to operate, to hold between them everything. “Compared to facts,” Howe writes, “words
are only nets. We go on hauling in what traces of affirmation we can catch. Action is the
movement of memory searching for a lost attachment a make-believe settlement.” This restless,
relentless movement is a seeking, a sorting, a rifling through what is available, to try to step into
the moment of stillness that we long (and fear) to enter. What is the moment between life and
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death? Where does speech go? “Without words what are facts? His eyes seemed to know.”386
What did he mean? She wonders. How could we ever know?

More questions: Why do some people weep in front of Rothko’s paintings? Why do I cry
when I read Howe’s books? The paintings and books are voices, a mix of perception and the
North wind of story – facts, bits, scraps, myth, memories. When someone dies what do we
remember? How do we build them? We are perceiving them but they are not there. They are
ghosts. People cry in front of Rothko’s paintings because they rustle with souls that shift and
whisper. Is that too romantic? I feel it as a fact. I feel the facts of The Midnight through tears, not
every time, but often. I hear my mother coughing in the mudroom in Vermont – we are here
visiting. She’s sick with a cold. Not the cancer, but they all go together. I hear the sound of her
substance, her existence, the tapping of her cane, a recent acquisition, on the steps up. I wonder,
what will be left? How will I tell it?

In 1965, Rothko was commissioned by the de Menil family to create a set of murals for a
chapel that would be built to house the works in Houston, Texas. He worked on them for three
years, and he committed suicide before they were installed. The magnitude, on every level of
experience and meaning, he writes in a letter to the de Menil’s, exceeds all my preconceptions.
And it is teaching me to extend myself beyond what I thought was possible for me. For this I
thank you.387 For the chapel murals, Rothko took what he learned from Fra Angelico and created
a space of pure relation made of light. He referred to it as transfiguration. The paintings cover
every surface of the space, literally enveloping the viewer. The colors of the canvases read as
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black, although as Donald Antin points out, they are actually painted in dark tones that range
from plum to black, operating at the “edge of invisibility”: “they invite you to the possibility of
paying attention by presenting themselves as a kind of Gordian knot…”388 James Breslin, who
spent five days looking at the paintings, writes that it is impossible to see only one painting at a
time, no matter where you stand in the octagonal room: “In the Rothko Chapel, seeing to fix on a
single painting, one instead finds relation.”389 As in the cells at the Convent of San Marco, the
paintings live in relation to one another, light moving under the darkness from canvas to canvas,
with the viewer in the midst. Breslin describes the feeling of paintings staring at your back and
sides while you gaze forward, the give-and-take of relational space suspended in what Dore
Ashton calls a confronted unity: “The scheme for the chapel would fulfill his vision, expressed
some fifteen years earlier, when he told Seitz that antitheses are neither synthesized nor
neutralized in his work but held in a confronted unity which is a momentary stasis.”390 In 1974,
Susan Howe wrote an essay entitled “The End of Art,” in which she examines the works of Ad
Reinhardt, Ian Hamilton, and Robert Lax, as well as various “minimal” painters and “concrete”
poets. Many of the concerns that shape Howe’s later works can be found in this essay, and at one
point, she takes the time to reproduce a segment of Thomas Merton’s (a companion of Lax,
Reinhardt and Finlay) translation of Nicholas of Cusa’s Dialogue between a Christian and a
Gentile: “Truth is but one. For there is but one unity, and truth coincides with unity. Therefor just
as there is found in number only one unity, so in many there is found but one truth.”391 This is
the first time that unity has crept into this chapter, but it is, of course, what we have been
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discussing this entire time. A momentary stasis from passing beyond, a pause from reaching, a
unity held, if only briefly.

“Sorting Facts” ends beautifully, poignantly, as Rothko might say, pulling together the
two poles of Howe’s work: “Facts are perceptions of surfaces///you float back to me everything
is inexpressible”:

A young girl appears, walking straight toward the camera. Suddenly
a scream is heard in the hall. A woman runs toward the girl on the
screen. She’s weeping, with her arms stretched out in front of her.
She calls the girl by name. But the girl disappears. On the screen the
train rushes by once more. The lights are turned on in the hall. The
woman is carried out unconscious. ‘What’s going on?’ a workercorrespondent asks. One of the viewers answers. ‘It’s the Kino-eye.
They filmed the girl while she was alive. Not long ago she fell ill
and died. The woman running toward the screen was her mother.’392

The facts are depicted on the surface to be perceived: the girl on the screen, the captured
motion, the simulacrum of life. The inexpressible is also present in the inarticulate cry of the
mother: the surge of emotion, the longing to reach into the screen, past perception, to the lifeforce that is no longer visible on the surface of the mother’s life. “Any letter of the alphabet may
contain its particular indwelling spirit,”393 Howe tells us. Everywhere in Howe’s work are bits of
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alphabet turned and shaken in an effort to reveal this indwelling spirit. “I have made a place,”
Rothko said of his chapel murals. Not a painting, or a series of paintings, not even the flat
surfaces of the stretched canvases, but a place, an indwelling spirit that he hoped that viewers
might step into, or more precisely, become aware that they had already stepped in, were and
always are immersed. In her essay “Frame Structures,” also collected in The Quarry, Howe
offers what I find to be one of the most moving lines in her work, and one that to me, speaks to
both Rothko and to Howe, to their ongoing efforts to reveal: “Adieu, adieu. Just to reach
across.”394 Howe often accesses poignancy by leaving off the final punctuation on a sentence, or
a fragment, letting the letters drift into white space, or dissolve, or hang over it. But here, she
gives us a full stop. Just to reach across.
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Figure 11. Mark Rothko, No. 10, 1950.
© 1998 Kate Rothko Prizel & Christopher Rothko / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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Figure 12. Mark Rothko, White Center, 1950.
© 1998 Kate Rothko Prizel & Christopher Rothko / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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Figure 13. Henri Matisse, The Red Studio. Issy-les-Moulineaux, Fall 1911.
© 2019 Succession H. Matisse / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

Figure 14. Rothko Chapel, View Description: interior. creation date: 1970-1971.
ARAS Online [online archive]. New York: The Archive for Research in Archetypal Symbolism; available
from www.aras.org; accessed 1 May 2019.
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Figure 15. View of the Cloister of San Marco with Fra Angelico’s Crucifixion
Museo di S. Marco, Florence, Italy
Scala/Ministero per I Beni e le Attività culturali / Art Resource, NY

Figure 16. Fra Angelico. Annunciation, 1440 – 1445. Fresco in the convent of San Marco
Museo di S. Marco, Florence, Italy
Alfredo Dagli Orti / Art Resource, NY
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BLOTTING BOOK / WIDE WORLD / TO SEE AGAIN

What is essential is to decide to what end the activity of making visible (das sichtbarmachen) is
pursued. To fix what has been seen in the memory, or in addition to make manifest what is
invisible?395
Is the soul related to the body as the sight to the eye, or the boatman to his boat?396

FIRST

A long time I passed beneath an entrance roof397

As I work my way to the end of these pages, something has become apparent to me – this
work, and the work upon which it comments, is full of surface. Stevens writes in his essay “Two
or Three Ideas,” “There is inherent in the words the revelation of reality a suggestion that there is
a reality of or within or beneath the surface of reality.”398 I have written quite a bit about
revelation in this dissertation, but here Stevens upsets the geography of the concept, from a
simple revealing (pulling back) to the much more complicated and mobile surfacing (of, or
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within, or beneath). Surface, with its slippery, multivalent, multi-directional meanings, the
outside of something, but also:
to cover the surface,
to bring or raise to the surface
to come to the surface
to arise in the mind399

Surface, which we have been taught to believe is simply the outside of something, is in
fact a powerful concept, covering, exposing, engaging, revealing, and surprising. It is both
motion and stillness, visible and invisible, Stevens’ Both/At once, Emerson’s “Illusion,
Temperament, Succession, Surface, Surprise, Reality, Subjectiveness…”400 Like a moebius
strip, it is unorientable—representation and a thing itself, surface and depth. Elizabeth Bishop,
as we have seen, builds her mapped surfaces layer by layer, with the care of a miniaturist, the
exactitude standing in as an illusion of reality that the poet breaks, again and again, with an
upending startle of strangeness:

Beneath the light, against your white front door,
the smallest moths, like Chinese fans,
flatten themselves, silver and silver–gilt
over pale yellow, orange, or gray.401
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Two more examples: the first from Chapter One, Quasha and Stein on Gary Hill’s
projection work, and the second from Susan Howe’s “Secret History of the Dividing Line,” in
which she creates a visual melody that is a mirror image to that which Quasha and Stein
construct:
Projection is what makes reality
__________________________________
surface

Morning
________________________________
Sheet of water at the edge of woods

In both these examples, our eyes (and our mind follows) move upward and downward,
inward and outward, startled by odd juxtaposition into a new vision: “Not that but that which
is apprehended/A mirror, a lake of reflection in a room/A glassy ocean lying at the door…”402
Surface and depth, visible and invisible, illusion, reality, and surprise. For Susan Howe,
surface is scrim; opacity lending a shape to shadow. Howe’s work became a model for me as I
assembled this dissertation, enacting a method of looking askance that I was deploying
without quite being able to describe until I experienced her poetry:
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O light and dark vowels with your transconsistent hissing and
hushing I know you curtain I sense delusion. Fortunately we can
capture for our word some soft object, a fuzzy conditional, a cot
cover, an ode, a couplet, a line, a lucky stone – to carry around
when camping.403

What is my scrim in this project? What if we were to look askance at these poets, through
a scrim created by the medium of another maker? Not as a comparison but as a curtain that in
draping, reveals a heretofore hidden shape? It won’t sound true, but it is – once I had a dream
about an empty field. In my dream it started to snow, and the snow covered the backs and necks
of an entire herd of horses, all hidden until the snow blanketed them and revealed their waiting
shapes. It was such a beautiful dream – but why? What about the blanketing snow made the
animals more than they would have been, standing around munching grass under an afternoon
sun? It was a gift to be able to catch sight of them. I understood, even in the dream, that they had
always been there. I just had not been able to see them. They were revealed to me, which felt so
generous, so lucky. As Lewis Hyde writes in Trickster Makes This World, a revelation is a lucky
find because we were not looking for it. Quoting Picasso, he reminds us that “finding” is not the
same as looking for something – the recipient must hover, in a state of readiness, for the
revelation to arrive: “When I paint, my object is to show what I have found and not what I am
looking for.”404 Or, as Heidegger tells us, “In order to hear a pure noise, we must listen away
from the thing, pull our ears away from them, i.e. hear abstractly.”405
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All of the makers in this project work with surface as a way to surface something from
the depths. But then we have to ask, just what is being surfaced? And what does it mean to
surface, for these particular makers? What is the emotional content of Vermeer’s The Artist in
His Studio, or Rothko’s No. 10? What information is being carried along-with these images?
“Why, why do we feel/(we all feel) this sweet/sensation of joy?” Bishop asks us, at the very hint
of regard from her otherworldly moose. Importantly, the joy Bishop describes comes from
relation, not contact, and it is fleeting. In Gary Hill’s Tall Ships, we draw close to the surfacing
projections of other people, closer and closer still, and yet we can never touch them. And
remember Susan Howe’s words at the close of “Sorting Facts: “Facts are perceptions of
surfaces///you float back to me everything is inexpressible.” There are facts, but they are
perceptions, inexpressible. The loved one floats back but does not land, does not coalesce, cannot
be held. Everything is mystery. Thinking this way leads me directly to Emerson, to his essay
“Experience,” written in the wake of the loss of his five-year old son (two years earlier). The
essay takes surface, and depth, as its question. “We live amid surfaces, and the true art of life is
to skate well on them,”406 Emerson writes. We could read this as an affirmative statement, but
for what Emerson has written earlier in the essay: “The only thing that grief has taught me, is to
know how shallow it is. That, like all the rest, plays about the surface, and never introduces me
into the reality, for contact with which, we would even pay the costly price of sons and
lovers.”407 This is the longing embedded in the perceived surface, if we read surface as our
perception of the world and reality the thing beneath it, whether dead child or a “reality” that we
reach and reach and reach for. Grief plays about the surface because we cannot be in the death of
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the loved one, but Emerson does not leave it there – “like all the rest,” he tells, us, grief plays
about the surface. The contact that Emerson longs for, contact with his grief, with his son, has set
up an echo that expands in rings.

SECOND
All our blows glance, all our hits are accidents. Our relations to each other are oblique and
casual.408

I’ve read and reread “Experience,” over the years, but it is only now that it presents itself
to me as Emerson’s most deeply melancholy piece of writing. When Emerson writes, “our life is
not so much threatened as our perception,” I previously understood that as a purely theoretical
rumination on perception, vision, perhaps even my own little notion of the bodily eye. But this
dissertation, and my experiences in life while writing it, have raised the stakes for me, and I now
read Emerson’s essay in a very different way. We know from Descartes that our perception is
muddled – our access to the world is indirect, our senses are unreliable. In “Experience,”
Emerson writes about our failed perception in a very particular way—from the aghast realization,
delivered to him by the impossible distance between his body and the death experience of his
beloved son—that true contact with the child, as exemplified by the death, is impossible. “I
grieve that grief can teach me nothing, nor carry me one step into real nature.”409 Emerson is
grieving his child, but he is also grieving this human condition (“It is very unhappy, but too late
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to be helped, the discovery, we have made, that we exist”)410 that offers to our vision a world at a
distance – we cannot pull it closer to ourselves, and we cannot get beneath the surface of that
which we observe. Sharon Cameron astutely observes that “Experience” is unique to Emerson, in
that it is in the elegiac form, itself enacting “a powerful and systematic representation of
grief.”411 And what is grief? It is not the end of our own experience. It is the end of the beloved’s
experience. It is the place we cannot follow. It is the breakage of relation. From a letter written
by Emily Dickinson on the occasion of her nephew’s death: “’Open the door, open the door, they
are waiting for me,’ was Gilbert’s sweet command in delirium. Who was waiting for him, all we
possess we would give to know…”412 and written in my own notebook, somewhere in the
chaotic midst of last winter, as my mother’s illness steepened and progressed, “Time is short. I
must find how to see her. Time is running out.” I don't remember writing it. What did I mean by
see her? Why didn’t I write touch her, or what I really meant, which was keep her?

Cameron’s writing on “Experience” broke open this essay for me. I can see now what the
information is that young Waldo’s death carries: that our relationship to experience itself may be
only surface. That relation, that way of being-in-the-world, may hold within it an endless chasm
that nothing can close. Grief, for Emerson, exposes the impossibility of direct experience itself:

In Emerson’s essay grief becomes a trope for experience because
the self’s relation to experience, like it’s relation to grief, is oblique,
angled, disassociated… once the self understands its relation to
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experience, what it understands is that something has been removed.
Death is the source of that understanding, teaching us our relation to
every event.”413

When, later in the essay, Emerson writes that the new molecular philosophy shows us,
“astronomical inter spaces between atom and atom,”414 I feel it the way I feel it when I read
Susan Howe’s plea to a person, a beloved, experience itself: “Towards whom am I floating? I’ll
tie a rope around your waist if you say who you are.”415 This is the longing that lingers in the
dark corridor of Tall Ships as we draw ever nearer to Gary Hill’s peopled projections without
ever once being able to make contact – to break the surface. Perception is an outstretched hand, a
bodily I, Merleau-Ponty’s palpation with a look, but when the stakes are at the very highest—the
loss, say, of someone who was central to your understanding of love in the world—perception
fails. It fails because it cannot close the gap. We come out of relation with the beloved, out of
synch with the visible world. We become the woman running toward the screen upon which her
dead daughter is projected, as though alive again, but surfaced, without depth, untouchable.
“Where do we find ourselves,” Emerson asks. This comes to me as a cry of anguish.

And yet — the self’s relation to experience may be oblique, angled, disassociated, but
there is still something there, pushing us out of perception and toward silence, or motion,
something untouchable but not absent. As Barthes writes in “The Third Meaning,” “An obtuse
angle is greater than a right angle,”416 and this obtuse angle “seems to open the field of meaning
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totally, that is, indefinitely.” 417 Barthes outlines the informational level, the symbolic level, and
then, a third meaning, “evident, erratic, obstinate.”418 We have seen this progression before, in
Charles Peirce, and in Norman Bryson’s construction of the gaze and the glance. Barthes calls
the third meaning the obtuse meaning. Importantly, this obtuse meaning is multivalent (“a multi–
layering of meaning which always lets the previous meaning continue, as in a geological
formation, saying the opposite without giving up the contrary…”)419 and it is “not in the
language-system.” With this third meaning, Barthes argues, we pass from language into
significance.420 Barthes offers the haiku, with its breath of meaning drifting off of an image, an
“anaphoric gesture without significant content…”421 He also refers to it as “filmic,” as in a
representation that cannot be described, a gesture toward silence that, I would argue, none the
less carries great emotional weight.

Rosalind Krauss, writing about Jean-Francois Lyotard, traces a similar argument in his
writing: a first level (the seen order of the image “bounded by its contours”),422 the second level,
which is the context (or gestalt) order, visible but unseen, and finally, what Lyotard calls the
matrix, the order of the invisible. In her essay “Veduta on ‘Discours, figure,’” Mary Lydon traces
Lyotard’s understanding of “the nature of language and perception [and] the intricate relation
that simultaneously connects and disjoins them…”423 from the phenomenology of perception to
“psychoanalysis via painting.” In doing so, Lyotard deploys surface, depth, distance, and
entanglement as his markers. Critiquing the Cartesian insistence on fixedness, Lyotard writes,
417
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“The Cartesian response to the question, ‘what does it mean to understand,’ consists in locking
the gaze on the object.’”424 In his critique, Lyotard points out that while for perception mobility
means “distances are variable,” which is the potency of our roving visual acuity, in language,
“signification results from scrupulously preserving the invariable distances between sounds,
words, and letters that make them recognizable…”425 So while our vision must move to mean,
our language is woefully unable to travel with it, thus creating a disconnect between the
unfixedness of our experience and the language that we use in an attempt to express that
experience. Importantly, Lyotard makes a distinction between language and discourse, arguing
that while language signifies (surface), discourse makes meaning (surfaces), or as Lydon writes,
discourse “has depth, in the sense that it refers to something outside the language system,
something that the language system can never contain.”426 To dodge the Cartesian lockdown, we
must be willing to allow our vision to blur a bit, to allow in signification. This is where Lyotard
introduces his trinity: the Figure-image, the Figure-form, and the Figure-Matrix. Of the three,
only the first is immediately visible. Lyotard is moving, slowly but certainly, into the invisible.
“The shifty, the squinting, the cloudy (le louche), and the phasmagorical, these constitue the
infancy (enfance) of mental inspection.”427 What Lyotard calls the enfance, we might also call
the glance:
There is no talking, no ‘seeing’ there, only working. The line (trait)
does not record the signifiers of a discourse, or the contours of a
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silhouette, it is the trace of an energy that condenses, displaces,
figures forth, elaborates, without regard for the recognizable.428

This beautiful designation, enfance, is unfettered seeing, unspoken saying—seeking
depth, dwelling in supple ongoing-ness: “an infancy that is not an age and does not pass. It
haunts discourse and eludes it.”429 Lyotard has left behind not only language, but discourse as
well, in order to surface something unsayable: “it is the trace of energy that condenses, displaces,
figures forth, elaborates, without regard for the recognizable.”430 And this energy moves —
Krauss reminds us that the matrix is defined by “its formal condition of rhythm or pulse,”431
which, as far as I’m concerned, ushers Wallace Stevens back onto the stage, with his insistence
on unfixedness and motion: “The river is moving/the blackbird must be flying.”432 Is it not too
much of a stretch here to say that the river is first-level, the understanding that the blackbird must
be flying is second, and the motion-ful sense that is surfaced, somewhere between, or beneath,
the surface of the river/surface of the sky, is the third, signifying level, the matrix (if we can ever
use that term again without picturing Keanu Reeves in a leather duster)? Or as Peirce offers, “By
the third, I mean the medium or connecting band between the absolute first and last. The
beginning is first, the end second, the middle third.”433 “I know that the world I converse with in
the city and in the farms, is not the world I think,” Emerson writes, but “I observe that difference,
and shall observe it.”434 The observation itself is the work, the attention being given steadfastly.
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The essay goes on another half a page, but that is the point for me at which the poet lifts his head
back up: “patience, patience, we shall win at the last.”

THIRD

“The invisible is not the wrong side of the visible, its back. It is the unconscious
overturned…”435
Firstly, I shall try to understand the flowers of the earth, shall take as my starting point the
flowers of the world.436

This winter I had the pleasure of seeing the Hilma af Klint show at the Guggenheim. The
show was (and continues to be) a hit – a major woman artist virtually unknown to an American
audience, a new “first practitioner” of Abstract Art, a hint of Emily Dickinson (Klint stipulated
in one of her notebooks that her paintings not be viewed until twenty years after her death—not
professional shyness, but rather a sense that the public had some catching up to do), and
paintings of great spiritual power, confidence, and astonishing beauty.

I went with my father. We went without my mother, the artist in the family, because she
had died just before Halloween. We found ourselves, after the flurry of planning her service,
gathering the family, and getting through the holidays, adrift—my father especially, who went
435
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from a full-time medical practice to full-time caregiver to—what? It was as yet unclear. So we
went to the Met and looked at the paintings she loved, and then, one afternoon, to the
Guggenheim. The af Klint show was concerned with seeing: the artist traveled a path that
seemed familiar to me – from the careful scrutiny of figurative work, to the even closer, tighter
scrutiny of botanical looking, scientific looking (medical textbook illustration), to something
entirely elsewhere. Hilma af Klint’s paintings take up visual space, color space, and psychic
space. They are huge in a Rothko sense – emotionally, spatially, visually. They were as dazzling
and engrossing as I had been promised. But then there was this very small painting, of a tiny
black and brown bird, rendered in exquisite detail in watercolor, graphite, and metallic paint on
paper. Each wing feather in the painting is fashioned carefully, white lines on brown, while the
bird’s back is a soft wash of gray. The eyes are ringed with black, and the details, down to the
tiny nose hole, are painstakingly notated. The bird’s Latin classification is written below it:
Motacilla alba. It was a beautiful little thing. And then I noticed something else: the artist had
included a chart at the lower left-hand corner of the painting. The chart is a box of four squares
bisected by a dotted red line flanked on either side by slashes, the effect of which is reminiscent
of bird tracks in the snow, or a line charting perhaps, migration, or a flight path. The red dotted
line seems to show a forward trajectory, and the footprints, arrows, directions signals, move
along that path, marked on one side of the red line in blue, and the other in yellow. For Hilma af
Klint, colors were representative as well as simply visual – blue represented male, and yellow,
female. So now we have a charted line that is female on one side of a dotted red line, and male
on the other. Perhaps this is not a chart of flight at all?
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I looked up the painting. It is “Motacilla Alba: Wagtail with Guidelines,” watercolor,
graphite, and metallic pencil on paper, 36 x 50 cm, 1919. The term “Guidelines” seems to offer
direction, but when I looked it up, in ever-widening circles of inquiry, from migration to birding
to birds to natural history, I got nowhere. The word, and the graph itself, offer the illusion of
exactitude, of careful, meticulous mapping, but the information it imparts remains mysterious. I
think it’s understandable, in the light of this project of mine, that this little strangeness made me
extremely happy. Af Klint’s “Temple” works, in particular the series entitled “The Ten Largest,”
are astonishing, gorgeous, mysterious, and arresting. I went back and back to just be in the
presence of that series. And they are most assuredly in relation with an Invisible. But I went
back, as well, to the little bird painting, and to the painting that hangs next to it on the wall.

“Wagtail with Guidelines,” like so much of af Klint’s work, was made in a series, in this
case, a series of two: “Wagtail,” and its pair, “Violet Blossom with Guidelines,” watercolor,
graphite, and metallic pencil on paper, 50 x 26 cm, 1919. Like “Wagtail,” “Violets” is brimming
with exactitude, full of information, and backed with mystery. In “Violet Blossoms,” af Klint
carefully depicts and labels five variations of violets. Next to each flower, she places quadrants,
like the quadrants we see in “Wagtail.” And as in “Wagtail,” the quadrants hold information that
looks “scientific,” but upon closer inspection reveals itself to be something more complex and
less accessible. Elizabeth Finch, writing in a 2005 Drawing Center catalogue, 3 X Abstraction:
New Methods of Drawing (a show that included Hilma af Klint alongside Agnes Martin and
Emma Kunz), writes that the quadrants stand for “what af Klint felt she had intuited of the
plants’ immaterial identities in the realm of ‘spiritual science.’”437 These alignments, immaterial
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with identities, spiritual with science, begins to get at what so intrigues me about these works,
and how they intersect with the ideas played out in this dissertation. These two small paintings
involve a different sort of “looking” than the large-scale paintings that were the result of af
Klint’s spiritualist practice. While the “Temple” paintings, for example, receive information
from the invisible and attempt to impart it, these two paintings were created with a method now
familiar to us by the end of this dissertation, that is, close looking as an attempt to reveal the
invisible. This is the work of the spiritualist, but it is also the work of the naturalist. Or as David
Lomas writes about “Violet Blossom”: “Combined on this single sheet are the precise naturalism
of Hilma af Klint’s many exquisitely observed plant studies and the austere geometry of her
abstract painting.”438 In other words, the looked-at and the looking, the surface and what is
surfaced. This notation makes me think of Dore Ashton, writing about Rothko’s struggle to
surface (reveal) on the surface (canvas) of his work: “he wished also to name the light itself and
not only the things it illuminated.”439

Briony Fer refers to af Klint’s use of “diagramming,” “that is to say the geometrical,
relational idiom that came to mark her habit of working in series…”440 This sentence holds more
that it might at first appear — geometrical (figure) idiom (discourse) and relational (matrix).
Hilma af Klint is creating an idiom in her work that is both geometrical and relational; both first
and third. She is working on the surface of the canvas to surface something else. This gesture
sets up an immediate kinship with the other makers in this project, a kinship that is further
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elucidated when Fer describes af Klint’s “almost voracious intensity of the idea of visual
observation that underlies both her figurative and diagrammatic methods…”441 The diagram,
David Lomas points out, “is abstract yet plainly representational,”442 and this paradox can be
read both ways: abstraction that represents, and representation that gestures to the abstract
(invisible). Like Stevens, Bishop, Howe, Hill, Vermeer, and Rothko, af Klint is using visual
observation to access something entirely other—using surface to surface something. Fer refers to
this process as “symbolic encryption” rather than revelation, but here I have to disagree.
Encryption indicates hiding or obfuscating, which I think is the opposite of what the artist is
attempting to do with this work. The work is the final painting, but it is also the observation, the
diagramming, and the gesturing, not in order to encrypt, but to reveal. As Bishop, Stevens, and
Howe work to reveal, so does af Klint, work not of encryption, but perhaps more properly
described as translation, or, as the artist Amy Sillman puts it, the work of a “cross pollinating
transformer.443 In subsequent essays in the Guggenheim catalogue, af Klint is referred to as a
“medium,” a term that connotes motion, a going out and bringing back, a fetching. The term
“medium,” or the also-applied to af Klint, “spiritualist,” has troubled some artists and art
historians, who are rightly wary (as af Klint herself was wary) of the art world’s tendency to
write off this work as that of a “mystic,” unworthy of serious consideration.444 I would argue that
“medium,” with its motion-ful iterations of observing/listening/fetching, translating, and
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creation, is an extremely apt way to characterize this work. Helen Molesworth rightly points out
that a medium “is literally a translator between realms of experience and/or realms of
knowledge.”445 As motion bring me to Stevens, and surface to Bishop, mediumship leads me
directly back to Howe.

As Joan Richardson helpfully pointed out to me, Susan Howe’s 2007 book, Souls of the
Labadie Tract, bears on its cover a painting by the as-then virtually unknown Hilma af Klint.446
Credited on the back of the book as Series SUW “The Swan,” the painting is more fully listed in
the Guggenheim show as: Group IX/SUW, The Swan, No. 14, 1915. The painting is one of a
series that begins with a relatively figurative painting of two swans, one black, one white, each
laid across a background of the contrasting color. The black swan has yellow eyes and a splash
of yellow above its beak, signifying the female in af Klint’s idiom, while the white swan has blue
feet and a splash of blue over its beak: male. But for the color differences they are mirror images
of one another, separated, or perhaps just-touching at wing-tip and beak-tip, at the line created
where the white background meets the black. By the time the series reaches No.14, all traces of
figuration have dissolved, leaving only a white circle on a black background. The circle has a
very small pale red or pink triangle at its center, out of which emanate three wedge-shaped rays,
like the lights emanating from a lighthouse: one yellow, one blue, and one red.447 I recently had
the opportunity to speak with Susan Howe about her work and connections to af Klint, and I
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asked her how she chose the painting. After mentioning its beauty, she added that for her, the
painting, “says it all…that sense of what’s out there.” Her comments opened up a discussion of
mediumship, a topic that Howe initially resisted, claiming a deep interest in spiritualism, but one
that is combined with an even deeper fear of mediums. “I wouldn’t want to be Hilma,” she told
me. Her apprehension took root during a family visit to Ireland, when her mother took Susan and
her sister (the poet Fanny Howe) to meet a group of women who lived together and worshipped
Isis. Unfortunately, there was too much to talk about to go into deep detail about what in the
world a group of Isis-worshippers were doing in Ireland, but suffice to say, Howe told me, she
was terrified, and has never forgotten it.448 I explained that I was thinking of medium in a
different way, not as a person who reports in from radio-waves of the dead, but rather as one who
has an ear to the invisible. I referred to Dore Ashton’s experience in first seeing one of Rothko’s
new, color-field paintings (“It was much as if I had entered a remote forest on a still day with
nothing stirring, and heard, or imagined I heard, a single faint rustle somewhere,”)449 and Howe
agreed that yes, that is the work. “I do think I skirt some sort of border,” she said, “The invisible
is alive with voices.”450/451

Souls of the Labadie Tract, I would argue (and I think Howe would let me) is an act of
mediumship, or translation, fetching, and creating. Starting with the figure of Jonathan Edwards
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riding through the countryside and ending with “fragments” of Sarah Edward’s wedding dress,452
the book is voices, fragments, images, and scraps, all conjured forth by the author. Howe opens
the book with a section marked errand, a word that lays the ground for a book that is all about
carrying, traveling, and translating. The errand in this particular section refers to Jonathan
Edwards, who, as Howe offers, was said to ride through the wilderness on his various errands
pinning scraps of paper to his jacket to represent thoughts that came to him during his ride. Once
home he would unpin each scrap, translating the physical scrap of paper into thought (memory)
and then into text on the page, as each scrap became a marker to remind him of an associated
idea.453 In the “Personal Narrative” section at the front of the book, Howe draws a line between
herself and Edwards by describing her sojourns to Yale’s Sterling library in terms of errands to
the wilderness. Importantly, these errands are specifically linked to mediumship:

In Sterling’s sleeping wilderness I felt the telepathic solicitation of
innumerable phantoms. The future seemed to lie in this forest of
letters, theories, and forgotten actualities. I had a sense of the
parallel between our always fragmentary knowledge and the
continued progress toward perfect understanding that never withers
away.454
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As the library is the wilderness, so the books are trees, with the thin, often forgotten
pamphlets that Howe favors resembling “smaller extremities of smallest twigs along Guilford’s
West Wood Trails during a dry season.”455 Exactitude and strangeness – like af Klint, Howe is
observing intensely in order to pull out something – Other. The looking begins in the natural
world, as the naturalist studies the world around her, but it strains to see and hear something else,
something revealed: “While I like to think I write for the dead,” the poet tells us, “I also take my
life as a poet from their lips, their vocalisms, their breath.”456

The fifth section of Souls of the Labadie Tract concerns another translator and medium –
Wallace Stevens. “Don’t worry,” his ghost tells Howe (tells us?) “I go with the/house your
living’s where/You walk or have walked…” Howe names the section “118 Waverly Terrace,”
Stevens’address, and begins the section with a story about Stevens, walking to work, composing
scraps of what would become poems. Only Howe doesn't use the word compose. Her language is
the language of the medium/translator: “observed, mediated, conceived, and jotted down ideas
and singular perceptions, often on the backs of envelopes and old laundry bills cut into two-byfour inch scraps he carried in his back pocket.”457 Once received, the transmissions would be
transcribed by stenographers at Stevens’ office, to be later re-translated by the poet into poems.
Susan Howe, out walking, as Edwards and Stevens before her, experiences the late poet, in
particular the ways in which a poem of his “locates, rescues, and delivers what is secret, wild,
double, and various in the near-at-hand.”458 Howe chooses the word “experiences,” with care
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here, I think. She does not decide, or think, or even conjure. She experiences. This is what
Lyotard means when he writes that in the realm of the enfance, “There is no talking, no “seeing”
there, only working.459 “The invisible,” he writes, “is not the wrong side of the visible, its back.
It is the unconscious overturned…”460

Elizabeth Bishop’s poem “In the Waiting Room,” famously enacts this sense of the
overturning; the unexpected revealing of the invisible. While I did not go into this poem in
Bishop chapter, it is worth a brief mention here, as the poet leads us, in the course of the poem,
through the work of attention, observation, and sudden slippage into something—Else. The child
in the poem (Elizabeth herself) sits in a waiting room while her Aunt is being seen by a dentist,
out of sight. She reads, she looks at a National Geographic. She begins in Barthes’ first level,
then slides into the second level, propelled by the strangeness of the images in the National
Geographic of “babies with pointed heads/wound round and round with string…”461 Then, a cry
of pain from the other room, from Bishop’s invisible Aunt, propels Elizabeth into a “sensation of
falling off/the round, turning world/into cold, blue-black space.” The experience is disorienting
and terrifying: “it was sliding/beneath a big black wave/another, and another.”462 The child claws
her way out of it, back into the waiting room, where “it was still the fifth/of February, 1918,” but
the poet does not forget the experience, and I have no doubt that her description of the young
Darwin’s motion from attention to giddy sliding is underlaid with the adult Bishop’s own
memory of the invisible—not at all the backside of the visible, which would be simple
darkness—but something far more complex; something she spent her career attempting to reveal.
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I want to return, now, to af Klint’s small brown bird. I’m not trying to argue for this
painting as an unheralded masterpiece of the collection – but I do want to answer my own
question: why did it, of all the work in the show, catch and hold my interest? First, the
meticulous looking, right down to the charted flight. What does the looking show us, surface for
us? A small bird, observed, pictured, named, classified, and charted. What do we not see? The
information, I think, lies in the chart. Like a map, it charts but is not the thing itself. And in the
case of this chart, what does it actually show? For me, this small painting is thirdness, even more
than Klint’s visionary paintings that announce their allegiance to the invisible. Like a Stevens’
poem, or Bishop, or a line floating across a Howe book that is both exactly rendered and wide
open, this bird is first, an object, and second, a study of that object – a way of understanding it,
and third it is a gesture — wherever that red dotted line leads, half male, half female, a guideline
leading to nothing we can see. Even its small size appeals to me— it makes me think of T.J.
Clark’s musing on economy in Poussin: “The maximum of definition compatible with the
maximum of empathy (of wild “seeing-as…”)” Clark goes on to link this concept with “freedom
and accuracy—a way of reopening the world to imaginative scrutiny.” 463 Freedom and accuracy,
definition and empathy. I would add, exactitude and mystery. And “seeing-as” is yet another
motion phrase, like Heidegger’s being-in-the-world, Bishop’s Regard, or like surfacing, both
cover and covering, revealer and revealed. The painting reminds me of Emerson’s dedication to
observing the “difference”: there is the world, and the thinking about the world, and there is the
“difference” between them, which is third, and which comes between. This is the invisible,
where we pass from language into significance.
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I have heard myself as if you
had heard me utopically
before reflection I heard
you outside only inside
sometimes only a word
So in a particular world
as in the spiritual world464

My conversation with Susan Howe brought one last topic to the fore: that of abstraction.
This word has floated through this project, deployed but mostly unexamined. Howe brought it up
when talking about her own struggles to publish her continually deconstructed language:
“Rothko is allowed in vision,” she told me,465 “but it’s not words. When words are taken to a
certain lack of meaning level, that’s not acceptable.”466 This leads me to ask what we mean when
we call a writer (as opposed to an artist) abstract? When we say that Stevens is “difficult,” or
Bishop “reserved,” or Howe “abstract,” what are we saying? What are we asking for from the
writer? These are larger questions for a larger work, but I do want to think, even briefly, about
this for the purposes of this dissertation, and I’ll do it by transporting one sign-system to another
to see what arises. In a recent essay in the New York Review of Books, Susan Tallman asks the
question: is af Klint an Abstract Artist? Her answer, no, is backed by two main threads: first, that
af Klint clearly meant for her work to convey information (as we can see from her elaborately
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created lexicons of symbols, colors, shapes, and specific meanings). “Nothing stands alone,”
Tallman argues, “everything is shorthand for something else.”467 The second reason Tallman
offers is that “abstraction” is an invented term (her comparison is to the way the Western
Hemisphere was “discovered”), and as such, is not actually very useful in general. While I agree
with the latter argument, I am more interested in the first. Moving between the writers and artists
in this dissertation, if the imparting of information is the mark of non-abstraction, then surely we
cannot label any of the makers in this project “abstract?” I’m remembering here Rothko’s claim
that “clarity” in art is the “the elimination all obstacles between the painter and the idea…” In
other words, the thing itself. For Rothko, as I have argued, abstraction is a way of getting, not
further from reality, but closer. Catherine de Zegher suggests as much in her introduction to the 3
X Abstraction catalogue when she writes about the deep interest, during af Klint’s lifetime, in
perception and the “visual translation of reality”:

There was impetus to examine the visual translation as a whole,
which came to shape a fundamental paradox that representing more
of the real, in all its dimensions, led not to more realism but to more
abstraction.468

Adam Fuss, in another essay in the same catalogue suggests that we could in fact
understand af Klint as a figurative artist, if we reevaluate what we mean by “figure,” “where the
figure is the self and is viewed with the ‘eye’ turned simultaneously inward, therefore allowing a
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viewing ‘past the skin.’”469 Af Klint is imparting information here, if only we could see it.
Tallman looks to what she calls the “archive,” that is, Klint’s notebooks and naturalist
renderings, writing that, “here the main takeaway is not abstraction but complexity; the
multivalent truths of series and sets, rather than the monocular vision of painting.”470 While
Tallman applies her argument to the notebooks, I would apply it across af Klint’s body of work,
as well as to my other artists and writers – not abstraction but complexity. Not monocular vision
but multi-valent. The invisible, not a blank space behind the visible, but a full arena, teeming
with voices. When we swap abstraction for complexity, it allows us to slip these three poets from
their critical boxes and allow them their work within and beyond language without trying to label
them, which in turn allows us to look at these three poets as working across the same plane – by
deploying the world to gesture beyond it. Susan Howe’s fragments are no more or less complex
than Bishop’s constructed surfaces, or Stevens’ flickering philosophies. They all, if I may,
contain multitudes.

Bishop, Howe, and Stevens (and Emerson, Hill, Vermeer, and Rothko) are working in the
invisible/in the visible, and the complexity of this work, and the work that is created in service to
this attention, reaffirms Lyotard’s claim that this is not a 1:1 relationship between the known and
the unknown. Hilma af Klint’s large, symbolic paintings announce the invisible, but the bird
painting yearns toward it. I think that is why it moved me. It is so much a thing of this world—
carefully rendered, scientifically correct, and informationally tagged, and yet — “One must have
a mind of winter,” Stevens writes, “To regard the frost and the boughs/Of the pine trees crusted
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with snow.”471 A mind of winter is an open mind, in the most radical sense – it is signification
rather than image, text, or word. Thirdness moves here. It mediates between the first and second.
It is silent, but we have to listen. It’s invisible, but we have to commit ourselves to observation.

TO SEE AGAIN

Cries open to the words inside them
Cries hurled through the woods472

So, what might be next for this project? The short answer is, a lot. Agnes Martin and Cy
Twombly both deserves a spot in this conversation (her silence, his language), and T.J. Clark
undoubtedly has a larger role to play. The painter Thomas Cole, with his Emersonian blending of
the beautiful and the sublime in the northeastern American landscape. And I’m curious about the
poet CD Wright, and her conjuring of voices across the geography of southeastern America. The
poet Dan Chiasson, and a painter from Brooklyn named Allison Gildersleeve, whose work is the
thirdness between concrete memory of loss and the abstracted representation of that, an area in
which I feel Chiasson’s poetry can also be found. Susan Howe has shaped this project
enormously, despite the fact that she was the final poet in my line-up. I was, frankly, afraid of
her. But when I finally dove in, I was stunned, not only by the difficulty, but by the accessibility
of her work, and the intense emotional pull it exerted on me. The beauty, the terror, the precision,
and the intimacy of her writing created a cot cover for my own straining-to-say in this work,
opening a way for me into my work that charged it with a new understanding of my own project
471
472
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(thank you!) Reading her writing changed the way I understand the possibilities around making
with language, much the same way that Emerson, Bishop, and Stevens did for me when I first
delved into their work. Although her chapter is the longest in the dissertation, I think there may
be more work to be done there. Finally, Charles Darwin, while not a poet, not a visual artist, and
not an American, has also had a huge influence on my chosen makers, and on my own work. I’d
like to expand my notions of natural history as a scrim and see how that enlarges this
investigation, especially in the way that the work of the naturalist (looking) connects to and
perhaps creates the work (both written and visual) that I am observing in this study.

I wrote at the outset that this dissertation had its genesis in my year at the artist’s colony.
Now, at the conclusion, I wonder if I did not look far enough back to find the source. Perhaps
this dissertation began in my childhood, in a house full of books, not about poetry and writing,
but about visual art, a collection slowly amassed by my mother. Looking was synonymous with
my mother. I spent many, many hours being looked at by her as a model for her paintings,
painting that I now treasure, not so much as images of myself, but as traces of her looking for
and finding me. I also spent countless childhood hours in our living room leafing through her art
books, either not able to and then later not bothering to read the accompanying texts, just taking
in the images as they piled up behind my eyes, creating a library of sight linked to emotion that I
still carry in me. They were silent in the way that the natural world is silent: restlessly full,
waiting to be seen by the bodily eye, waiting to be heard. The listening and the looking is a
lifelong errand — as Foucault would say, “it is in vain that we say what we see; what we see
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never resides in what we say.”473 But Gary Hill might answer him: “Existence without resolution
is also an existence of possibilities…”
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Figure 17. Hilma af Klint, “Motacilla Alba: Wagtail with Guidelines,” watercolor, graphite, and metallic pencil on
paper, 36 x 50 cm, 1919.
Image reproduced in Bashkoff, Tracey R., author. Hilma Af Klint: Paintings for the Future. New York, NY:
Guggenheim Museum Publications, 2018.

Figure 18. Hilma af Klint, “Violet Blossom with Guidelines,” watercolor, graphite, & metallic pencil on paper, 50 x
26 cm, 1919.
Image reproduced in Bashkoff, Tracey R., author. Hilma Af Klint: Paintings for the Future. New York, NY:
Guggenheim Museum Publications, 2018.
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Figure 19. Author’s Daughter with Group IX/SUW, The Swan, No. 14, 1915.
Photo: E. Raabe, 2019.
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